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Abstract
The basic ‘fractal percolation’ process was firs t proposed by Mandelbrot in  1974 
and takes the following form. Let M  ^  2 and p  € [0,1]; we sta rt w ith  the un it 
square Cq =  [0,1]^. D ivide Co into equal closed squares, each of side-length 
in  the natura l way and reta in each of these squares w ith  probability  p, or 
else remove i t  w ith  probability  1 -  p. We let C i be the union of those squares 
retained. The process is now repeated w ith in  each square of C i to  give a new set 
C2 Ç C l, consisting of squares o f side-length M ~ ^. Ite rating the construction 
in  the obvious way, we obtain a decreasing sequence of sets Cq 3  C i 3  C2 3  • • • 
w ith  l im it Coo -  D n ^ l
The set Coo is an example of a random Cantor set, and is typ ica lly  h ighly 
in trica te  in nature. I t  may be empty, dust-like or highly connected, depending 
on the value of p; percolation is said to  occur i f  Coo contains large connected 
components link ing  opposite sides of the un it square.
In  th is thesis we shall investigate some of the geometrical and topological 
properties of Coo tha t hold either almost surely (w ith  probability  1) or w ith  
non-zero probability. In  particular, the following results are established. We 
obtain (almost sure) lower and upper bounds on the box-counting dimension of 
the ‘straightest’ crossings in Coo whenever percolation occurs; we also look at 
the d istribu tion of the sizes of the connected components and the probability  of 
percolation. In  the three-dimensional version of the process, we establish the ex­
istence o f two distinct phases of percolation, corresponding to  the occurrence of 
paths and surfaces (or ‘sheets’) in  the lim it set, and study the lim iting  behaviour 
of the phase transition to  sheet percolation as M  00. We also consider the re­
sults o f some computer simulations o f fracta l percolation and present a number 
of generalisations o f the basic process and other closely related constructions.
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Overview
This thesis aims to investigate some of the properties of the ‘fractal percolation’ 
process and is divided in to  five main chapters. In  Chapter 1, we give two 
descriptions of the basic process, one in tu itive  and one rigorous, and present 
several (well-known) fundamental properties o f the lim it set, including a proof 
o f the crucial result tha t the critica l probability  for percolation is less than 1. 
We also place this work in context by outlin ing the historical development of 
fractal percolation and its applications to  other fields.
Chapters 2 and 3 contain im portant new results, often involving a combi­
nation o f a detailed geometrical framework and careful probabilistic estimates. 
In  Chapter 2, we calculate almost sure lower and upper bounds on the m in i­
mal box-counting dimension of crossings in  percolating sets. In  Chapter 3, the 
three-dimensional version of the fractal percolation is considered, along w ith  
possibilities for extending the results to  s till higher dimensions. The main re­
sults here are the existence of two d istinct phases of percolation as p  varies (in 
one of which there are paths in  the retained set, and in  the other images of 
discs) and the lim iting  behaviour o f the critica l probability for sheet percolation 
as the subdivision index M  tends to  infin ity.
Chapter 4 contains a collection of other properties, loosely classed together 
as ‘Numerical Results’ . F irs t we examine the d is tribution of the diameters of the 
connected components in  the super-critical phase of fractal percolation, estab­
lishing the expected lim iting  behaviour as the size decreases. We also calculate 
an upper bound on the percolation function 0(p), and present the results o f some 
computer simulations o f the process leading to  an improved conjectured range 
o f values for the critica l probability. F ina lly  in  Chapter 5 we consider some 
other closely related models, including establishing the existence of a unique 
unbounded cluster in  a tilin g  o f the plane by copies of fractal percolation, and 
finish w ith  a lis t o f open questions and suggestions for further research.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Description of the fractal percolation process
Consider the following model. We sta rt w ith  the un it square [0,1]^, which 
we shall denote by Co, and fix  an integer M  ^  2 and a probability  p  between 0 
and 1. D ivide Co in to  equal closed squares, each of side-length M “ ^, in  the 
natura l way. We now perform independent random coin tosses for each of these 
squares; w ith  p robability  p, we retain the square, and w ith  probability  1 — p, we 
remove the square. Let C i be the pointwise union of all the retained squares; 
the removed squares w ill take no further part in the construction.
Now we repeat the above process in  each o f the squares contained in  C i. 
D ivide each such square into equal closed subsquares, each of side-length 
and perform independent coin tosses for each subsquare. Again, each 
subsquare is retained w ith  probability  p, and removed w ith  p robability  1 — p; 
let C2 be the union o f all the retained subsquares. Continuing the process in  the 
obvious way, we obtain a decreasing sequence o f closed sets Co 3  C i 3  C2 3  • • 
w ith  a lim it set which we shall denote by Coo- See Figure 1.1 for an illustra tion  
o f the firs t three stages of the construction when M  =  3.
Figure 1.1: Construction of the random Cantor set
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The simple process described above has become known as fractal percolation, 
or Mandelbrot percolation after M andelbrot [37]. The lim it set Coo is an example 
o f a random Cantor set, being a random and planar generalisation of the well- 
known ‘m iddle-th ird ’ Cantor set. Typica lly Coo is highly intricate in  nature, 
possessing fine detail and structure when viewed at a rb itra rily  small scales —  
in other words, i t  is a fractal. As we shall see, the lim it set typ ica lly undergoes 
radical phase transitions as the parameter p  varies; i t  is these discontinuities in 
behaviour tha t makes this relatively simple model of great interest to  physicists. 
In  this thesis we investigate some of the geometrical and topological properties 
of Coo and other related constructions.
F o rm a l d e fin it io n s
We now define the fractal percolation process more carefully and introduce some 
new notation. In  practice, however, many of these definitions w ill often remain 
in  the background, in  favour o f the more descriptive geometrical version above.
For (5 >  0, the mesh squares of side-length â are defined to  be the sets o f the 
form  [o5, (a -f 1)J] x  [bS, (64-1)6] where a, 6 € Z. F ix  the subdivision index M > 2 . 
For n  ^  0, the level-n squares are the mesh squares of side-length M ~'^  tha t are 
contained w ith in  the un it square [0,1]^. Let J  =  ÇIm )^ =  { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  M  — 1}^ 
and, for n  ^  1, let Elements o f may be labelled as
I  — — ((^1,1 ) H ,2 ))  • • • j (*n ,l > *« ,2 ) )
where i j  e J  for all W ith  each I  G E „, we associate the level-n square
/  n  n  \
\ j= l  3 = 1  j
SO th a t  En, corresponds to  th e  set o f  a l l le ve l-n  squares. F o llo w in g  th is  m e th o d , 
observe th a t  i f  i i , . , . ,  i ^ + i  G J, th e n  5 [ ( i i , . . . ,  in ,  W i ) ]  is a le v e l-(n  -I- 1) sub­
square o f  5 " [ ( i i , . . . ,  in ) ].
Let E =  U n ^ i '^n and suppose tha t we are given a map w: E — {0 ,1 }. For 
each I  — ( i i , . . . , in) G En, n  >  1, we define the indicator function 1<^[I] by
Iw fl] =  ] [ [ w [ ( i i , .  . . , i j ) ]
3 = 1
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so th a t la, [I] =  1 i f  and only i f  , i^)] =  1 for all 1 ^  j  <  n. The level-n
pre-fractal set Cn =  Cn(w) is then defined by
Cn =  U { 5 [ I ] :  1 „[I] =  1 ,1 e E „ }  (1.1)
and the lim it set Cqo =  Coo(w) by
Coo = f |  c„. (1.2)
n ^ l
I t  is not hard to  see tha t for a given map uj, the above construction cor­
responds to  a particular realisation of the fractal percolation process outlined 
earlier. To tu rn  this construction into a random process, we shall require some 
definitions from probability  theory.
Define the state space D by O =  {0 ,1 }^ ; then elements u; o f O may be viewed
as maps from  S into { 0, 1}, and hence correspond to particular realisations of
Coo ) or configurations. A  cylinder subset o f Cl is given by specifying the values 
of t j{x )  for X belonging to  a certain fin ite  subset of S; thus i f  X  Ç S is fin ite  
and we fix  Wx G {0 ,1 } for each x  € X ,  then
A  =  {w  G uj(x) — Wx for all æ G X }  (1.3)
represents a cylinder set. We let JF denote the a-algebra generated by the 
cylinder subsets of Cl] a measurable event is then an element of T ,  or equivalently 
an jF-measurable subset o f Cl.
We denote probability  measures on ( f l,  JF) by P. O f principal interest to 
us w ill be the product probability mecisure corresponding to  fractal percolation 
w ith  retention probability  p, which we shall denote by Pp and define as follows. 
F ix  0 <  p ^  1, let X  be a fin ite  subset o f S, let Wx G {0 ,1 } for each x  e X  and 
let A  be the cylinder subset given by (1.3). The Pp-measure of A  is defined to  
be
Pp{A) =  {P'^x +  (1 — p ) ( l  — Wx))‘ (1.4)
By Carathéodory’s Extension Theorem, Pp has a unique extension to  a ll o f JF. 
I t  is easy to  check tha t Pp is a p robability  measure; indeed, when X  =  0 , we 
have
Pp(fi) =  J J  (pWx +  (1 -  p ) ( l  -  Wx)) =  1. (1.5)
xÇ.0
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This completes the definition of the basic fractal percolation process, as being 
the fam ily  of nested random sets {C n }n > i given by (1.1) and w ith  d istribu tion 
given by the probability  measure Pp. We shall examine some of the properties 
o f ‘typ ica l’ realisations o f the lim it set Coo, * events tha t occur Pp-almost 
surely or w ith  positive Pp-probability. Further notation relating to  the process 
w ill be introduced later, as and when required.
Phases o f  th e  ra n d o m  C a n to r set
The properties o f a ‘typ ica l’ realisation o f Coo alter greatly as p varies between 
0 and 1. Consider the two extremes: For very small values o f p, we typ ica lly  
remove nearly a ll o f the remaining m atter at every stage o f the fractal percolation 
process, so i t  is very likely tha t the lim it set Coo w ill be empty. On the other 
hand, for values of p close to  1, very lit t le  m atter is removed at every stage and 
so i t  is plausible tha t Coo w ill possess a highly connected structure w ith  only 
small, sparsely distributed holes.
Given a configuration w, for each 1 let Tn =  card { I  € S „: =  l } ,  i.e.
Tn is the number o f level-n squares contained in  the pre-fractal set C«, and let 
To =  1. Since every level-n square of C „ is divided into subsquares, each of 
which is retained independently w ith  probability  p, we see tha t forms
a Galton-W atson branching process w ith  fam ily size Z, where Z  ~  B in (M ^ ,p ).
T h e o re m  1.1: I f  p  <  M ~ ^  then Coo =  0 , Pp-almost surely; i f  p >  M ~ ^  then 
Pp{Coo 7^  0 )  >  0.
Proof: The branching process {Pn}n^o has expected fam ily size M ^p. We use
standard results in  the theory of branching processes to deduce tha t i f  M ^p  <  1 
then {T n } becomes extinct almost surely, i.e. Coo =  0 , but {T h } survives w ith  
non-zero probability  i f  M ^p  >  1.
■
The fractal percolation process thus passes through a phase transition  at 
the value p =  M ~ ^, from  Coo =  0  almost surely to  Coo ^  0  w ith  positive 
probability. When Coo is non-empty, i t  is possible for Coo either to  be ‘dust-like’ .
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th a t is, a to ta lly  disconnected set o f points, or to  possess non-triv ia l connected 
components larger than a point. These larger components w ill be the focus of 
much of our attention; in  particular, we shall be interested in  components which 
span the square from le ft to  right.
We label the left-hand edge {0 } x  [0,1] o f the un it square as L  and the right- 
hand edge {1 } X [0,1] as jR. F ix  M  ^  2 and consider the connected components 
of the set Coo, representing fractal percolation performed w ith  subdivision index 
M .  We define percolation to  occur in  Coo i f  Coo contains a connected component 
E  such tha t E f]L  ^  0  and EC\R ^  0 . We shall occasionally consider percolation 
in  other sets, notably the pre-fractal sets C „, defined in exactly the same way.
Since {Cn}n>o  is a decreasing sequence of compact sets, a connected com­
ponent of Coo can be w ritten  as an intersection of a sequence of connected 
components of Cn, n  ^  0; hence
{percolation in  Coo} =  Q  {percolation in Cn}. (1.6)
n^O
We deduce tha t {percolation in Coo} is a measurable event, since each event 
{percolation in C „ }  depends only on the states o f fin ite ly  many squares, and 
hence may be w ritten  as a fin ite  union o f cylinder subsets of CÎ.
Define the percolation function 9{p) by
9{p) =  Pp (percolation in  Coo)
and the critica l probability Pc by
Pc =  in i{p :9 {p ) >  0}.
I t  is not at all clear a p r io r i tha t 9{p) >  0 for any value o fp  <  1; this im portant 
result w ill be the subject o f Section 1.2. In  the meantime we consider the set 
Coo for values of p between and pc.
T heo rem  1.2: Let <  P <  Pc- Then Coo is to ta lly  disconnected w ith
probability  1.
Proof: See Chayes et a l [8], Theorem 2.
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Thus we see tha t Cqo has a very sudden phase transition at pc] for p <  Pc, 
there is no connected component larger than a point, almost surely, whereas for 
p >  Pci components crossing the whole square from  left to  righ t can occur w ith  
positive probability. (In  fact, the percolation function is discontinuous at Pc, 
tha t is, 0(pc) >  0.)
When p <  Pc, Coo is said to be sub-critical] when p ^  Pc, Coo is said to  be 
super-critical. Illustrations of typ ical realisations of Coo for the sub- and super­
critica l phases are shown in  Figures 1.2 and 1.3 respectively; the illus tra tion  on 
the cover page shows a realisation for a value of p close to  the conjectured value 
for Pc (M  =  3, p =  0.80).
1.2 Non-triviality of the critical probability
The existence of a non-triv ia l interval o f values of p for which percolation 
occurs w ith  positive probability is o f key importance in the study o f random 
Cantor sets. Several proofs of this result already appear in  the literature, but 
i t  is worth repeating here in  the general case for all M  >  2. The firs t rigorous 
proof (albeit w ith  slight errors) was given by Chayes et al. [8]; the ir method 
was corrected in  Falconer [21] and streamlined by Dekking and Meester [17]. 
More recently, Chayes [11] offered an alternative argument based on elementary 
rescaling properties o f Coo •
We shall follow the method of Chayes et al. [8]. Consider the fractal perco­
la tion  process w ith  M  >  2 and 0 <  p <  1. For n  >  0, we define a level-n square A  
contained in  Cn to  be 1-fu ll i f  at least -  1 of its level-(n 4- 1) subsquares 
are contained in  Cn+i- Inductively for m  ^  2, we define A  to  be m -fu ll i f  at 
least — 1 o f its subsquares are (m — l)- fu ll.
T h e o re m  1.3: For M  ^  3, we have pc <  1.
Proof: F irs t observe tha t i f  A i,  Ag are two neighbouring level-n squares in
Cn, each of which is 1-fu ll, then we can find a subsquare of A i and a subsquare 
of Ag tha t intersect along an edge, so tha t Cn-\-i H (A i U Ag) forms a connected 
un it. Based on this observation, i t  is easy to  see tha t i f  the level-0 square [0,1]^ 
is m -fu ll, then Cm contains a sequence o f level-m squares jo in ing L  to  R, i.e.
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Figure 1.2; Fractal percolation w ith  M  =  3 and p =  0.60
Figure 1.3: Fractal percolation w ith  M  =  3 and p =  0.90
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percolation occurs in  Cm-
Let (j)m =  Jp ([0 ,1]^ is m -fu ll). B y (1.6), we have
9{p) =  in =  J i ^ P p  (percolation in  Cn) (1.7)
and hence
9(j>) >  lim  (f>m- (1.8)m—^oo
Thus i t  remains to show tha t for some value of p  <  1, we have limm-^oo <j>m >  0.
Now (/»i =  +  M ‘^ p ^ ^ ~ ^ { l — p) and for ?n ^  1, we have
0m+l =  “  <Am) + ”  P)^m'"^
=  -  (M:  ^ -  l)p^'.^;;f'. (1.9)
Defining fp\ [0,1] -A [0,1] by
/p(a;) =  -  (M ^ -  l ) p ^ 'a ; ^ \
we thus have a dynamical system given by çi>o =  1 and ~  fp{<fm)
fo r m  ^  0. D ifferentiating fp , we obtain
/;(æ ) =  M ^ ( M ^ - l ) p ^ ' - i z ^ ' - ^ - M ^ ( M : * - l ) p ^ ' a : ^ ' - i
=  M ^ { M ^ - l ) p ^ ^ - ' ^ x ^ ^ - ^ { l - p x )  >  0 (1.10)
and hence we observe tha t fp  is an increasing function w ith  /p (0) =  0 and 
/p ( l)  <  1. I t  turns out tha t fp  has a fixed point in  the interval [1 — M ^{1  —p)^, 1) 
whenever p ^  1 — see the proof of Lemma 2.14 for more details o f this
result in  a more general setting.
We conclude tha t i f  p >  1 — M “ ®/3 then — M ^{1  — p)^ for a ll m  ^  1;
in  particular, we have lim,n->oo ^  1 — M ^ ( l  — p)^ >  0, im plying tha t Pc <
1 — M ~ ^ /3  <  1, as required.
■
O f course, the method of Theorem 1.3 is extremely inefficient for producing 
bounds on Pc] at best, when M  =  3, i t  gives 9(p)^0.999 84 for p^O .99863. Some 
improvement can be made by observing th a t we can weaken the defin ition of a 
1-full square; in  the case M  — 3, certain combinations of only seven out o f the 
nine subsquares are sufficient to  ensure tha t neighbouring 1-fu ll squares form
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Figure 1.4: Cn+ 2  H (A i U Ag) is disconnected
a connected unit. Xu and Su [59] have performed these calculations, reporting 
an upper bound on Pc o f 0.983 03. However, substantial improvements based on 
these techniques appear unlikely.
So far, we have only considered M  ^  3. When M  =  2, the method of 
Theorem 1.3 cannot be used directly, since i t  is possible for the level-(n +  2) 
subsquares of two neighbouring level-n 2-fu ll squares A i , Ag to  be disconnected, 
as shown in  Figure 1.4. However, as observed by Chayes et a l [8] and Dekking 
and Meester [17], we can use a coupling argument to compare the cases M  =  2 
and M  =  4. We let 6 {p ]M )  denote the usual percolation function for frac­
ta l percolation w ith  index parameter M  and retention probability p, and let 
Pc{M) — in f{p :0 (p ;M ) >  0}.
P r o p o s it io n  1.4: Suppose tha t p, q satisfy 1 — p ^ ^ + i ^  (1 — Then we 
have 9(p; M )  >  d{q\ M ^).
Proof: We compare the level-2 set Cg[M] for M  x M  fractal percolation
w ith  p robability  p  and the level-1 set C\ [M ^] for x fractal percolation 
w ith  probability  q. Let A  be a fixed mesh square of side-length M “  ^ and let 
H i , . . . ,  Hjv/2 denote the mesh squares of side-length contained in  A.
In  the firs t model, we have
Pt(ACC-i[M\)  =  Pr{AÇC,[M ])P„(^ i ,B iÇC2[M] \AÇCi[M])
(1.11)
In  the second model, since each of the B i, 1 ^  f ^  is retained independently 
w ith  probability  g, we have
P ç(in t(A  n  C i[M ^ ]) =  0 ) =  (1 -  g) (1.12)
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Therefore when the hypothesis of the proposition is satisfied, we have
< f g ( m t ( A n C i M )  =  0 ) .  (1.13)
In  other words, the probability  tha t some subsquare of A  has been removed in  
C2 [M ] is no greater than the probability  tha t all subsquares of A  have been 
removed in  C 'i[M ^]. Since this inequality is repeated across [0, 1]%, we deduce 
tha t
Pp (percolation in  Cg[M ]) >  Pg (percolation in C \[M ^ ]). (1.14)
A  corresponding version o f inequality (1.13) applies equally to  mesh squares 
A  o f side-length for a ll n  ^  1; thus we can sim ilarly compare the sets
C 2 n [M ] and Cn[M ^] to  deduce tha t
Pp (percolation in  C2 n [M ]) >  Pg (percolation in  C n [M ^ ]) , (1.15)
Taking lim its  as n  oo, we conclude tha t ${p] M )  >  d{q\ M ^), as required.
C o r o l l a r y  1 .5 : Pc(2) <  1.
Proof: Let M  ~  2, q >  Pc{A) and let p satisfy
B y Theorem 1.4, we have 6{p\2) >  ^(g;4) >  0, and hence Pc{2) < p  <  1.
1.3 Some basic results
In  th is section we collect together some im portant definitions and results 
th a t w ill be useful later in  our study o f fractal percolation.
In creasin g  ev en ts  and th e  F K G  in eq u a lity
Let (0 ,P ,  P ) be a probability  space, and denote points o f Cl by w. Let A  be 
an event, tha t is, an P-measurable subset o f Cl, and let l>i: —>■ {0 ,1 }  be the
indicator function of A, taking the value 1 i f  w G A  and 0 otherwise.
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Suppose tha t we have a partia l order on the configurations w G f i.  
(When O is the state space corresponding to. fractal percolation (or discrete 
percolation), there is a natural partia l order on fî: We say tha t w i ^  wg i f  
and only i f  w i[I] <  wg[I] for a ll I  G S, so tha t every square (or site, or bond) 
selected in  lü\ is also selected in  wg.) We define the event A  to  be increasing i f  
^a {w i)  ^  lA(wg) for a ll Wi,Wg G Ü such tha t w i <  wg. In  addition, we define A  
to  be decreasing i f  its complement A^ is increasing.
Many of the events tha t we shall consider in  the context of the fractal perco­
la tion process are increasing. In  particular, the events {percolation in  C n] and 
{percolation in  Coo} are increasing; to  see this, simply observe tha t i f  w i is a 
configuration in  which percolation occurs and w i <Wg, then wg is obtained from 
u)i simply by adding extra squares (and not removing any), so tha t percolation 
also occurs in  wg.
The usefulness of increasing events comes from the following im portant cor­
relation inequality.
T h e o r e m  1 .6 : (FKG  in e q u a lity )
Let (f2 ,P , P ) be a probability  space and let A  and B  be two increasing events 
(or two decreasing events) tha t depend on at most countably many random 
variables. Then
P ( A n P )  > P (A )P (H ) .
Theorem 1.6 was firs t proved by Harris [30] in  the case o f discrete percola­
tion  on the lattice w ith  the natura l product probability measure; its scope was 
widened by Fortu in, Kasteleyn and Ginibre [25], after whom i t  is named.
P a stin g  resu lts
The FKG  inequality gives us many useful intersection results. For example, 
le t A  denote the event {percolation from left to  r ig h t}, let B  denote the event 
{percolation from  top to  bo ttom } and observe tha t both these events are in­
creasing. Whenever we have P p{A r)B )^P p{A )P p{B )  >  0 by Theorem 1.6, 
and hence we deduce tha t the critica l p robability  for the event A C \B  equals Pc.
We can also use the FKG  inequality to  obtain a lower bound on the prob­
ab ility  o f more complicated events. For J ,K  G N, let denote the set
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formed by placing J K  independent copies of fractal percolation side by side in 
the rectangle [0, J] x [0,iC]. Let
0^'^^ip) =  Pp (percolation from left to  righ t in
and let =  in f{p : 9' ’^^ (p )  >  0}.
Lemma 1,7: I f  0^’^(p) >  0 then 9^'^{p) >  0.
Proof: See Dekking and Meester [17], Lemma 5.1. Essentially, the lemma
is proved by taking a le ft to  righ t crossing o f [0 , 1] x [0, 2] and reflecting and 
translating this crossing several times. These copies are then pasted together 
to  build  up a crossing of [0, M ]  x  [0 ,2]; the FKG  inequality tells us tha t such a 
crossing exists w ith  positive probability. F ina lly  the whole set is rescaled by a 
factor o f 1 /M  to  provide a crossing of [0,1] x  [0,1].
■
Note tha t the same techniques used in the proof of Lemma 1.7 can be used 
to  build  up crossings of longer rectangles, simply by reflecting and translating 
as many times as required. Also observe tha t 9^’^{p) >  0 implies 9^’‘^ (p) >  0 
tr iv ia lly ; hence we have the following useful result.
L e m m a  1.8: (Pasting lemma)
I f  9 '^~^{p) >  0 then 9'^'^^{p) >  0 for all J, AT ^  1.
C o r o l l a r y  1 .9 : For all J , K ^  1, we have pf^^^ =  Pc.
B o x -co u n tin g  d im en sio n  and H au sd orff d im en sion
The lower box dimension d im ^ {E ) o f a non-empty bounded set P  Ç IR”  is given 
by
d im g (P ) =  lim  in f (1.16) ’ J-+0 - l o g 6  ^ ’
and the upper box dimension d im g(P ) by
d im g (P ) =  lim  sup —-  (1.17)<5-^ 0 —logo
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where N s(E ) is the smallest number of cubes of side-length Ô tha t cover E . I f  
d im g (P ) =  dim j3(P ), we define the box-counting dimension d im g (P ) of E  to 
be the common value. Observe tha t we may replace the lim it 6 -4^  0 in  (1.16) 
and (1.17) by the lim it n -> oo on substituting Ô =  M ~'^, and also th a t the 
dimensions are unaltered i f  we consider only mesh cubes of side-length M " "  
covering E  (see Section 3.1 of Falconer [21]).
The following proposition is a standard result from the theory of branching 
processes.
P r o p o s it io n  1.10: Let {Tn}n^o  be a branching process where the fam ily  size 
has expected value p  and fin ite  variance. Then w ith  probability  1, there exists 
a constant D ^  c <  oo such tha t Tn ~  cpA as n —>■ oo; moreover, i f  T „  7A 0 as 
n  -> 00, then c >  0 almost surely.
Proof: See Harris [31], Chapter I, Section 8.1.
■
We use Proposition 1.10 to  obtain an almost sure value for the box-counting 
dimension of the set Coo in  the plane.
T h e o r e m  1.11: Conditional on Coo ^  0 , then w ith  probability 1 we have
dim j3 (Coo ) — 2 +  lo g p f log M .
Proof: Consider the sequence {Tn}n>o, where Tn denotes the number of
level-n squares contained in the set Cn, and recall tha t this sequence forms a 
branching process w ith  fam ily size Z  ~  B in (M ^ ,p ). Observe tha t E (Z ) — M ^p  
(where E denotes expectation w ith  respect to  Pp) and Var(Z) =  M ^ p { l ~ p )  <  
00, and hence we deduce from Proposition 1.10 tha t w ith  probability  1, there 
exists 0  0 such tha t T „  ~  c(M ^p)”  as n -4 00. Since {Coo) 4 Tn fo r all 
n  ^  0, we have
d E . ( C . ) < l i m s u p j ^  =  »  =  2 +  g A .  (1.18) 
almost surely.
The lower bound is s lightly more d ifficult, since some of the level-n squares 
contained in may have empty intersection w ith  Coo- Let / :  [0,1] -4 [0,1]
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denote the probability  generating function for the fam ily size in the branching 
process {T n }\ the expected fam ily size is then equal to / ' ( I )  and the extinction 
probability  q is given by the smallest solution of f {s )  =  s. Let n ^  0 and let 
5  be a level-n square contained in  Cn\ say tha t S survives i f  there exists an 
in fin ite  line of descendents from  S.
We create a new process {Tn}n^o from {Tn}n>o by defining Th to  be the 
number of level-n squares S contained in  Cn tha t survive. I t  follows from  
Theorem 1, Section 1.12 o f Athreya and Ney [2] tha t {T „ }  is equivalent in  
d is tribu tion  to  a branching process w ith  fam ily size given by the random variable 
X  having generating function
f i ^ )  =  (119)
Therefore
E (X )  =  / ' ( I )  =  (1 -  « ) - ' ( !  -  -  q ) l +  q ) =  / ' ( I )  =  M ^p. (1.20)
B y Proposition 1.10, i f  Coo 7^  0  then w ith  probability  1 there exists 0 <  c <  oo
such tha t Tn ~  c (M ^p )", and so
d ta B (C » ) >  l im in f  (1.21)
Combining (1.18) and (1.21), we see tha t dimg(Coo) =  2 4- lo g p / log M  almost 
surely, conditional on Cqo 7^  0 .
Prom the point o f view of ease o f calculation, box-counting dimension is the 
most natura l definition of fractal dimension for us to  use. The Hausdorff dimen­
sion, d im (C o o ), o f Coo is however also im portant; see (amongst many others) 
Falconer [21] or Rogers [51] for a definition and discussion o f Hausdorff mea­
sure and dimension. Several authors, including Hawkes [32] and Falconer [20], 
have tackled the problem of finding the Hausdorff dimension of various classes 
o f random objects, including random Cantor sets, from different angles. They 
a ll show tha t
dim^(Coo) = 2 4 - log p /lo g  M  (1.22)
almost surely, conditional on Coo 7^  0 . More generally, in  the case o f the d- 
dimensional random Cantor set to  be introduced in  Section 3.1, we have
dimn(Coo) =  dimg(Coo) =  d4- lo g p / lo g M  (1.23)
almost surely, conditional on Coo 7^  0 .
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1.4 Historical background and applications
E arly  m o d e ls
The origins of fractal percolation can be traced as far back as the Russian paper 
o f Novikov and Stewart [46] in 1964. The process they describe and the notation 
they use differ markedly from those favoured more recently; nevertheless, their 
model contains several o f the same key features as the one which was later to 
evolve from  it.
The essential difference between the Novikov-Stewart model and our random 
Cantor sets lies in  the subdivision and selection steps. Whereas we reta in each 
of the subsquares independently at random w ith  probability p, the method 
used by Novikov and Stewart introduces more constraints. They fix  an integer 
N , 0 <  X  <  M ^; then for a ll n ^  0, every level-n retained square is divided into 
equal subsquares of which exactly N  are retained. (The subsquares to  be 
retained are chosen at random according to  some uniform distribution.)
The result o f ite ra ting this process ad in fin itum  is a random fractal which 
has box-counting dimension log AT/log M  (surely, not almost surely). This set 
displays many of the same properties as Coo', for N  < M , the set is to ta lly  
disconnected, whilst for N  >  — M /2 , i t  is easy to  show tha t percolation
occurs. We are therefore able to  define the percolation function and phase 
transition and estimate the critica l value for N  in  exactly the same way as 
for Coo- However, the removal o f independence in  this model serves to  make 
any probabilistic calculations much more difficult; in  addition, because N  can 
take only fin ite ly  many values, any variations in  behaviour w ill be of a discrete 
nature.
Novikov and Stewart introduced the ir model in  the context o f a problem 
concerning turbulent flows. This was also the motivation for M andelbrot [37] 
in  1974, when fractal percolation in its  present form was first postulated under 
the tit le  of ‘canonical curd ling ’. Mandelbrot developed his ideas further in  [38], 
although his arguments are in tu itive  and centre around the ‘critica l dimensions’ . 
Further conjectures were made by Mandelbrot [39] in 1983; i t  was not however 
u n til 1988 tha t the model firs t received rigorous mathematical attention.
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R ecen t resu lts
Chayes, Chayes and D urre tt [8] established several fundamental properties of 
random Cantor sets which underpin a ll subsequent developments. They proved 
the existence o f three basic phases (empty, to ta lly  disconnected and percola­
ting) and claimed tha t the phase transition to  percolation is discontinuous, i.e. 
9{Pc) >  0, However, the ir proof o f the la tte r result is not quite accurate; the 
event G  used in  the FKG  inequality on page 318 is not in fact increasing,
Dekking and Meester [17] b u ilt on the work of Chayes et al. using the te r­
minology o f random substitutions. They extended the classification of random 
Cantor sets to  a to ta l o f six phases by looking at the projection of Coo onto one 
o f the axes, and proved tha t at least one of the phases (phase I I I )  is in  fact om it­
ted. In  addition, Dekking and Meester completed the proof o f the discontinuity 
o f the phase transition at Pc and introduced the random Sierpinski carpet, to  
which we shall return  in  Section 5.2.
Chayes and Chayes [7] considered the large M  l im it of the fractal percolation 
process in  the plane. They proved tha t
pc(M)  Pc(Z^) as M  -> 00 (1.24)
where Pc(Z^) denotes the critica l probability  for site percolation in  the discrete 
square lattice. Falconer and G rim m ett [23, 24] extended this result to  higher 
dimensional versions of fractal percolation in  a somewhat unexpected way; see 
Section 3.1 for further details. Chayes et al. [9] concentrated exclusively on 
fractal percolation in  three dimensions; again, this is covered in Chapter 3.
In  addition. Falconer and G rim m ett [24] completed the Dekking-Meester 
classification o f random Cantor sets in  two dimensions, by showing tha t the 
process passes d irectly from  phase I I  to  phase V  at p  =  M ~^, om itting  phases I I I  
and IV . Unfortunately th is result makes the later (independent) work o f Wu 
and L iu  [58] largely redundant, although the lower bound they claim on the 
critica l probability, Pc(3) >  0.6346, is s till o f interest.
The 1992 paper o f Meester [41] introduced an alternate defin ition o f perc­
olation by arcwise-connected components. Given a realisation Coo o f fractal 
percolation, we define arc-percolation to  occur in  Coo i f  there exists a continu­
ous map F: [0, 1] Coo such tha t F (0) € { 0}  x  [0, 1], F ( l)  e { 1} x  [0, 1] and
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r ( s i )  r ( s 2) whenever s i 7^  «2- Clearly {arc-percolation} Ç {percolation}; 
moreover, Meester proved that, at least in  two dimensions, the two notions are 
probabilistically equivalent, i.e.
Pp (arc-percolation) =  Pp (percolation) =  9{p). (1.25)
This result w ill be useful for a number o f our geometrical lemmas, since i t  
enables us to  use the two definitions o f percolation interchangeably (up to  sets 
o f measure zero). However, i t  is an open problem to extend (1.25) to  higher 
dimensions; i t  is not even clear whether arc-percolation is then a measurable 
event or not.
The work of Chayes [12, 13] on (the absence of) directed fractal percolation 
and the length o f the crossings in  the super-critical phase w ill be considered 
in  Chapter 2. Other im portant references include Dekking and G rim m ett [16], 
Falconer [20], G raf [28] and the survey paper of Chayes [11].
A p p lica tio n s
As mentioned above, the study o f fractal percolation grew out o f a problem in 
tu rbu lent fiu id  flow; indeed, the language used by Mandelbrot in  his description 
o f the process talks o f ‘eddies’ and ‘subeddies’. Even before the paper o f Novikov 
and Stewart, however, random Cantor sets of a sort had been used by Fournier 
d ’A lbe [26] and Hoyle [33] to  model the d istribu tion of m atter in  the universe by 
a cascade process. According to Hoyle, a galactic cloud o f radius Rq contracts 
by a factor o f and then divides into k equal fragments, each of radius R a/k. 
This process is then iterated in  the obvious way so tha t the lim iting  set is fractal 
in  nature; however, no consideration is given to  the spatial d istribu tion  of the 
fragments.
As is suggested by its name, ‘percolation’ relates to  a physical phenomenon. 
The trad itiona l model o f bond percolation on a discrete lattice can be used to 
represent the movement of fiu id  in  a large porous stone; open bonds correspond 
to passageways through which fiu id  can travel. On a similar theme, fractal 
percolation can be used to model the hydraulic properties of a sample o f soil 
in  which pores occur at random locations and across a large range of spatial 
scales. For n  ^  1, the retained squares of side-length in  C» correspond 
to  occupied cells, and these are given an impedance of Rn\ the vacant squares
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correspond to  unoccupied cells, and these are given an impedance of r-n- Craw­
ford [14] investigates the conductivity o f such a model and shows the existence 
o f a phase transition in  p, between the conductivity essentially obeying a power 
law dependency on the length scale of the measurement, and being dominated 
by the largest connected pores in the structure.
Su and Yan [54] have translated the term inology of fractal percolation to 
model ‘ductile fracture’ in plate specimens. The removed squares correspond 
to  ‘m icrovoids’ in the specimen; i f  the p robability  for form ing microvoids is 
sufficiently high, then ductile fracture occurs w ith  probability 1. Dekking [15] 
attempted to use a modified model o f fractal percolation, w ith  interaction be­
tween neighbouring squares, to  represent sections of a human lung, bu t had 
lim ited  success. Mandelbrot aerogels were introduced by Machta [35] and w ill 
be discussed in  Section 5.2.
B row n ian  m o tio n
The application of perhaps the most direct interest to  mathematicians concerns 
a recent im portant paper of Peres [49] linking Brownian m otion paths in  to  
fractal percolation at an appropriate value of p. Let Cooip) denote d-dimensional 
fracta l percolation w ith  subdivision index M  =  2 and retention probability  p 
(see Section 3.1 for a definition). Two random (Borel) sets A  and B  in  are 
defined to  be intersection-equivalent in  an open set U  i f  there exist constants 
0 <  Cl <  C2 <  oo such tha t for every closed set A  C 17, we have
Using results from the classical percolation theory for Brownian m otion and 
capacities on trees and in  Euclidean space, Peres proves the following result.
T h e o r e m  1.12:
( i)  For d ^  3, the range of d-dimensional Brownian motion is intersection- 
equivalent to C'oo(2^“ ‘^ ) in (0, 1)^.
(a)  For d =  2, any Borel set A  such tha t Pp{Coo{p) f l  A  7^  0 ) >  0 for some 
p <  1 has non-empty intersection w ith  the range of 2-dimensional Brownian 
motion, almost surely.
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(Peres also gives analogous versions for stable symmetric processes and for ran­
dom walks on the lattices 2^.) W ith  this powerful result at hand, i t  becomes 
easy to  derive the following famous probabilistic statements of Dvoretzky, Erdos 
et a l  [18, 19] on the intersections of independent Brownian paths.
C o r o l l a r y  1 .13 :
{ i)  For d ^  4, two independent Brownian paths in  started at different 
points are almost surely disjoint.
(m) In  R^, any two paths intersect almost surely, but three paths have no 
point o f m utual intersection, almost surely.
(Hi) In  R^, any fin ite  number of paths have points of m utual intersection, 
almost surely.
Proof: To prove (z), i t  suffices to  show tha t two independent Brownian
paths B { t ) ,B ' { t )  in  R^ have no point o f intersection in the un it cube, almost 
surely. By Theorem 1.12, {B { t ) } t ^ o  and {B ' { t ) } f ^ o  are intersection-equivalent 
to  Coo(1/4) and C ^ ( l /4 )  in (0,1)^. I t  is then easy to  show tha t { B { t ) }C \ {B '( t ) }  
is intersection-equivalent to  Coo(l/16); the result follows since Coo(l/16) =  0  
w ith  probability  1 by Theorem 1.1. The proofs of (zz) and (zzz) are similar; cor­
responding statements for symmetric stable processes and random walks also 
hold.
Chapter 2
Box-Counting Dimension of 
Crossings
In  th is chapter we shall address the problem of finding the fractal dimension 
o f crossings of the random Cantor set Coo in  the plane. By a percolating path 
or crossing we mean a continuous path F: [0,1] Coo such tha t F(0) £ L  — 
{0 }  X  [0,1] and F ( l)  £ R — {1 }  x  [0,1]. By (1.25), crossings occur in  Coo 
w ith  non-zero probability  when p ^  Pc, where Pc is the critica l p robability  for 
percolation.
From a physical viewpoint, estimates on the dimension of crossings are im ­
portant for assessing the speed w ith  which a flu id  permeates through a medium 
—  the higher the dimension, the more tortuous the route the flu id  has to  travel. 
The ideal result in  th is direction would be to  prove the existence of, and then to 
calculate, a sharp, almost sure (conditional on percolation) value for the dimen­
sion o f the ‘straightest’ paths {i.e. those w ith  least dimension) in  any realisation 
of Coo-
W hich definition of dimension we choose is a m atter o f preference and ease 
o f use; a case can be made for each of Hausdorff, box-counting and divider 
dimensions (see Falconer [21] for a detailed discussion). In  practice, as is often 
the case, i t  easier to  work w ith  box-counting dimension than w ith  Hausdorff 
dimension; even then, the existence of a sharp value for the m inimal dimension 
o f crossings seems to be a d ifficu lt problem, and so we present almost sure 
bounds on the lower and upper box dimensions as functions of p.
The only previous investigation into the dimension o f crossings is tha t o f 
Chayes [13]. In  an early preprint, he claimed tha t an argument sim ilar to
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Theorem 1.3 shows the existence o f a phase in  which rectifiable crossings of 
fin ite  length can exist w ith  positive probability. This is, however, corrected in  
later versions; he proves tha t w ith  p robability  1, all percolating paths are non- 
rectifiable and actually have a lower box dimension of at least 1 -H C for some 
^ >  0. The arguments involved in  the proof are intricate, involving showing 
th a t directed percolation is a necessary and sufficient condition for C =  0. Here 
directed percolation is said to  occur i f  there exist percolating paths r(s) which 
move only to  the righ t as s increases, w ithout ‘doubling back’; Chayes [12] shows 
th a t directed percolation occurs w ith  probability  zero for p <  1. No value for C 
is calculated, nor is any dependence o f C on p  exhibited.
2.1 Definitions and results
Recall the follow ing definitions of dimension from Section 1.3: The lower box 
dimension d im p (E)  o f a non-empty subset E  o f [0,1]^ is given by
and the upper box dimension dim.B{E) by
d to B (S )= lim s u p !2g g ®  (2.2)
where iV'f” ') (E)  is the number of level-n squares tha t intersect E.
I f  7 : [0,1] -7  [0,1]^ is a continuous path, we shall sometimes identify 7 w ith  
Im (7 ) =  7 ([0, 1]) by defining (7 ) =  Û m B i l )  = d im g (7 [0, l ] )
and d im g (7 ) =  dim_B(7 [0, 1]). The path 7  is said to  satisfy a Holder condition 
of exponent a  i f  there exists a constant c >  0 such tha t
- 7 ( i 2 ) K c | t i - ^ 2!" (2.3)
fo r a ll i i ,^2 G [0,1]; note tha t in  this definition we necessarily have a  <  1. I t  is 
easily shown tha t any path 7 satisfying a Holder condition of exponent a  has 
dimension 611115(7) <  1/a ;  to  see this, observe tha t i f  {U *} is a cover of [0, 1] by
intervals o f length e, then { 7 ( t / i) }  is a cover of 7 ([0, 1]) by sets of diameter at
most 5 =  C£r“ ; since Ng([0, 1]) <  2/e , we have Ns{'i)  <
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I t  w ill sometimes be convenient to  formulate the fractal percolation process 
in  the following alternative way: For n ^  1, we let be the union o f mesh 
squares o f side-length M " ”  contained in  [0, 1]^, where each square is retained 
at random w ith  p robability  p  independently o f a ll other squares. I t  is easily 
seen tha t the intersection of these sets, Coo — f ln ^ i  deques an identically 
equivalent process to  the usual random Cantor set as described in  Section 1.1; 
however in th is way, we have removed from  the definition of the level-n set any 
dependence on the previous levels. In  addition, we define C^^ =  f]n=m
T h e o r e m  2,1: There exists a constant v =  v {M )  >  0 such tha t w ith  proba­
b ility  1, every percolating path F: [0, 1] -> Coo satisfies
dhnB(F) > l - f u ( l  -p )^ |lo g (l (2.4)
Theorem 2.1 extends the result o f Chayes [13]. Note tha t Theorem 2.1
implies a (very small) lower bound for Pc, since no path can have dimension
greater than 2, but this w ill not improve on previous bounds.
C o r o l l a r y  2.2: W ith  probability 1, no percolating path F satisfies a Holder
condition of exponent a  for any a  >  ( l  -I- u ( l — p )‘^ |lo g (l — p)|~^)~^.
T h e o r e m  2 .3 : Consider the set (where J , K  € N ) consisting o f J K  
independent copies o f Coo placed together in  the rectangle [0, J] x  [0, AT]. Then 
w ith  p robability  1, every path F: [0,1] crossing [0, J] x  [0,iF] from  left
to righ t satisfies
dim B(F) >  1 +  f ( l  - p ) ' ‘ | lo g ( l ~ p ) | “  ^ (2.5)
where v is the same constant as in  Theorem 2.1.
Proof: Theorem 2.3 is proved in  a sim ilar manner to  Theorem 2.1. A ll the
arguments in  Section 2.2 for the square [0,1]^ w ill adapt to  the rectangle [0, J] x 
[0,Ff]. (The proof does not quite follow from  Theorem 2.1 by rescaling alone 
since i t  is jus t conceivable tha t there exists a path o f smaller dimension crossing 
[0, J] X [0, K ]  which does not cross any smaller square from left to  right.)
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C o r o l l a r y  2.4: A lmost surely, there exists no non-constant path F: [0,1] ->
Coo such that
d im 5 (F) < l  +  v { l  - p ) ^ | lo g ( l  - p ) | “ ^, 
where v is the same constant as in  Theorem 2.1,
Proof: Observe tha t every non-constant path crosses a rectangle of the form
[ jM “ ” , { j  -F 1 )M “ ” ] X [0,1] or [0,1] x { j  +  1 )M ~ ” ] for some n >  0 and
0 <  j  <  M ”  — 1. By Theorem 2.3 applied to  this rectangle rescaled by a factor of 
M " ,  w ith  probability  1 every path F crossing the rectangle satisfies (2.5). Since 
there are only countably many such rectangles, we deduce that
Pp(3 non-constant path F s. t. d im ^ fF )  <1-1- u ( l — p)^| lo g (l — p)\~^) =  0.
(2.6)
■
Thus we have a lower bound on the lower box dimension of a ll non-triv ia l 
paths 7 : [0, 1] Coo- O f course, this lower bound only has a meaningful inter­
pretation at and above the critica l point Pc? below which there exist no connected 
components larger than a point, almost surely.
As a partia l converse, in  Section 2.3 we shall obtain an upper bound on the 
upper box dimension of crossings for values o f p close to  1. This upper bound 
takes the form  of an almost sure (conditional on percolation) bound on the 
m inim al value of the upper box dimension o f all crossings contained in Coo-
T h e o r e m  2.5: Suppose tha t M  ^  3 and 1 — M “ ^/15 ^  p <  1. Then there 
exists a constant u =  u {M )  >  0 such tha t
Pp[3  crossing F s .t. d im g(F ) <  (3 j percolation) =  1 (2.7)
where
j3 =  (3{M,p) =  14- |(log (l - p ) ) / 5  -  u | ‘
(In  fact, we can take u — lo g (( l — M  ^) ^/^15^/^M ) in  Theorem 2.5). 
S tric tly  speaking, the measure Pp in  (2.7) is actually the completion o f the
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usual p robability  measure Pp. We shall prove Theorem 2.5 by constructing a 
Borel-measurable event A such tha t Pp(A) =  1 and
A n  {percolation} Ç {3  crossing F s .t. d im g(F ) <  /?} Ç {percolation}. (2.8)
Therefore
P p [ { ^  crossing F s .t. d im g(F ) ^ 0 ) 0  {percolation})
<  7p (A^’ n  {percolation}) = 0 .  (2.9)
I t  w ill follow in  the proof tha t for the specified range of values o f p  we have 
Fp(percolation) >  0, and hence from  (2.9) we may deduce (2.7).
Given 0  >  1, using Theorem 2.5 we can ensure, by taking values o f p  suf­
fic iently close to  1, tha t whenever percolation occurs, then w ith  p robability  1 
there exist crossings of dimension at most 0. O f course, percolating paths w ith  
dimension greater than 0  may also exist simultaneously. The restriction to 
M  ^  3 w ill prove necessary for Lemma 2.16.
upper\t 
bound \i
lower bound
Figure 2.1: Upper and lower bounds on the box-counting dimension o f crossings
The bounds presented above and illustrated by Figure 2.1 are by no means 
tig h t and could certainly be improved by the use of more careful estimates. 
Nevertheless, these are non-triv ia l bounds; for a ll 5 >  4, there exists a constant 
v' =  v'{s) >  0 such tha t the lower bound is at least H - u '( l  —p)® for a ll O ^ p ^ l ,  
whereas the upper bound behaves like 1 4- 1/ |  lo g (l — p)| as p ^  1.
We obtain the lower bound. Theorem 2.1, in  Section 2.2 and the upper 
bound. Theorem 2.5, in Section 2.3. The lower bound also appears in  Orze- 
chowski [48].
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2.2 Lower bound on lower box dimension
28
Our strategy w ill be to  show tha t any percolating path F must avoid small 
‘holes’ in  Cqo at in fin ite ly  many scales. To do this, we firs t define the notion of 
an m-long link. Roughly speaking, f o r n ^  1, a lin k  is the parallelogram between 
two nearby level-n squares; a lin k  is said to  be m-long i f  the pattern of squares 
therein at levels (n - f 1) to  (n-Fm ) contains sufficiently many holes so as to  force 
any path passing through the link  to  make a large detour.
We show tha t these m-long links occur w ith  high probability for sufficiently 
large values of m, and tha t in any chain o f neighbouring level-m squares, such 
links appear w ith  a certain degree of independence. F ina lly we prove that, for 
m  sufficiently large and w ith  probability  1, all chains contains at least a certain 
fixed proportion o f m-long links, from  which we obtain a lower bound on the 
dimension o f any percolating paths.
We define a distance function on subsets of the un it square. For A , B  C 
[0, 1]2, let
d ist(v4,B) =  in f{d o o (x i,X 2) : x i  C A, xg 6 B )  (2.10)
where doo is the m etric on IR^  given by taking the maximum difference in  co­
ordinates.
F ix  1 and let A  and B  be two level-n squares. Suppose tha t d is t(A , B) — 
then w ithout loss o f generality we may assume (by rota ting and reflecting 
as necessary) tha t B  lies to  the righ t of, and possibly below. A, as in  one of three 
configurations shown in  Figure 2.2. We then define the link L {A , B )  between
L(A,B)
L(A,B)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Defining the lin k  L{A , B)
(c)
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A  and B  to be the (closed) parallelogram formed by the intersection of the
convex hull o f A  and B  and the column of w idth  separating A  and as
illustrated. (Note tha t i f  A  and B  are diagonally opposite one another, as in 
Figure 2.2c, then there are two possible choices for L (A , B)\ choose either, in a 
consistent manner.)
Recall from page 25 the construction of the set defined only by the 
squares selected at levels n i through to U2 - F ix  n ^  1 and m ^  1. We shall now 
define what i t  means for the link  L{A , B )  between two level-n squares v4, B  to  be 
m-long, in terms of the arrangement of squares selected at levels (n-F 1) through 
to  (n -F m ). (Note therefore tha t this definition is independent of whether the 
squares A, B  are actually contained in Cn or not.)
For points x i ,X 2 G let ^ (x i,X 2) denote the straight-line segment jo in ing 
x i  to  X 2 . We say tha t L {A ,B )  is m-long  i f  for all x% C A and X 2  G B,  there
exists a circle c =  c (x i,X 2) such that:
(i) c is an open circle of diameter
(«) cCZ,(A ,B)
The centre of c lies on ^ (x i,X 2)
(2.11)
Thus we th ink  of L{A , B )  as m-long i f  for every pair o f points X i C v4, X 2  G B  
there is a ‘hole’ in C^XT  diameter at least w ith  centre on the
line jo in ing x i  to  X2, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
(m)
{iv)
Figure 2.3: A 1-long link L{A , B)
L e m m a  2 .6 : Let A  and B  be level-n squares such that d is t(A ,B ) =  M  ”  and
let p =  1 — (1 — p)^. Then for all m ^  1, we have
P p (L (A ,B ) is m-long) ^  1 -  . (2.12)
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Proof: Assume tha t A , B  and L {A ,B )  appear as shown in Figure 2.2a, 2.2b
or 2.2c and let m  ^  1. Let A '  and B '  be level-(n -f- m -t- 1) squares such tha t 
A ' Q A  and B ' Ç B ,  and let a, b denote the centres of A '  and B '  respectively; 
observe tha t there are ways of choosing such a pair A ' ,B ' .  Let
S m {A ',B ')  be the set o f level-(n -f- m) squares Si such tha t Si contains a point 
Zi E ^(a,b) n  L {A ,B )  o f the form  {{k +  where k £ 1 and
y G [0,1].
For each Si G S m {A ',B ') ,  let S^  be the level-(n +  m) square vertica lly ad­
jacent to  Si and closer to  z* (or either such square i f  both are equal distance 
from Zi). Define the set o f rectangles R m {A ',B ')  by
= {Ri : Ri =  SiU5J. Si e S„(.4',S')};
then caidRm{A', B') — M ”* since there are =  M "* d istinct
points Zi o f the required form.
We declare a rectangle Ri G R m {A ',B ')  to  be vacant i f  int(jR j) f i  —
0 , an event which occurs independently for each Ri  w ith  probability  at least 
(1 — p)^. Observe tha t given a vacant rectangle Ri G R m {A ',B ') ,  then by 
our construction Ri  contains an open circle c (x i,X 2) of diameter 
and w ith  centre ly ing on ^ (x i,X 2) such tha t c n  C ^ X r  ~  0  for all points 
x i  G A '  and X2 £ B ' .  We deduce tha t L {A ,B )  is m-long i f  there exists a vacant 
Ri £ R m {A ',B ')  for every pair o f level-(M -t- m  -f 1) squares A' Ç A, B '  G B. 
Therefore
Pp (L (A , B ) is not m-long) <  (2.13)
where p =  1 — (1 — p)^.
L e m m a  2.7: Given e >  0 and level-n squares A, B  w ith  d is t(A ,B ) =  M “ ” , 
let mo be the least integer m  such tha t P p{L {A ,B )  is m-long) >  1 — e. Then 
mo satisfies
< 2M ( -  log5 -F 4 log 8M — 8 log(l — p )) /( l  — p)  ^ (2.14)
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Proof: F irs t suppose tha t m  satisfies
>  2(loge “  4A :log M )/lo gp  (2.15)
where k =  1 -  ( lo g (l — p) — log 8) /  log M  and p =  1 — (1 -  p )^ . Then
4 M i- ^  =  (1 -  p )/2  <  - ( lo g p ) /2  (2.16)
=> M *"(4 M ^ -^ d -lo g p )  <  A P "(logp )/2
<  loge — 4fclogM  (2.17)
by (2.15). Hence
-f 4 fc logM -F  M ^ lo g p  <  loge (2.18)
=F 4 l o g - F  logp <  loge (2.19)
since log a; ^  x  for æ >  0. We take m  to  be the least integer value for which
(2.15) holds; thus
<  M .2  (log e — 4A; log M ) /  log p
<  2 M (—lo g e +  4fe log M ) / ( l  — p)
=  2 M  (— loge -F 4(log SM  — lo g (l — p))) / ( I  — p)
=  2 M (—loge 4 -4 lo g 8 M  — 81og(l - p ) ) / ( l  - p ) ^ .  (2.20)
B y (2.19) and Lemma 2.6, we have tha t P p [L {A ,B )  is m-long) ^  1 — e, and so 
we deduce tha t mo ^  m  and hence <  M ” * as required.
■
Define a level-n chain of size t  to  be a set =  { S i , . . .  ,S t}  o f level-n 
squares satisfying
( i)  Si n  L  ^  0
(a) St n B  0
(Hi) Si n  5 i+ i is either a singleton or an edge, for all 1 <  i  i  — 1
(iv) Si n S j  =  0  whenever j  ^ i ± l .  (2.21)
F ix  m  >  1. Given a chain =  { 5 i , . . . ,  5 *4-2} of size i  4- 2 and 1 ^  i  <  i, 
let L ( i )  denote the event {L (5 *, 5 *4.2) is m -long}. The events L ( i )  are not in 
general independent, since i f  L (5 * ,5*4-2) and L (S j ,S j+ 2 ) have any squares in
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common at levels (n +  1) to  (n +  m), knowledge of whether L { i )  occurs w ill have 
an effect on L { j ) .  However, w ith  this definition o f a chain, we can ensure tha t 
L (5*, 5 *4-2) and L {S j,  S j+ 2 ) do not touch, providing tha t \i — j \  ^  4.
L e m m a  2.8: The events L (4 ) ,L (8 ) , . . .  ,L (4 [i/4 ])  (where [æ] denotes the inte­
ger part o f x) are m utually independent.
Proof: Let i  and j  be integer multiples o f 4 such tha t 4 <  z <  j  <  4[£/4].
Consider the four squares 5*, 5 *4-2, Sj and 5^4-2. Since 5 (") =  { 5 i , . . . ,  5*4-2}  is 
a chain, (2.21.in ) and (2.21.iu) im p ly tha t
dist(5*, 5 *4-2) =  d ist(5^, 5^4.3) =  M ' "
dist(5*, 5 j)  >  dist(5*, 5^4.3) >  M " "
d ist(5 *4-2, Sj)  ^  M ~ ^  d is t(5 *4-2, 5^4-2) >  M ~ ^ .  (2.22)
The effect o f the rules in  (2.22) is to  ensure tha t the squares 5*, 5 *4-2, S j , Sj+ 2  are 
m utually separated by a distance of at least M “ ” ; a few of the arrangements 
possible are illustrated in  Figure 2.4. I t  is not hard to  see th a t unless the 
four squares are arranged as in  Figure 2.4d or Figure 2.4e (or a congruent 
arrangement) then we must have
d i8 t(B (5*,5*-^2),B (5 j,5 ;4-3)) >  M -^ /2 .  (2.23)
In  th is case, L (5 * ,5*4-2) and L ( 5 j , 5^4-2) have no squares in  common at levels
(n +  1) to  (n +  m ), and so we conclude tha t L ( i )  and L { j )  are independent
events.
Those configurations illustrated in  Figure 2.4d and Figure 2.4e may be dis­
counted since in  each case the positioning of the squares 5*4-1 and S j+ i  would 
contravene condition (2.21.«ü) of the definition of a chain.
■
Define # 5 ^ ” '^  =  card5(") =  £ +  2 and
=  card{£ : L{4 i)  occurs, 1 ^  <  [£/4]}.
L e m m a  2 .9 : Suppose tha t we have P p [L {A ,B )  is m-long) >  1 — e (where 
0 <  e <  1) for all pairs o f level-n squares A, B  w ith  d ist(A , B ) =  and for
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5;1+2
^,+2 Sj+2 Sj+2 Sj+2
tt s , / if/
Si Si
(a) (b) (c)
Sj+2 Si+2 Si+2 Sj+2
/ / /
S i Si
(d) (e)
Figure 2.4: Possible arrangements of Si, Si+2 , S j, S j+ 2
all n  ^  1. Let e ^  ^ <  1. Then there exists a constant c i =  ci(e, > 0  such tha t 
Pp{3 a level-n chain 5^"^ s. t. # 1,5'^ ” '^  <  (1 -  ^ [ ( # 5  — 2)/4 ])
(2.24)
for a ll n ^  1, w here /i(e ,^) =  ( | )  ( ^ )  .
Proof: F ix  n  ^  1. Let 5*^ ”  ^ =  { 6" i , . . .  ,S t+ 2 }  be a fixed level-n chain o f size
t  +  2, and define N  =  [t/4]. Let X  be a random variable having the binom ial 
d istribution Bin(iV, 1 ~  e). Then
n .(# iS < " )  < / )  <  P { X  <  0 (2.25)
for a ll values of I, since by Lemma 2.8, L (4 ) , .. . ,L {4 N )  are m utually indepen­
dent events, each occurring w ith  p robability  at least 1 ~  e. Now
J=0
. N - j
and ( .^ ){1  -  e )H ^   ^ is increasing in  j  for j  <  E (X )  =  (1 — e)N,  so 
f  (X  <  Z) <  (f +  1) (1 -
(2.26)
(2.27)
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provided tha t Z <  (1 — e)N.  Using S tirling ’s formula x\ % i t  is
easy to  show tha t there exists a constant Co > 0, independent of N  and I, such 
tha t
( - )
fo r a ll N  and 1. Hence we deduce from  (2.25), (2.27) and (2.28) w ith  I =  
[(1 -  O N ]  <  ( 1 -  e )N  tha t
<  (1 -  0 ^ )  <  f ( X  <  (1 -  0 ^ )  =  f <  0
. 1/2 / I  _  (W
^  CqX
=  c « { N / a i - i } Ÿ ' ^ { h { E , O f  (2.29)
where h (s ,0  =  ( f ) ^ ( i 5 f  j * ” *.
Next we count the number o f level-n chains . There are possible 
choices for Si,  namely the level-n squares intersecting {0 } x [0,1]. Each square 
Si gives rise to  at most five choices for its  successor under the restriction 
tha t 5^+1 and S i^ i  do not touch, and hence there are at most chains of
size t  +  2. Also observe tha t any level-n chain necessarily has size ly ing between 
M "  and We deduce tha t
Pp(3 level-n chain s. t. < ( 1 -  O M S  -  2 )/4 ])
M ^” - 2
<  ^  Pp(3 level-n chain 5^”  ^ o f size Z 4- 2 s.t. <  (1 -  0 [Z /4 ])
t—M ” —2 
M®” - 2
<  E  M "5 ‘+ ‘ c o ( [ i / 4 ] / $ ( l - 0 ) ' '4 M £ . 0 ) ' ‘ ' ' ‘' (2.30)
f = M ” - 2
by (2.29). I f  h {e ,0  <  5“"^, then we can find a constant ci =  Ci (s, ^) >  0 such 
th a t the last sum is at most c iM ^ ” (5 h (e ,^ ) i/^ ) ‘^  for a ll n ^  1. I f  h{e, 0  ^  5"^, 
then (2.24) is satisfied simply by taking ci =  1.
■
Let Am{n, A) denote the event {3  level-n chain s. t.
C o r o l l a r y  2.10: Suppose th a t we are given e and (  satisfying 0 <  e < ^ <  1,
h{e, 0  <  5“  ^ and Pp {L (A , B )  is m -long) ^  1 — s for all pairs o f level-n squares
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A, B  w ith  d ist(A , B) =  M “ ” , for a ll n  ^  1. Then
P p {^ m {n , \ )  occurs for in fin ite ly  many n) — 0 (2.31)
where A =  (1 — C)/4.
Proof: Since h{e,Q <  we can find  e <  ^ <  (  such tha t h {e ,0  <  5""^.
Apply ing Lemma 2.9 w ith  this value of 0  observing tha t
(1 -  ()[(< -  2)/4] >  (1 -  ( ) ( /4  (2.32)
fo r a ll sufficiently large values of t, and summing over n  yields
^  J^(A ^(n, (1 -  0 /4 ) )  <  oo. (2.33)
n> l
We then apply the Borel-Cantelli Lemma to deduce the desired result,
■
For n ^  1, define a level-n crossing to  be a continuous path 'yW ; [0,1] -4  C» 
such th a t 7 ”^  ^(0) C L  and 7 ^") (1) C R. Observe tha t i f  percolation occurs in  Cn
then there exists a piecewise linear level-n crossing, which therefore has fin ite
length. We shall let £ (7 ”^ )^ denote the length of a crossing 7 (").
F ix  a set Coo and define =  in f {£ (7 W ) : 7 ”^ ) is a level-n crossing}, 
w ith  the convention tha t in f 0  =  0 0 . Given a percolating path F: [0,1] -> Coo, 
recall tha t W(” )(F) denotes the smallest number of level-n squares th a t cover 
F ([0 ,1]). By (2.1), the lower box dimension of a path F =  F ([0 ,1]) is
d im pfF ) =  l im in f  (2.34)'  n-+oo lo g M ’  ^  ^ ’
In  addition, we define
=  in f {w ( " ) (F ) :F  is a percolating pa th ),
again w ith  the convention tha t in f 0  =  00.
Observe now th a t for a ll n ^ l ,  since every level-n square
can be crossed by a portion of path o f length at most \ /2 M ~ ” . Hence
-  ‘  + 'iK S 'T 5 7 F -
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The following geometrical result shows tha t i f  Am{n, A) does not occur, Le. 
for every level-n chain the proportion o f m-long links is greater than A, then 
the shortest level-(n 4- m) crossing has length at least r  times the length of the 
shortest level-n crossing, where r  =  r (m ) >  1.
L e m m a  2.11: Let m ^  1, n ^  1 and A >  0 and suppose tha t A ,„(n , A) does not 
occur. Then
+  (2.36)
Proof: I f  there are no level-(n-Tm) crossings then (2.36) is tr iv ia lly  satisfied.
Otherwise, since Cn+m is a union o f equal closed squares, there exists a crossing 
^(n+m) gyçij tha t £(/y(»+"^)) =  Let
j-fn) — ^  Ç Cn is a level-n square s. t .  A n ^  0 | .
B y construction, ^  is a connected subset o f C» intersecting both L  and
R. Hence by deleting squares as necessary so as to  satisfy condition (2.21.w), 
we can find =  { S i , . . . ,  St}  Ç such tha t is a level-n chain.
Since An%.(n, A) does not occur, we have tha t >  A #5^”  ^ and so the
set I  =  { i  : L {4 i)  occurs, 1 <  i  <  [( i — 2) /4 ]}  has cardinality greater than At. 
Let i  € I ;  thus the lin k  L{S a , Su+ 2 ) is m-long.
F ix  points y i  G ,y(»4-m) Q ^^d  y 2 6 n S4 i+ 2 • For Z <  n  4- m , define
to  be a path 7^^ :^ [0, 1] Ci o f m inim al length such tha t 71*2(0) — Y i and 
71*2(1) == y 2 and let — £ (71*2)- According to  the relative position of y i  and 
y 2 and the presence or absence of neighbouring level-n squares, we can pick 71*2 
to  appear like one o f the eight possibilities shown in Figure 2.5.
Next define points for fc =  1,2 by =  7^ ^ (a&), where
si =  sup{s:7jÿ(s) e 54i}  and S2 =  in f{s:7{^(s) G 54^+2};
then the portion o f the path 7^^  between X i and X2 is a straight-line segment. 
Since L{S 4 i ,S 4 i+ 2 ) is m-long, there exists a circle c =  c (x i,X 2) satisfying the 
conditions of (2.11) w ith  A  =  S4 i, B  =  S4 i+ 2 - Then because Cn+m Q 
and was chosen to  be of m inim al length, we see tha t 7i[^"^^ must ‘go
around the outside o f the hole’ c, as in  Figure 2.6a.
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Figure 2.5: Possibilities for the path 75^(n)
Considering the ‘worst case’ shown in  Figure 2.6b, where y i  and yg are
diagonally opposite and =  S V 2M ~ ‘^ , we have
=  3 V 2 M -"(1  +
>  3 \ / 2 M - " ( l  +  M “ 2"^/288) (2.37)
using (1 -l-æ)^/^ >  1 +  x j4  fo r 0 <  æ <  1. Since the ra tio  ig certainly
no less in  other configurations, we conclude th a t for general y i  and y 2 we have
^  ^  M -^ '" /2 8 8 ). (2.38)
For every i  6 / ,  we now replace the portion o f 7 (^+W between y i  =  y i  (i)  
and y 2 =  y 2(*) by a path of the form  7} ^ ,  as above. For each i ,  th is replacement 
causes a reduction in  £ (7 (” +”^)) o f at least
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\
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: avoids the circle c
The resulting path is a level-n crossing, and therefore
^ (n ) ^  _  (c a rd f)M -( ’"+^^)/288
\  i\/f—2m  _ .
288V2
since ca rd / ^  Xt and ^  ^ /2 M
(2.39)
Finally, we complete the proof o f Theorem 2.1. We first find a value of m  so 
th a t sufficiently many of the level-n links are m-long for all but fin ite ly  many n. 
This value of m  is then used in  conjunction w ith  Lemma 2.11 to  obtain an al­
most sure lower bound on the dimension o f any crossings.
Proof of Theorem 2.1:
Choose 0 <  e <  ^ <  1 satisfying h {e ,0  <  S” '*, where h {e ,0  is as defined 
in  Lemma 2.9. Throughout the remainder of this proof, we let m  be the least 
integer such tha t Pp{L{A, B )  is m-long) ^  1 — e for all pairs of level-n squares 
A, B  w ith  d ist(A , B ) — M~'^  and for all n ^  1; Lemma 2.7 gives an upper bound 
on m.
By Corollary 2.10, we have
Pp{Am{n, (1 — 0 /4 )  occurs for in fin ite ly  many n) =  0. (2.40)
Let no =  sup{n: A ^ (n , (1 — 0 /4 )  occurs} +  1; then no is random, taking a fin ite  
value almost surely. When no <  oo, we have A("-°) ^  1 triv ia lly , and for a ll > 0 ,
^(no+(fc+l)m) ^ (2.41)
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by Lemma 2,11, where rj =  {1 ~  0 /H 5 2 v ^ .  Since is non-decreasing in  n, 
there exists d >  0 such tha t
A(") >  d (l -h (2.42)
fo r a ll n ^  1; we thus have an almost sure lower bound on the lim iting  scaling
behaviour of the lengths of the level-n crossings as n  —>• oo. By (2.35), w ith
probability  1 every percolating path F: [0, 1] -> Coo satisfies
lo g (l -Fd im jg (F) ^  1 -f- logM ^
^  ' + 2W  (2.43)
since lo g ( l x j2  for 0 <  æ <  1.
Recall tha t by Lemma 2.7 we have M ‘^ ^ 2 M w / { l —p ^ , where w =  w {M ,p ,  e) 
=  log((8M )^e “ ^ ( l  - p ) “ ®); substitu ting this inequality into (2.43) yields
7?(1 — n)^
dm ip(F ) >  1 +  g j^ 2 ^ 2  (log 2 M 4 - lo g w - 2  lo g (l -  p)) '
As p ^  1, the denominator behaves asymptotically like (—lo g (l — p))^, and 
hence we can find a constant v =  v (M ,e ,  0  >  0 such tha t
d im p(F ) >  1 4- u ( l  - p ) ^ |  lo g (l - p)\~^ (2.45)
uniform ly in  p, thereby establishing Theorem 2.1. Note tha t we can obtain an 
optim al estimate for v by maximising v =  v { M , e , 0  over the perm itted range 
o f e and 0
2.3 Upper bound on upper box dimension
Our approach here w ill be to  show tha t providing p is sufficiently close to  1, 
nearly a ll o f the squares present in C» are retained in  Cn+m (for some fixed m ), 
and hence the shortest crossings of Cn+m are not too much longer than those 
o f Cn- The firs t part o f the argument is motivated by the original proof o f the 
existence of non-triv ia l percolation; see Chayes et al. [8]. The second part is 
geometrical; together, these results establish tha t for p close to  1, Coo contains
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a crossing w ith  upper box dimension bounded above by j3, w ith  positive prob­
ability. The th ird  part strengthens this further; by using a branching process 
argument, we show tha t for p  sufficiently close to  1, conditional on percolation 
occurring. Coo in  fact contains crossings o f dimension at most (3 almost surely.
We thus obtain an (almost sure) upper bound on the m inimal upper box 
dimension o f crossings w ith in  any realisation o f Coo in  which percolation occurs. 
Note tha t this does not however give tha t the m inimal dimension o f crossings 
is an almost sure constant across all percolating realisations of Coo-
Let A  be a level-n square, where n  ^  0. For t  ^  1, define the i-children o f A  
to  be the set Q (A ) o f all level-(n +  i)  squares contained w ith in  A. For m  ^  1, 
define the m-family  o f A, / ^ ( A ) ,  by J ^ ( A )  =  (J U i C*(A).
Let p  <  1. Throughout th is section, we fix  m  ^  1 and let
p =  p{m ) =  card P ^ (A )  =  ^  -  1) / (M ^  -  1).
i ~ l
We shall say tha t a level-n square A  is selected i f  A  Ç C'^ (C^ is defined on 
page 2.1). Define A  to  be (m; l ) - fu l l  i f  B  is selected for at least p — 1 o f the 
squares B  6 thus
Pp (A  is (m; l) - fu ll)  =  p^ +  pp^"^ (1 -  p). (2.46)
Next we define the notions of (m; k)-fullness by induction on A; as follows: 
(Z) I f  B  is selected for a ll B  G JSn(A), then we declare A  to  be (m; k - f  l) - fu ll 
i f  B  is (m; A;)-full fo r at least — 1 of the B  G Cm (A).
(n ) I f  B  is selected for exactly p — 1 of the B  G Pm i A), then we declare A  
to  be (m; k 4- l) - fu l l  i f  B  is (m; fc)-full for at least — 1 of the B  G Cm (A), 
including a ll those B  remaining in  Cn+m-
Otherwise A  is not (m; k 4- l)- fu ll.  Note tha t these definitions m irro r those of 
m-fullness in Section 1.2.
Let F%"(A) denote the event {A  is (m ;/c)-fu ll} and let (f)k =  P p {F ^ {A ) ) ]  
then for all A: ^  1 we have
(Ak+I -  <A*)) +  (2.47)
Observe th a t defining 0o =  1 gives (pi =  p^ +  ~P) as required, so (2.47)
holds for a ll A: ^  0.
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Let F ^ { A )  =  let 0oo =  Pp {F ^{A )) .  We say th a t A  is
{m \oo)-fu ll  i f  F ^ { A )  occurs.
L e m m a  2.12; Let A  be a level-n square, for some n >  0. Then F{^{A ) D
Proof: Clearly F ^ { A )  Ç F{^{A).  Now we use induction: Suppose tha t for
every B  e Cm{A) we have F ^ { B )  Ç {B). I f  A  is (m; fc-f- l)- fu ll,  then either 
condition («) or (m) above holds; in  each case, all o f the (m; A:)-full m-children 
o f A  are also {m ;k  — l)- fu ll,  and hence we deduce tha t A  is (m; A;)-full.
■
Define a dynamical system by ^ o = l  and, for A: >  0, ^k+ i  =  fp i^k )
where /p: [0, 1] -4 [0, 1] is given by
fp {x)  =  -  (p -  l)æ^) -}-pp^~^(l - p ) x ^ ~ ^  (2.48)
=  pp^~^x^~^  — (p — l)p^æ^. (2.49)
We aim to  show tha t {^a;} is dominated by {<^&}, *-e. 4>k ^  for a ll A: ^  0, and 
hence tha t ^oo ~  hmfc-t-oo <Pk is no less than the fixed point o f / .
L e m m a  2.13: Let A: ^  0. Suppose tha t (pk ^  then <pk+i ^  ^k+ i-
Proof: Define g{x) =  — æ); then by (2.47) we have
(pk+i > P * " g { ( p k ) + (2.50) 
D ifferentiating g{x), we obtain
y(a:) =  -  l ) æ ^ ' " - ^ ( l  -  z) >  0; (2.51)
so g{x) is increasing in  x  and hence
(pk+i >  P^g{}k)  +  PP^“  ^(1 -  p ) 0 f  (2.52)
since (pk '^^k-
Now consider the function h{x, o;) =  -j- ax°"~^ (1 — æ), where 0 <  a; <  1 and
a '^ 1 .  Taking logarithms and differentiating w ith  respect to  a, we obtain
^  log h{x, a) =  log æ +da  ^ X +  a ( l  — x)
<  (a; -  1) +  (1 -  æ) =  0 (2.53)
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since x  +  a ( l  — x) ^  1. We deduce that, holding x  constant, h {x ,a )  is non- 
increasing in  a, and hence we have
g{}k )  =  >  h { }k ,p )  =  -  i k )  (2.54)
since p  ^  F ina lly  observe th a t by (2.48), we can w rite  ^k+ i — fp i^k )  as
^k+ i =  {^k +  ^(1 “  ^ * ) )  +  -p)«^fc (2.55)
combining (2.52), (2.54) and (2.55) and using ^  0^“  ^ establishes tha t
0* 4-1 ^  0* 4-1 •
■
On differentiating (2.49), we obtain
fp{x) -  p (p  -  -  p (p  -  l)p^æ^~^
=  p {p  — l)p^~^x^~^ {1 -  px) >  0 (2.56)
and hence we observe tha t fp  is an increasing function w ith  /p (0) — 0 and 
/p ( l)  <  1. The following lemma establishes th a t fp  has a fixed point in  the 
interval [1 — p ^ ( l — p)^, 1).
Lemma 2.14: Suppose tha t 1 — p “ ® /^ /3 < p  <  1. Then fp{x)  ^  1 — p ^ ( l —p)^ 
for a ll a: e [1 -  p?{ l  ~ p )^ ,  1].
Proof: This proof is sim ilar to  the calculations in  Section 2 of Chayes et a l  [8],
correcting some slight errors in  the ir arithm etic. Dekking and Meester [17] also 
developed techniques for showing the existence of a phase transition; however, 
the ir Lemma 3.4 is not quite sufficient for our purposes as i t  does not give 
bounds for the fixed point o f fp  as a function of p as p -4^  1.
W rite  x — 1 — Ô and observe tha t for 5 <  p “  ^ we have
px^   ^ — (p — l)a:^ ^  p ( l  — (p — 1)6) — (p — l ) ( l  — p6 -F p (p  — l ) 6^ / 2)
=  1 -  p (p  -  1)^572, (2.57)
a;M-i ^  1 -  (p  -  1)& (2.58)
Next w rite  p — 1 — e and observe tha t for e ^  p “  ^ we have
p^ ^  1 — pe -+- p (p  — l)e ^ /2  — p(p  — l) ( p  — 2)£^/6, (2.59)
pp^“ ^ ( l  -  p) ^  p e -  p (p  -  l)e^. (2.60)
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Substituting (2.57)-(2.60) into the definition o f fp  gives
f p { l  — 6) ^  1 — pe +  p {p  — l)e ^ /2  — p{p  — l ) { p  — 2)s^/6 — p{p  — 1)^6^
Ape — p{p  — ~  p{p  ~~ l)s6
^  1 — 2p(p — l)e ^ /3  — p{p  — l)^6 ^ /2  — p [p  — 1)£t6 
>  1 — p ^(2e^ /3 - j-s6 +  p6^/2). (2.61)
In  particular, when 6 =  p^e^ we have
f p { l  — 6 )  >  1 — p ^e^(2 /3 - j - +  p^£^/2)
>  1 -  8 p 7 7 9  (2.62)
since p ^ /^ £ < l/3  (by the hypothesis o f the lemma) and p^s =  (p®/^£)p“ ^/^ ^ 1/6  
(using p >  4). F ina lly since fp  is increasing we have tha t fp{x)  ^  1 -  p^e^ for 
a ll æ G [1 — p^£^, 1].
■
C o r o l l a r y  2.15: For 1 — p ~ ® /^ /3 < p  <  1, we have 1 - p ^ ( l  — p)^ <  0©© <  1*
Proof: B y Lemma 2.14, we have tha t 0a, ^  1 — p ^ ( l -  p)^ for all A: >  0. Using
Lemma 2.13 repeatedly gives 0a, ^  0a, for a ll A: ^  0, and by Lemma 2.12 we have
th a t {0a;}a:>o is a non-increasing sequence in k. We conclude tha t the lim it
000 — limfe-^oo 0* exists and is at least 1 — p ^ ( l — p)^.
■
Note tha t we can use Corollary 2.15 to  obtain an upper bound on the critica l 
p robability  Pc- I f  A  and A ' are two adjacent (1; l) - fu ll level-n squares, then 
the level-(n - f 1) subsquares of A  U A ' form a connected unit. Based on this 
observation, i t  is easy to see tha t i f  the u n it square [0, 1]^ is (1; A:)-full for all 
A; ^  1 then C©© is connected and hence percolation occurs. We thus have p© ^
1 — p “ ®/^/3 — 1 ~  M ~ ^ /3 .  (When M  =  3 this gives pc ^  0.99863, which is the 
bound implied by the calculations of Chayes et a l  [8] and Falconer [21].)
Let 4/ be a fixed rectangular subset of [0,1]^ of the form  ^  =  [æo, x i ]  x  [yo, p i], 
where x o ,x i ,y o ,y i  are all integer multiples of for some n' >  0; let L ' =
{»o } X [po,Z/i], R' =  {a :i}  x  [po,Pi] and fix  n ^  n '. Define a level-n edge-chain
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across ^  to  be a set =  { 5 i , . . . ,  St}  o f level-n squares satisfying
( i)  5 i Ç n  ^  for a ll 1 <  i  <  t
( i i )  S i D L '  ^  0 ,  S iC \L ' =  0  fo r a lH  >  1
{ i i i )  S tH R '  0 ,  S iC \R ' — 0  for a ll % <  (
(iv) Si n  Si+ i is an edge, for a ll 1 <  i  <  i  -  1
{v) Si n  Sj is no more than a singleton whenever j  i , i ± l .  (2.63)
Define a crossing within S^ '^^  to  be a continuous path [0,1] S^ '^  ^ such
tha t (0) e L ' , 6 R' and also 7 *^^  ^ does not pass through any level-n
vertices (i.e. points of the form  ( jM ~ ” , k M ~ ^ )  where j ,  k e l ) .  Given a level-n
edge-chain S ^^ \  let J(5 'W ) =  in f { / ! ( 7 W ) :7 (") is a crossing w ith in  where
£  denotes length.
Our next geometrical lemma shows tha t a level-n edge-chain o f (m; 00)- 
fu ll squares necessarily contains a leve l-(n-fm ) edge-chain of (m; oo)-full
squares such tha t S(S^'^'^'^^)/S(S^^^) ^  1 - f 6/M  (remember tha t m  ^  1 is fixed 
throughout).
Lemma 2.16: Suppose tha t M  >  3. Given #  Ç [0,1]^, let =  { 5 i , . . . ,  5^} 
be a level-n edge-chain across Ÿ such tha t Si is (m; oo)-full for a ll 1 ^  2 <  i.
Then there exist n ,  1 <  i  <  t  and a level-(n +  m)  edge-chain
= {S i.i S , S t ,  .......St,.,}
across ^  such tha t
(0  Q Si for all l < j < r ;
(» ) is (m; oo)-M l for ail e
(m) J(5:(^+":)) <  6(S("))(1 +  6/M ). (2.64)
Proof: F irs t observe tha t
J(6rW) >  2M -"f/3 , (2.65)
w ith  the lowest possible ra tio  of the length 5(S^'^^) to  the size t  occurring when 
S^^^ appears as in  Figure 2.7. Given e >  0, let 7 "^') be a crossing w ith in  S^^^ such
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Figure 2.7: A  crossing w ith in
th a t 1] ) n 5 i  is a connected set for a ll 1 and £ (7 ^")) <  -|-e,
noting tha t we can find such a crossing for a ll e >  0.
Take 1 Since Si is (m; 00)-fu ll, there is at most one ‘bad’ subsquare
o f Si, i.e. a square B i  G Tm.{Si) tha t is not retained or a square B i  6 Cm{Si) 
tha t is not (m; oo)-full. Since M  ^  3, i f  such a square B i  exists then we can 
m odify the portion  o f 7 ”^ ') contained in  Si so as to  avoid touching Bi,  yet s till 
remain w ith in  Si, by circumventing B i  as shown in Figure 2.8, at a cost o f no 
more than in  additional length.
Figure 2.8: M odifying 7 ^") to  avoid the shaded squares B i
M odifying 7 ^") in  this way for every B i,  in tu rn  (when such a square
B i  exists) and ensuring tha t the path remains continuous gives a new crossing 
(n+m) g-QcJi tha t7
£(7 ("+ "")) <  £ (7 (" ) )4 -4 M -("+ ^ )(
<  <ÿ (S W )(H -6/ M ) + 6 (2.66)
by (2.65). F ina lly  we let be the set o f level-(n-I-m ) squares intersecting
j(n+m)  then, by deleting squares and shortening 7 !”^+"») as necessary so as 
to  satisfy (2.63.w)-(2.63.ti), we can find c  T^n+m) ^(n+m) jg g
level-(n-l-m ) edge-chain across $ . This edge-chain satisfies (2.64.*) and (2.64.#) 
by construction, and (2.64.m ) follows since there exist crossings /y(»+W w ith in
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^(n+m) satisfying (2.66) for all e >  0.
C o r o l l a r y  2.17: Let [ A x , . . . ,  A j ) ,  where J  e  N,  be a horizontal row (resp­
ectively, vertical column) of adjacent level-n squares such tha t A i  Ç Cn and A i  
is (m; oo)-full for all 1 <  z <  J. Let $  =  A i  and suppose tha t M  ^  3. Then 
there exists a path 7 : [0, 1] Coo H crossing $  from left to  righ t (respectively, 
top to  bottom ) such tha t d im s (7 ) <1-1- log 3 /m  log M .
Proof: Assume w ithout loss o f generality tha t ( A i , . .. , A j )  form  a horizontal
row. Let =  { A i , . . . , A j } ;  then 5*^ ”  ^ is a level-n edge-chain across Ÿ.
Apply ing Lemma 2.16 repeatedly, we deduce tha t for all fc ^  0 there exist edge- 
chains across Ÿ such tha t
^ +  6 /M ) \  (2.67)
Since ( (^5' ’^^)) is non-decreasing in  n, there exists d >  0 such that
6(5"(")) <  d (l +  6/^)^/"" (2.68)
for a ll n  ^  n.
For a ll k'^0, there exist crossings j k  w ith in  Since the
are nested, we may inductively parametrise {'jk}k'^o to  ensure tha t
|7k4-i(g) -  7k(6)| <  (2.69)
for a ll and 0 < s <  1. To do this, given a parametrisation of 7^, we divide up 
the interval in  s corresponding to  7jfe(s) G Si, where Si G amongst the
leve l-(n4- (A;-bl)m) squares 5 i , i , . . . ,  Si^n Ç Si. We conclude tha t as A: -> 00, 7  ^
converges uniform ly to  a path 7 : [0,1] -7 Coo H ^  crossing $  from left to  right.
Let (7) denote the number of level-n squares intersecting 7 , and observe 
tha t
N(")(7) ^  3M"J(5'("))/2 (2.70)
for a ll n, as in  (2.65). Hence by (2.2) and (2.68) we have
d ta s W  =  l im .u p !2g ^
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 ^  21o g M .
^  ^ lo g (l +  6/M )  
m  log M
since M  ^  3, as required.
■
Note tha t Lemma 2.16 and Corollary 2.17 are purely geometrical statements 
for a fixed value of m, w ithout reference to the probability space.
We have so far shown tha t i f  [0,1]^ is (m; oo)-full then there exists a crossing 
w ith  box dimension no greater than 1 -Flog3/m lo g M ; moreover i f  p ^  1 — 
then Pp ([0,1]^ is (m; oo)-full) ^  1 — p ^ ( l — p)^. We now go on to  strengthen this 
statement to  an almost sure result.
The next proposition establishes that, for p ^  1 — p “ ^/^/15 and n  >  0, the 
expected number o f level-(n +  m)  ‘children’ squares o f a level-n square A  tha t 
are not (m; oo)-full is small, regardless o f whether A  itse lf is (m; oo)-full or not.
P ro p o s it io n  2.18: Suppose tha t p ^  1 -  p -^ /^ /1 5  and let n  >  0. Then for 
every level-n square A,
E (ca rd {P  e Cm{A):B  is not (m; oo)-fu ll} | F ^ ( A y )  <  1/10 (2.72)
and
E (ca rd {P  G Cm{A): B  is not (m; oo)-fu ll} j F ^ { A ) )  ^  1/30. (2.73)
Proof: F ix  n ^  0 and a level-n square A  and w rite  CmiA) =  { P i , . . . ,  P^zm }.
Define the random variable F  =  F {A )  by
F {A )  =  c a rd { i :F ^ { B iY  occurs};
thus we wish to  estimate the conditional expectation of F  (A), given the events 
F ^ ( A y  and F )^(A ) respectively. For a level-n square P , n ^  0, we let Z (B )  
denote the event {P  Ç C'A}, i.e. Z {B )  occurs i f  P  is selected. Observe th a t the 
events { ^ (P i) } i< i< M 2™, {P œ (P i)}x ^ i^A f2’« are m utually independent w ith
Pp{Z {B i) )  =  p  (2.74)
f ^ ( P - (P ^ ) )  =  (2.76)
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for a ll 1 <  z <  Since p >  1 — we have ^oo ^  1 — /z^(l -  p)^ by
Corollary 2,15.
In  addition, for 1 <  z ^  we define events
and the random variable Q — Q {A) by
Q — card{z: Q i occurs, 1 <  z ^
Then
Pp(2C(Bi)1«i) = PAKiBir)/Pp(Qi)
<  p ^ i - p f / P p { Q i )
=  p ? { l - p ) P p { Z ( B ir ) /P p ( Z { B ir o F S { B iY )
<  m“( 1 - p ) <  1/30 (2.76)
since /i >  4 and p >  1 — Also since F ^ { B i Y  n Q ^  =  0  we have
= 0 .  (2.77)
Now let Q denote the cr-algebra generated by the events {Q*: 1 ^  z <  
and let G be a set in  Q. Since F ^ { B i)  and Q j are independent for a ll j  7^  z, i f  
G Ç. Q i then we have
A R ( % ) ' | G )  <  1/30 (2.78)
by (2.76), and i f  G ç  Qf then we have
A ( C ( % r | G )  = 0  (2.79)
by (2.77). Summing over z, we obtain
E(P|G) =  5 3  Pp(F™(J3,)lG)
i= l
< card{z:GCQ(,
=  Q/30 (2.80)
noting tha t Q is ^-measurable. Since (2.80) holds for a ll G € we have 
E(P|^) ^  Q/30.
Next, let V. be the cr-algebra generated by {Z {B ) :B  G F m iA )\C m {A )}, 
Since the fullness of A  is determined by Z {B )  for B  G Fm {A) and F ^ { B )  for
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B  € Cm (A), we see tha t the event F ^ {A )  is cr(^, 77)-measurable. Also observe 
th a t % is independent of <y[cr{F),G), and therefore
F .{ F \a { g ,n ) )  =  F,{F \g) ^  g /3 0 . (2.81)
The iterated conditional expectations property, or ‘tower’ property, states tha t
F .{X \H ')  =  E (E (X |C ') |^ ')  (2.82)
when H ' is a sub-cr-algebra of g ' (see W illiam s [57], 9.7(i)). Applying (2,82) 
w ith  X  =  F , g '  — a {g ,'H )  and %' =  c r(f% (A )), we have
E(P|a(P™ (A))) =  E (E (F |a (e ,W ))|o (iC (A )))
<  E (O /30 |< j(F“ (A))) (2.83)
by (2.81).
Observe th a t for j  >  1 we have the inclusions
{Q =  3}  Ç {«  >  1} Ç K M l ,  (2.84)
and so
Pp{Q =  3 I F Z ( A r )  =  P p { Q = i \ Q >  l)Pp{Q >  1 1 F S ( A r )  (2.85)
for a ll j  >  1 , and
P ,(Q  =  1 | C ( # )  <  1 - J } , ( Q > 1 | P - ( A ) ' ) .  (2.86)
Hence
E(Q  I F S iA Y )  =  5 3 /P p (0  =  3 I F ^ ( A Y )
i>0
< l - P p ( Q > l |P S ( A ) « )  +
=  J I Q  >  l )P p (C ?  >  1 1 F Z (A Y )
=  l - P p ( G > l | P “ (A)“) +  
E ( 0 |Q > l ) P p ( Q > l |P 5 ( A ) ' )  
< E(<51Q > 1)( l  -  Pp(Q > 1 1 P ” (A)=) +  Pp(g > 1 1 F ^ ( A Y ) )
=  E{Q IQ > 1) (2.87)
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since E (Q |Q  >  1) >  1. Now because Pp{Qi) =  1 -  0ooF, and the { Q J  are 
independent, Q has binom ial d istribution B in (M ^ ’^ , l  — ^ooP)‘ Since 1 — ^ooP 
is small, i t  is easy to  see tha t
E(Q IQ >  1) <  3; (2.88)
taking p  ^  1 — p “ ®/^/15 and <j)oo ^  1 — p ^ ( l — p)^ w ill certainly ensure tha t 
1 — (f}ooP is sufficiently small. Combining (2.83), (2.87) and (2.88), we deduce 
tha t
E (P |P ^ (A )J  <  E (Q |F ^ (A )J /3 0  <  E(Q|Q > l) /3 0  <  1/10. (2.89)
F ina lly  note that, again from (2.83),
B (P |P “ (A )) <  E (Q |F “ (y l))/30  <  1/30 (2.90)
since F 5 ( A ) C { Q < 1 } .
■
Let n  ^  0 and let A  =  be a level-n square; let  A® denote the
eight level-# squares neighbouring A. ( I f  A  touches the boundary of [0,1]^, we 
take notional squares A^ ly ing outside the un it square as required, and declare 
any such notional square to  be (m; oo)-full). We define A  to  be sealed i f  A^ is
(r#; oo)-full fo r a ll 0 ^  j  <  8. Observe then tha t i f  A  is sealed, we may apply
Corollary 2.17 to deduce th a t there exist paths o f dimension at most
P — P (M ,m )  =  1 -h log 3 /m  log M
in Coo crossing the rows and columns formed by those squares A^ which are 
present in  C7„. We shall refer to  such paths as the sealing paths o f A, as i l ­
lustrated in  Figure 2.9. Later, these sealing paths w ill be used to  m odify any 
percolating path in  Coo to  produce crossings o f dimension at most p.
For 0 <  j  <  8, recall tha t Cm(A^) represents the set o f m-children o f AK  We 
define C ^(A ) =  Cm{A^) and let
F '{A )  =  ca rd {P  e C l^{A ):B  is not (m; oo)-fu ll}.
Define a process {P rjre N  and a sequence o f sets o f se ts{P r}reN  inductively 
as follows: I f  [0,1]^ is not (m; oo)-full, let H q =  {[0 ,1 ]^} and Iq  =  1; otherwise
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Figure 2.9: Sealing paths
let Hq — 0  and Fq =  0. For r  ^  1, let
H r =  [ B  e C '^ {A ):A  G H r - i  and B  is not (m; oo)-fu ll}
and Yr =  card H r\ thus Yr is the to ta l number of non-full m-children of the 
squares in  H r  and the ir immediate neighbours. We th ink  o f {Y r}  as being like 
a branching process, except tha t there is some dependence between the number 
o f offspring of neighbouring squares.
Our next probabilistic lemma shows tha t for sufficiently high values o f p, the 
process {F -}r^o  w ill eventually become extinct, almost surely.
L e m m a  2,19: Suppose tha t p ^  1 — p “ ^/^/15. W ith  probability 1, there exists
0 <  ro <  GO such tha t Yr^ = 0.
Proof: For r  ^  0, let P r  be the u-field generated by the events
{ F ^ ( A ) :  level-(sm) squares A, 0 ^  s <  r }
and observe th a t each Yr is then J^-measurable. By Proposition 2.18, for every 
level-(rm ) square A  =  we have 
8
E {F '{A ) \P r )  =  ^ E ( c a r d { P  G C "^ (A j:P  is not (m ;oo )-fu ll} |
<  9/10. (2.91)
For r  >  0 and a level-(rm ) square A, F '(A )  is the number of non-full m-children 
o f A  and its immediate neighbours; thus we have
F.+1 =  5 3  F '(A ) .
A.^Ur
(2.92)
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Therefore
E {Y r+ i\F r)  =  E (F '(A ) |P ; )  <  9F,/10. (2.93)
A&Hp,
Defining Z r =  ( 1 0 / 9 ) ' ^ we have
E {Z r+ i\F r)  <  (10/9)’'+^9F./10 =  Z r (2.94)
and E (|Z r|)  <  oo, i.e. is a supermartingale. Since {Z ^ }  is non-negative,
by the supermartingale convergence theorem there exists a random variable Z  
such tha t Z r -7  Z  as r  -7  00 almost surely, and hence F,. -7 0 almost surely. 
F inally, since {F r }  is integer-valued, we conclude tha t w ith  probability  1, there 
exists 0 <  ro <  oo such tha t =  0.
■
Note tha t the event {3ro s. t. Fr„ =  0} is the event A o f probability  1 referred 
to  in  (2.8). The next determ inistic lemma establishes tha t when A occurs, every 
point o f [0, 1]^ is contained in a sealed square.
L e m m a  2.20: Suppose tha t =  0 for some 0 <  ro <  oo. Then for all 
X G [0, 1]^, there exists r  =  r (x )  w ith  0 <  r  <  ro and a level-(rm) square A (x ) 
such th a t X G A (x ) and A (x ) is sealed.
Proof: Let S _ i =  [0, 1]^ and, for r  ^  0, define the pointwise union
s .=  UAeHr 3 = 0
where =  A  and A ^ ,. . . ,  A® are the eight level-(rm ) squares neighbouring A. 
Observe tha t every level-(rm ) square A  Ç T ,r - i \S r  is sealed, as otherwise one 
o f the A^, 0 <  j  <  8, would belong to H r.
Since iï^o =  0 , we have Er^ =  0  and hence we may write
ro
[ 0 , l p =  U S r - l \ E r -  (2.95)
r = 0
Thus every point x  G [0,1]^ is contained in for some 0 <  r  <  ro, and so
there exists a level-(rm ) square A (x ) 3  x  such tha t A (x ) Ç E r - i \ S r  and hence 
is sealed.
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We now bring together our geometrical and our probabilistic results.
L e m m a  2.21: Suppose tha t M  >  3 and p >  1 — p “ ®/^/15. Then 
Pp(3 crossing F s. t. d im g(F ) ^  P | percolation) =  1 
where P =  P {M ,m ) — 1 +  log 3 /m  log M .
Proof: F irs t note tha t 1 — p~®/^/15 >  Pc, and hence percolation occurs
w ith  non-zero probability; conditional on percolation occurring, by (1.25) there 
exists a percolating path w ith  p robability  1. Since there are only countably 
many points of the form  ( jM ” ”",A:M“ ” ), where j , k  £ Ï  and n >  0, each of 
which w ill eventually be removed, almost surely, we may restrict our attention 
to  percolating paths passing through no level-n vertices, for a ll n. Suppose tha t 
7 : [0,1] -7  Coo is such a path. We shall m odify 7  piece by piece to  obtain a new 
percolating path F w ith  upper box dimension at most p .
Defining the process {F r}r> o  as above, by Lemma 2.19 there almost surely 
exists a fin ite  ro >  0 such th a t Fro =  0- Let
s =  sup{A: d im B (7 ([0,A])) <  /?}
and let A  — A r (7 (s)) be the sealed level-(rm) square identified by Lemma 2.20, 
taking r  =  r('y(s)) m inim al so tha t 0 <  r  <  ro. Since A  is sealed, we may apply 
Corollary 2.17 to  the rows and columns formed by those squares A^ which are 
present in Crm- We deduce tha t there are sealing paths of dimension at most /?, 
ly ing in  Coo, crossing these rows and columns both from left to  righ t and from 
top to  bottom , as shown in  Figure 2.9.
We can find points 7(sq) and 7 (s i) , where so <  a <  81, ly ing on the in ter­
section o f the sealing paths w ith  7  such tha t 7([0, sq] U [s i, 1]) n  A  =  0  (or, i f  
7 (0) € A  take sq =  0, and i f  7 (1) G A  take s i =  1). Remove the portion of path 
7 ([so,s i]) and substitute instead sections of the sealing paths, so as to  ensure 
th a t the new 7 remains a continuous percolating path. Note tha t we now have 
d im s (7 ([0,s i]) )  <  p .
We repeat this process u n til we have a ll o f the original path has been replaced 
by sections o f sealing path, observing tha t i t  must term inate in  a fin ite  number 
o f steps when ro is finite. We conclude tha t
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Pp{3 crossing F s.t. d im g(F ) <  /3 | 3 crossing 7) =  1. (2.96)
■
Finally, i t  remains to  find the dependence of m  on p.
Proof o f Theorem 2.5:
F irs t observe tha t i f  m  =  1 then p — p { l)  =  M ^, and so the hypothesis 
p ^  1 — M ~®/15 is equivalent to  p ^  1 — By Lemma 2.21, we have
Pp(3 crossing F s. t. d im s (7 ) <  P | percolation) =  1
where /5 =  1 +  log 3 / log M .
We may improve this bound for larger values of p by taking m  >  1; we wish 
to  find the greatest integer m  such tha t p  >  1 — p~^/^/15, where p =  p{m ) =  
— 1). Solving for m  gives
^  1 +  (1 -  M ~ ^)p  (2.97)
m  =  lo g ( l •+-(1 -  M “ ^)p )/21 og M
^  lo g ( l +  (1 -  M -^ ) (1 5 ( l -  p ))-V = )
<
We thus take
m  =  max(^l, [^log(l +  (1 -  M ~ ^ )(1 5 (l - p ) ) “ ^/® )/21ogM ] j  (2.99)
(where [ar] denotes the integer part o f x) in Lemma 2.21, observing tha t
m lo g M  >  lo g ( l +  (1 -  M "^ ) (1 5 ( l - p ) ) " ^ /^ ) /2  -  lo g M
>  lo g (( l -  _ p ) ) - i /G ^ - i ) _  (2.100)
We conclude tha t, conditional on percolation occurring, w ith  probability  1 there 
exists a crossing F such tha t d im g (F) <  P, where
log 3P = P{M,m)  =  1 + m logM
 ^ log((l -  M “ 2 ) i /2 (1 5 (i -p ) ) - i /^ M - i)  (2.100)
 ^+  | ( l o g ( l - p ) ) / 5 - « |
and u =  u{M)  =  log((l — M “ ^)“ ^/^15^/^M) > 0.
Chapter 3
Percolation In Three and 
Higher Dimensions
In  th is chapter we shall consider the natura l generalisation of the fractal perco­
la tion process in the plane to  higher dimensional Euclidean space. The fam iliar 
concept o f percolation translates to  the d-dimensional cube as expected; we say 
tha t percolation occurs in  the retained set Coo C [0, 1]^  ^ i f  Coo contains a con­
nected component intersecting opposite faces of [0,1]*^. However, when d ^  3, 
the possibility of stronger forms of percolation arises; for example. Coo may 
contain subsets tha t are homeomorphic images o f ^-dimensional manifolds for 
some 2 <  fc <  d — 1. We prove tha t at least some of these stronger forms can 
occur w ith  non-zero probability, and tha t the lim it set Coo passes through at 
least two d istinct phase transitions as p  is varied.
We shall pay particular attention to  two notions of this stronger form  of 
percolation; sheet percolation and, in  the case d =  3, disc percolation. Pull 
definitions are given later; briefly, sheet percolation occurs i f  the retained set 
contains a spanning set separating opposite faces of the cube, whilst disc perco­
la tion occurs i f  th is spanning set is homeomorphic to  a disc. Clearly, therefore, 
in  three dimensions disc percolation implies sheet percolation; the converse is 
not the case, since we may add ‘handles’ to  any disc, and remove holes where 
the handles have been joined, to produce a surface tha t is no longer a disc.
As for ordinary percolation, we are able to  define critica l probabilities ps 
and pd for the phase transitions to sheet percolation and disc percolation re­
spectively. I t  is easily seen tha t and, when d =  3, Ps ^  Pd ^  1; m
Section 3.2 we shall establish tha t Pc <  Pd <  I t  is not at present known
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whether p , =  pd or pg <Pd-
In  Section 3.3 the transition  to  sheet percolation is examined in  greater 
detail; we obtain a lim iting  value for p@ as the subdivision index M  tends to  
in fin ity  and use this to  show tha t pc <  Ps fo r sufficiently large values o f M . 
Much of the material in  Section 3.3 also appears in Orzechowski [47].
3,1 The d-dimensional random Cantor set
Let d ^2 , M ^ 2  and O ^ p ^ l.  We construct the d-dimensional random Cantor 
set Coo as follows: W rite  Co for the u n it cube [0, l]'^ o f IR'^ . D ivide Co into 
equal closed subcubes, each of side-length in the natural way; these are
known as the level-1 cubes. We retain each of these level-1 cubes independently 
at random w ith  probability  p, discarding those not retained, and w rite  C\ for 
the union of those remaining. Sim ilarly, we next divide each level-1 cube of 
C l in to  subcubes each of side-length and retain each of these level- 2  
cubes independently at random w ith  probability  p, w riting  Cg for the union 
of those retained. Continuing this process, we obtain a decreasing sequence of 
closed sets Co 3  C i D C2 D . . . ,  w ith  a well-defined lim it Co© =  n ^ o ^ n -  The 
natura l induced probability  measure is denoted by Pp. Where i t  is necessary to  
distinguish between the sets formed by differing values of the subdivision index 
M , we shall w rite  the lim it set as C ^ \
We shall sometimes use a shorthand notation to  refer to  the faces or edges 
o f the cube [0,1]^ or square [0,1]^: Let I  =  [0,1], A  — P  — [0,1]^, the le ft face 
L  =  {0 }  X J or {0 }  X A  (as applicable), the righ t face R =  {1 } x J or {1 }  x  A , 
the bottom  face B  =  I x  {0 } or A  x {0 }  and the top face T  =  I x  {1 }  or A  x  { ! } .
Analogously to  the definition in  two dimensions, we shall define percolation 
to  occur in  Coo i f  Coo contains a connected component intersecting both L  and 
R. We let 0(p) =  Pp (percolation in  C©©) and define the critica l p robability  
Pc =  Pc(M, d) =  m î{p :9 {p ) >  0}. By comparing the retained set in  a single 
face of the cube [0,1]^, for instance C©© D P , to  the (d — l)-dimensional random 
Cantor set C ^  i t  is easy to  see tha t
Pp (percolation in C©©) >  Pp (percolation in  C©© D P ) =  Pp (percolation in  C '^)
(3.1)
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and hence tha t Pc(M,  d) ^  Pc{M,  d — 1) <  1 for all d >  3.
Generalising the earlier work of Chayes and Chayes [7] in  two dimensions, 
Falconer and G rim m ett [23, 24] considered the behaviour o i pc { M,  d) for a ll d ^ 2  
and large values of M . To state the ir conclusion, we digress briefly to  recall the 
problem of site percolation in  a lattice. Let be the d-dimensional lattice w ith  
vertex set and edge set given by the adjacency relation: x ~  y  i f  and only i f  
— z/i| <  1 for a ll i  and Xi =  y i for at least one value o f i,  where x =  (œi, . . . ,  
and y  =  (p i, • • • , 2/rf). For 0 <  p  <  1, we independently declare each vertex, or 
site, o f to  be either open, w ith  probability  p, or else closed, w ith  probability  
1 — p; a set of open sites connected by edges is termed a cluster. We define site 
percolation to  occur i f  an in fin ite  cluster exists and let Pc(L‘^ ) denote the critica l 
p robability  for th is process. Falconer and G rim m ett proved tha t
Pc{M, d)  -7 Pc(L'^) as M  -> oo. (3.2)
When d =  2, is identical to  the usual square lattice Z^; i f  d ^  3, then 
is obtained from  the hypercubic lattice by an enhancement perm itting  
extra connections between certain pairs of diagonally adjacent vertices, and so 
Pc(L^) <  pc(Z'^). In  fact, th is enhancement is ‘essential’ in  the sense defined 
by Aizenman and G rim m ett [1] (briefly, i t  has the capability for creating a 
doubly in fin ite  path in  the lattice where none existed previously) and so we 
have Pc(L ‘^ ) <  Pc(Z‘^).
3.2 Disc percolation
Consider the fractal percolation process in  the un it cube [0,1]^ w ith  M  ^  2 
and retention probability  0 <  p <  1, as described above. We say tha t disc per­
colation occurs in  the (æ, y)-direction i f  the retained set Coo contains a set D  
such tha t there exists a homeomorphism / :  A  -> D  and the following boundary 
conditions are satisfied (see Figure 3.1):
(t) y ( { 0 } x f )  Ç { 0 } x d x 7
( i i )  Ç { I J x I x I
( i i i )  f ( l x { 0 } )  Ç ;  X {0} X T
(iv)  / ( / X { 1} )  C / x { l } x j .  (3 .3)
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Figure 3.1: Disc percolation
Thus we th ink  of disc percolation occurring i f  Coo contains a homeomorphic 
image o f the un it disc spanning [0,1]^ in  the x- and p-directions. We make 
corresponding definitions for disc percolation in  the (æ, z)- and (y, 0)-directions.
Observe tha t i f  disc percolation occurs in  the (æ, y)-direction then every 
continuous path 7 : /  -> [0, 1]® such tha t 7 (0) £ P  x  { 0}  and 7 (1) £ P  x  { 1} 
must have non-empty intersection w ith  D.
Let 9dip) =  Pp(disc percolation) and define pd =  mî{p-.9dijp) > 0 } .
T heo rem  3.1: For all M  >  2, we have Pd <  1.
Proof: (sketch) For M  >  5, this is proved in  essentially the same way as the 
original proof o f the existence o f the percolation phase in two dimensions; see 
Theorem 1.3 or Chayes et a l  [8]. For n  ^  0, we declare a level-n cube to  be 
1-fu ll i f  at least M® — 1 of its  M® level-(n +  1) subcubes are retained. We say 
th a t a level-n cube is 2-fuU i f  at least M® — 1 of its subcubes are 1-full, and, 
inductively, tha t a level-n cube is k -fu ll i f  at least M® — 1 of its subcubes are 
{k — l) - fu ll.  Observe then tha t for M  ^  5, any 2 x 2  block of four adjacent 1-full 
cubes not only forms a connected un it, but also contains a homeomorphic image 
of the u n it disc spanning the block, as illustrated in  Figure 3.2 (this can break 
down i f  M  <  5).
Define a level-n cube to be completely fu l l  i f  i t  is k-în ll for a ll A: ^  1. By 
calculations sim ilar to  those of Chayes et a l,  the probability tha t the level-0 
cube [0,1]® is completely fu ll is non-zero for values of p  very close to  1. We shall 
show tha t i f  [0, 1]® is completely fu ll then disc percolation occurs, and hence 
deduce tha t p d < l .
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Figure 3.2: A block of four adjacent 1-full cubes contains an image of the disc
Suppose that [0,1]® is completely full. Let /q: A Co be the map given by 
f o { x , y )  —  { x , y ,  1/2) for all ( x , y )  £  A  and let D q =  Im (/)  =  A  x {1 /2 } . I f  any 
level-1 cube is either vacant or not completely full, we may smoothly deform 
D o  so as to avoid that cube whilst still ensuring that the conditions of (3.3) 
are met; we obtain a new surface D i .  That is, there exists a map / i :  A  -7 Ci 
satisfying (3.3) with Im ( / i)  =  D x  and a homotopy / :  [0 ,1] x A  -> Cq such that 
/(0 ;æ ,y) =  f o ( x , y )  and f { l ; x , y )  =  f x { x , y )  for all ( x , y )  £  A. In addition, we 
can easily ensure that \ f x { x , y )  -  f o { x , y ) \  <  1 for all ( x , y )  £ A.
Next we smoothly deform C i, within the set C i, so as to avoid any vacant 
or not completely full level-2 subcubes, obtaining a new surface D 2 ] this is 
possible since there is at most one such subcube per completely full level-1 cube 
and our condition that M  >  5 guarantees that these subcubes cannot cluster 
together too much. Thus there is a map /g: A  -7 C2 satisfying (3.3) with 
Im ( /2) =  D 2 and a homotopy / :  [1,2] x A  -7 Ci such that /( l;æ ,y ) =  f x { x , y )  
and /(2;æ,y) — f 2 { x , y )  for all ( x , y )  € A. In addition, since we do not have 
to deform D x  too far so as to avoid the level-2 subcubes, we can ensure that 
\ f 2 { x , y )  -  f i { x , y ) \  <  M ~ ^  for all ( x , y )  £  A.
Continuing in this fashion, we can extend the domain of /  to all of FS+ x A  
by piecing together the homotopies f : [ n , n + l ]  x A  -7 C n -  We thus obtain 
a sequence { /„ : A  -7 (7n}neM of maps and a sequence {T>n}nGN of surfaces 
such that for all n € N, /„  satisfies the conditions of (3.3), Im (/„ ) =  
f { n ; x , y )  =  f n { x , y )  and \ f n { x , y )  -  f n - i { x , y ) \ < M ~ ^ ' ' ^ - ^ ' >  for all ( x , y )  £  A . We 
conclude that as n -7 00, /„  converges uniformly to a map / :  A  -7 C o o  satisfying 
(3.3) and with Im ( /)  homeomorphic to A , as required for disc percolation.
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Finally, the cases M  =  4 ,3 ,2  are dealt w ith  by appealing to  the results 
for M  — 16,9,4 respectively, using the same method as in  Theorem 1.4 and 
observing tha t 6 dip] M )'^O d{q] M ^)  when ^  1 -  (1 -  ; hence we have
Pd{M ) <  1 whenever pd(M ^) <  1.
P r o p o s i t i o n  3 .2 : Suppose tha t Coo and are realisations o f fractal perc­
olation in  which disc percolation occurs in  the (æ, y)~ and (x, z)-directions re­
spectively. Then Coo H C ^  contains a connected component intersecting both 
{ 0 }  X P  and { 1 }  x  P \ tha t is, percolation occurs in  Coo O <7^.
Figure 3.3: Intersecting disc percolation events
Proof: Let D ,D ' he the subsets o f Coo, C ^  respectively given by the definition
of disc percolation and let / : A  D  be the homeomorphism satisfying the 
conditions of (3 .3 ). Define E  =  f~ ^ {D r \D ')  Ç A . We shall show tha t E  contains 
a connected component G  intersecting both L  =  {0 } x I  and R =  {1 }  x 7; the 
required component of Coo H C ^  is then the one containing f {G ) .
For æ G A , le t Fla: denote the connected component of E  containing x, or let 
Ex =  0  i f  X ^  E . In  addition, define E l  =  \J {E x :x  G L } ,  E r — a: G 7?}
and E c  =  \J{Ex'- x  0  E l ^^Er }. Observe tha t all o f the sets E l -, E r and E c  are 
compact, since each may be w ritten  as the homeomorphic image of a decreasing 
lim it o f compact sets. We deduce tha t there exists r  >  0 and a fin ite  set of points 
J  Q E l  such tha t Ul  =  contains E l -, where B {x ,r )  denotes the
open ball o f radius r  w ith  centre x. Likewise, we can find corresponding open 
sets Ur  D E r  and Uc  3  ^ c ]  we further define 17 =  %  U %  U Uc-, and observe
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th a t the boundary dU  o f U  consists entirely of circular arcs.
Suppose now tha t E  contains no connected component intersecting both L  
and jR, Le. n  E r  =  0 . Then E l ,  E r  and E c  are pairwise disjo int and 
so w ithout loss of generality we may assume tha t U l,  U r  and Uq are pairwise 
disjoint. We may also assume tha t U lH R  =  0 , U rD L  =  0 , U c n { L \ jR )  =  0 , 
U ^  B  — I  X {0 }  and U — I  x  { ! } .  Under the above conditions, we claim 
th a t there exists a continuous path 7: /  -H- A  such tha t 7 (0 ) € B , 7 (1 ) G T  
and 7(^) ^  for all 0 <  t  ^  1. To prove this, we start by choosing a path 7  
satisfying 7 (0 ) E B \U  and 7 (1 ) E T \U \  we shall modify 7  to  avoid each of the 
components of E.
L
B
Figure 3.4: M odifying the path 7 to  avoid E
Suppose tha t 'y{t) E E  for some 0 <  i  <  1 and let Ut denote the component 
of U  containing 'y{t). Let s i =  in f {a :7 (a) E U t] and gg =  sup{s :7 (s) E U t}\ 
then 0 < s i < t < S 2 < l  and 7 (51), 7 (52) both lie on dUt. Now 7 (51) is 
in  the same component, say F i, o f (A \U t)  U {B  U T )  as 7 (0), and 7 (32) is in 
the same component, say Fg, as 7 (1); but we have Yi =  Y2  since Ut does not 
intersect both L  and R. Hence 7 (51) and 7 (52) lie in the same component of 
dUt U ( B u t ) , so we may remove the portion of path 7 ((s i,sg )) and substitute 
in  its  place a portion  of dUt U {B  U T ).  Note tha t this new portion w ill have 
fin ite  length since i t  is is composed of circular arcs of radius r  and straight-line 
segments, so we can parameterise 7  correctly. Note also tha t i f  7  intersects E  
on the lines B  or T  then we can simply alter the start or finish point for the 
path as appropriate.
We continue this m odification process for each intersection of 7 w ith  E , 
observing tha t i t  must term inate in a fin ite number of steps since U  consists
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only o f fin ite ly  many components. We obtain a continuous path 7: J -> A  such 
th a t 7 (0) G B , 7 (1) G T  and 7 (1 ) Pi B  =  0 . Mapping back to  the un it cube, 
we see tha t /  o 7 : 1 —>■ I )  is a continuous path satisfying /  o 7 (0) G /  x {0 }  x  I ,  
/  o 7 (1) G f  X {1 }  X 7 and /  o 7 (1 ) n  D ' =  0 .  Recall, however, our hypothesis 
th a t disc percolation in  the (æ, ;z)-direction occurs in  th is implies tha t 
every continuous path from I  x  {0 }  x  /  to  7 x  {1 }  x  I  must intersect D ' —  a 
contradiction. We conclude tha t E  contains a component intersecting both L  
and R, as required.
T h e o r e m  3 .3 : F o r a l l M  ^  2, we have P c ^ p \  < Pd] in  p a r t ic u la r ,  th e  c r it ic a l 
p ro b a b ilit ie s  fo r  p e rc o la tio n  and d isc p e rc o la tio n  are d is tin c t.
Proof: Let e >  0 and suppose tha t Coo, C '^  are two independent realisations
o f fracta l percolation in  [0, 1]^ performed w ith  retention probability  p =  P d + s-  
Let A  =  {disc percolation in  (æ, y)-direction in  Coo} and A ' — {disc percolation 
in  (a:, z)-direction in  C ^ } ;  then we have Pp{A) — Pp(A') =  a >  0. l î  A  and 
A ' occur simultaneously, then we have percolation occurring in  Coo H C ^  by 
Proposition 3.2; since A  and A ' are independent, we have Pp{A H A ')  =  a^.
Fina lly  observe tha t the set Coo H C ^  is probabilistically equivalent to  a 
single realisation o f fractal percolation performed w ith  retention probability  
and so 9{{pd +  e)'^)^cx^ > 0; since th is holds for all e: >  0 we deduce tha t Pc^Pd-
3.2.1 Note on percolation in higher dimensions
When d ^  4, i t  is possible to  define various percolation events analogous to 
the concept o f disc percolation considered above.
Let Coo be the random Cantor set given by the fractal percolation process in 
[0,1]^ w ith  M ^ 2 and 0 <  1. For 1, we say tha t k-ballpercolation
occurs i f  there exists a set 7) Ç Coo and a homeomorphism / :  7* —> D  such tha t
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the following boundary conditions are satisfied:
/( {O }  X I^~^) C {0 } X 7^-1 X 7*^-*
/ ( { I }  X 7 * - y  Ç {1 } X 7'=-! X
f { l x { 0 } x l ^ - ^ )  Ç 7 X {0 } X 7^-2 X 7^^-^
/ ( 7  X {1 }  X 7 *-^ )  Ç 7 X {1 }  X 7^-^ X 7"^-*
/ ( 7 ^ - i  X { ! } )  Ç 7*-^  X {1 } X 7 '^ '^  (3.4)
Thus we th in k  o f k-ball percolation occurring i f  Cqo contains a homeomorphic 
image o f the un it ball o f IR* spanning [0,1]^ in  the . . ,  k-directions. Note 
th a t the definition of 2-ball percolation in  [0, 1]^ is identical to  tha t o f disc 
percolation, whilst 1-ball percolation is equivalent to  arc-percolation.
We can now define critica l probabilities p i,p 2, . . .  ,P d -i corresponding to  the 
phase transitions to  each of these percolation events. Clearly we have
Pi ^  P2 ^  ^  Pd— 1 ^  1) (3.5)
we would like to  establish th a t this chain o f inequalities is s trict. By a method 
analogous to Theorem 3.1, we can prove tha t p d - i <  1 for all M ^ 2 .  A  version of 
Theorem 3.3 also exists: Let Coo, C ^  be two independent realisations o f fractal 
percolation in  [0,1]*^ w ith  retention probabilities p >  Pk, p ' >  Pk' respectively, 
where 1 ^  k, k ' <  d — 1. Let A  =  {k-ba ll percolation in  Coo} and A ' =  {k '-ba ll 
percolation in  C ^ } ;  then we see tha t Ppp> {A  n  A ')  >  0.
Unfortunately, there appear to  be considerable technical difficulties involved 
in  generalising the kind of intersection result seen in Proposition 3.2. I t  seems 
reasonable, following the rule tha t ‘co-dimensions add’, to believe th a t intersect­
ing k-ball and (rotated) k '-ba ll percolation events should produce (k 4- k ' — d)- 
ball percolation, whence i t  would follow tha t pk+k‘ -d  ^ PkPk' • The best hope for 
making this argument rigorous is in  the case k ' =  d — 1, since this simplifies the 
geometrical problems somewhat; in  fact, th is case is all tha t would be needed 
to establish stric t inequality in (3.5).
Other definitions of higher-dimensional percolation events are possible, and 
perhaps preferable for some purposes. As examples, for K  k <  d — I,  we could
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define k-percolation to  occur i f  the lim it set Coo contains a homeomorphic image 
o f a k-manifold, i f  every pre-fractal set Cn contains a bi-Lipschitz image of [0,1]*, 
or a local definition where we only require small components homeomorphic to  
the un it ball o f R*. However, technical difficulties obtaining intersection results 
w ith  each of these definitions appear to  remain.
3.3 Sheet percolation
As before, let d ^ 2, M ^ 2  and and let Coo denote the random Cantor
set obtained by the fractal percolation process described in Section 3.1. We say 
tha t sheet percolation occurs in  Coo (or in  one of the pre-fractal sets C „) i f  Coo 
(respectively, Cn) contains a ‘surface’ separating the left face L  and the right 
face R  o f the cube [0, l]'^. To circumvent the topological difficulties in  defining 
precisely what is meant by a surface, we shall work w ith  the complementary set 
C ^  =  [0, l ] ‘^ \Coo and define sheet percolation to occur i f  and only i f  C ^  does 
not contain a continuous path 7 : [0,1] -> C ^  such tha t 7 (0) G L  and 7 (1) G R. 
Note th a t when d =  2, th is definition o f sheet percolation corresponds precisely 
to  the usual definition of percolation by connected components.
We let 9s{p) =  Pp (sheet percolation in  Cqo) and define the critica l probability  
Ps =  Ps(M , d) — in f{p : 9s{p) > 0 } .  I t  is easy to  see tha t 9s(p) <  9{p), since any 
surface spanning [0, 1] ‘^  contains a connected component intersecting opposite 
faces of the cube, and hence Ps'^Pc- As observed by Chayes et al. [9] in the case 
d =  3; i t  is easy to show tha t Pa <  1 by a method analogous to the original proof 
in  the two-dimensional case. Moreover, when d =  3, note tha t 9s(p) ^  9a{p) and 
hence Ps^P d-
Recall the definitions o f the lattices Z‘  ^and from Section 3.1. We shall now 
define a new d-dimensional lattice. Let be the lattice w ith  vertex set and 
edge set given by the adjacency relation: x  ~  y  i f  and only i f  — pij <  1 for all 
i.  Thus contains both Z^ and as s tric t sublattices, and is obtained from  
Z^ by an enhancement perm itting  connections between all pairs of diagonally 
adjacent vertices. In  addition, we define the sublattice P jv (M ‘^ ) o f o f size 
AT X • • • X  W to  be the lattice w ith  vertex set { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  iV —1}*  ^and edges inherited 
from  We shall consider the problem of site percolation on the lattice
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let denote the critica l probability  for this process.
Our main results in this section relate (the complement of) sheet percolation 
in  the random Cantor set to  site percolation on the lattice in particular we 
shall show tha t as M  increases, the critica l probability  for sheet percolation 
approaches 1 - p c (M ‘^ ).
T h e o r e m  3 .4 : F o r a ll 2 and  M  ^  2, we have ps { M, d )  ^  1 — P c (M ‘^)-
T h e o r e m  3.5: Let d ^  2 and p >  1 — pc(M ‘^ ). Then
Pp (sheet percolation in  -> 1 as M  ->■ oo.
T h e o r e m  3.6: For all d >  2,
Ps { M, d )  -7  1 — Pc(M‘ )^ as M  -4 00.
Proof o f Theorem 3.6 :
This is immediate from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5.
■
The reader should contrast Theorem 3.6 w ith  (3.2). The lattice rather 
than appears because i t  is the existence of paths in the complement tha t 
determines whether or not sheet percolation occurs; for this, i t  is sufficient to  
have a sequence o f vacant cubes between L  and R  meeting only at single points.
C o r o l l a r y  3.7: For all d ^  3, we have p c ( M , d) <  Ps { M, d)  for a ll sufficiently 
large values o f M .
Proof:
Combining (3.2) and Theorem 3.6, i t  is sufficient to  show tha t
Po(L'‘ ) < l - p c { M ' ‘ ). (3.6)
We note tha t is obtained from  by an enhancement perm itting  extra 
connections between vertices, so certainly we have pc(M ‘ )^ <  pc(L ‘^). S im ilarly
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we have pc(L ‘ )^ ^  Pc{^^) < 1 /2  (where the last inequality is from  Campanino 
and Russo [6]) which is sufficient for (3.6).
Corollary 3.7 strengthens the result o f Chayes et al. [9]. They proved tha t the 
inequality Pc <  ps holds in  three dimensions, working for technical reasons not 
in  the un it cube bu t in  the cuboid [0, 2] x  [0, 2] x  [0, 1], and again for sufficiently 
large values o f M .  We have extended the result to  all d ^  3 and removed the 
restriction on the geometry, although the requirement for large M  remains.
Note also tha t when we apply Theorem 3.6 in  the case d =  2, the concepts 
o f percolation and sheet percolation are identical (subject to  interchanging the 
axes), and hence we deduce tha t Pc(M, 2) -> 1 — Pc(M^) as M  oo. In  conj­
unction w ith  (1.24), this shows tha t Pc(M^) +pc(Z^) =  1, an equality observed 
by Sykes and Essam [55] and subsequently rigorously proved by Russo [52] and 
Kesten [34].
Exact values for critica l probabilities of site percolation in  these lattices are 
not known. The best known bounds for Pc(2^) are currently 0.556 <  Pc(2^) < 
0.682, the firs t inequality due to  van den Berg and Ermakov [56], the second 
due to  Zuev [61], w ith  the exact value likely to  be around 0.593.
We prove Theorem 3.4 in  Section 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.5 in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Lower bound on ps
To prove tha t Ps{M ,d) >  1 — Pc(M‘^ ) for d ^  2 and M  ^  2, we show tha t 
i f  p <  1 -  Pc(M‘^ ) then sheet percolation does not occur in  Coo, almost surely. 
We do th is by comparing the pattern of cubes present in  the level-n pre-fractal 
set Cn to  the process of site percolation on a sublattice of where each site 
is open w ith  probability  g =  1 — p. When this process is supercritical, there 
exist open paths crossing large boxes, and these are shown to preclude (almost 
surely) sheet percolation in  Coo-
Note th a t from  the compactness of Coo i t  follows tha t
{sheet percolation in  Coo} =  Q  {sheet percolation in  Cn}, (3.7)
n =0
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which is an intersection o f a decreasing sequence of events, and therefore
Pp (sheet percolation in  Coo) =  lim  Pp (sheet percolation in  Cn)- (3.8)
We define another, stronger concept of percolation as follows: We say tha t 
fu ll sheet percolation occurs in a set 5  Ç [0,1]^^ i f  the interior o f S separates
L  and R, i.e. i f  and only i f  S *, defined by S* =  [0 ,1]'^\5, does not contain 
a continuous path 7 : [0,1] S* such tha t 7 (0) E L  and 7 (1) G R. Thus we
may th ink  o f a fam ily S o f level-n cubes, form ing a surface separating L  and 
R, as being fu ll i f  a ll the pairs o f adjacent cubes {C ', C '}  tha t are necessary to  
block paths in  the complement satisfy d im (C  n C " )  =  d — 1, tha t is, C  and C "  
intersect in  a (d — l)-dimensional ‘face’, rather than an ‘edge’ of dimension less 
than (d — 1).
L e m m a  3 .8 :
Pp (sheet percolation in  Coo) =  l i p  Pp(full sheet percolation in  C „).
Proof: This proof is based upon tha t o f Lemma 5 o f Falconer and G rim ­
m ett [24], w ith  the necessary generalisations to  d ^  3. Clearly
{ fu ll sheet percolation in  C „ }  Ç {sheet percolation in C „ }  (3.9)
and so
Q  { fu ll sheet percolation in  Cn} G Q  {sheet percolation in  Cn}
n = 0  n = 0
=  {sheet percolation in Coo} (3.10)
by (3.7). Now { fu ll sheet percolation in  Cn}n>o is a decreasing sequence of 
events, and therefore i t  w ill be sufficient to  show tha t for a ll n  >  1,
Pp ({sheet percolation in  Coo} H {no fu ll sheet percolation in  C „} )  =  0. (3.11)
F ix  n  ^  1. W rite  Cn as the union of a set o f level-n cubes { C ( l ) , . . . ,  C ( r ) } .  
Now for 0 <  Z <  d, let
=  U  {C ( i)  n  C U )  : dim(C7(i) n  C { j) )  =  / }
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and for 0 <  k <  d, let
= U  A \  U ^ ' :
K k f^k
note th a t 0  =  Do Ç D i Ç ••• C Da. We th ink  of Dk as the set of cube in t­
ersections th a t have dimension at most k — 1 and tha t are not contained in  a 
cube intersection having dimension greater than k — 1.
Define k-percolation to  occur in  Cn i f  sheet percolation occurs in  C n\D k. 
Observe then tha t 0-percolation and sheet percolation in  Cn are equivalent 
concepts, as are (d — l)-percolation and fu ll sheet percolation. Let denote 
the event {k-percolation occurs in  Cn} and note tha t A ^ D  A \ d  - - ■ D A ^ ^ .
Suppose tha t for some k <  d — 1, we have k-percolation bu t no (k +  1)- 
percolation in  Cn- Then D k + i\D k  is a non-empty union of k-dimensional edges 
{jF}} and there is a m inim al non-empty subset G  of {F i} ,  say G — { F p . l ^ i ^ s } ,  
such tha t sheet percolation does not occur in  C n\{D kU G ). We may then choose 
a path j :  [0,1] -> C® U {Dk U G) such tha t 7 (0) € L  and 7 (1) € R. Since G 
was taken to  be m inimal, th is path must intersect every Fi G G; w ithou t loss of 
generality, we may assume tha t 7 intersects each F{ exactly once (otherwise we 
can easily m odify 7 to  do so).
F ix  and let Q [ l ]  and Q [2 ] denote the two (vacant) level-n cubes tha t
7 passes through on either side of its intersection w ith  F). There are 2®^“  ^ — 2 
other level-n cubes (or notional cubes, i f  ly ing outside [0, 1]^ )^ tha t contain Ff, 
we shall label these as (7 ^ 3 ],... , Ci[2^~'^]. For every m '^ n ,  each one o f these 
level-n cubes contains level-m subcubes tha t intersect Fi. We choose a
subset o f these level-m subcubes, one from  each of the C i\j], j  =  3 , . . . ,  
such tha t n  R p is a k-dimensional subset of Ff, note tha t there are 
possible such choices of a set S ^ .
I f  the set o f level-m cubes were to  be removed from  C n\D k  then the 
interiors o f the two vacant cubes Q [ l ]  and Q [2] would be joined together by a 
small ‘crack’ in  F i, as shown in  Figure 3.5. Moreover, i f  this were to be repeated 
for each F i Ç. G then the resulting set C 'n\(BfeUUi^^^g S'™) would allow a vacant 
path, actually a slight modification of 7 , to  cross the cube intersecting both L  
and R  —  tha t is, sheet percolation would be prevented.
We thus wish to  investigate the probability  tha t such an event occurs in 
Cm, given a set Cn satisfying Let 1 <  i  <  s and m '^ n ,  define C i[j\,
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C,.[l]
s
Figure 3.5: A  ‘crack’ 7 jo in ing the vacant cubes Q [ l ]  and Ci[2] v ia  F{
j  =  1, . . . ,  as above and choose a suitable set 5*1”  of level-m cubes; observe 
th a t each o f these level-m cubes survives in  Cm independently w ith  probability
p t n -n
E '^  =  {Cm  admits a vacant path jo in ing the interiors of Q [ l ]  and Q [2]} .
Then D { in t (5 |”  D Cm) =  0 } ,  and hence i t  is easily seen that
>  (1 -  (3.12)
Define =  ca xd {i:E F  does not occur}; from the above comments i t  follows 
tha t i f  sheet percolation occurs in  Cm then is non-zero. By (3.12) we have
B(Q ""|C ^) =  s ( l  -  f ^ ( ^ ) )  <  a ( l  -  (1 (3.13)
where E  denotes expectation, and hence
Pp(sheet p e rc o la tio n  in  Cm | Cn) <  Pp{Q^ >  l\Cn)
<  E (Q ":|C ») ^  s ( l  -  (1 -
->■ 0 as m  -7  00. (3.14)
The lim it in  (3.14) holds for a ll realisations C n  in which occurs; there­
fore
Pp (sheet percolation in  Cm | =  0- (3.15)
For every n  ^  1, we have
{sheet percolation in  Coo) H {no fu ll sheet percolation in  Cn}
=  lim  {sheet percolation in  Cm} H (A ^ \A fc ^ )  (3.16)
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since {sheet percolation in  Cm) Q A® for a ll m '^ n .  Also observe tha t
=  Ù (3.17)
A=0
and hence
Pp({sheet percolation in  Coo} O {no fu ll sheet percolation in  C n})
d—2
=  ^  lim  Pp({sheet percolation in C m }^  (A *\A ^+ ^ ))
fe=0
=  0 (3.18)
by (3.15), giving (3.11) as required to  complete the proof.
■
Proof of Theorem 3.4:
Let p <  1 — Pc(M'^) and w rite  q — 1 — p. We consider site percolation on 
the lattice w ith  sites being declared open independently at random w ith  
probability  q. Let 0g(P;v(M ‘^)) denote the p robability  tha t there exists an open 
cluster intersecting both the left face { 0}  x  { 0, . . . ,  — l } ^ - i  and the righ t face
{ 1 }  X  { 0 , . . . ,  W — l } ^ " i  o f the box { 0 , . . . ,  JV — 1 }^ . Since q is greater than the 
critica l p robability  for site percolation in  i t  follows from Theorem (6.125) 
of G rim m ett [29] tha t there exists r  >  0 such tha t
^g(Bjv(IVI‘' ) ) > T  (3.19)
for all >  0.
For each n ^  1, we define C* =  [0, 1](^\CM, giving an increasing sequence 
Cg Ç Ç • • • o f closed sets, and note tha t fu ll sheet percolation occurs in  Cn 
i f  and only i f  C* does not contain a continuous path 7 : [0, 1] -> C* such tha t 
7 (0) € L  and 7 (1) € R.
In  order to  obtain estimates on Pp(full sheet percolation in  Cn), we shall 
set up a correspondence between the sets C* and site percolation on B m » (M'^). 
A fte r rescaling by a factor o f the level-n cubes correspond to the sites o f 
P m "(M ^)j w ith  two sites being considered adjacent i f  and only i f  the corre­
sponding cubes have at least a point in  common; the cubes present in  C* shall 
correspond to the open vertices in  B m  ^(M'^). By this comparison, conditioning
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on fu ll retention at level (n — 1), we see tha t
Pp(no fu ll sheet percolation in  Cn | =  0 ) — 9q{BM^ ^  r .  (3.20)
Therefore
n
Pp(full sheet percolation in  Cn) ^  U ( l  ~  (-^mj J <  (1 -  t )"^  (3.21)
j= i
for each n  ^  1 by (3.20). Since r  >  0, applying Lemma 3.8 we find tha t
Pp(sheet percolation in  Coo) =  0 (3.22)
as required.
3.3.2 Upper bound on p.
The proof o f Theorem 3.5 is long, but can be divided into several parts. Let 
d >  2, p  >  1 — Pc(M*^), and choose an g >  0 such tha t (1 — e)p >  1 — pc(M ‘^). 
F irstly, f o r n ^ l  and 0 < m < n , we define the notions of goodness and availab ility 
on the level-m cubes; roughly, a level-m cube is good i f  i t  contains sufficiently 
many interlocking shells of smaller cubes. We then use geometrical arguments 
to  show tha t i f  the level-0 cube [0, 1] “^  is good then we have sheet percolation in 
Cn- Next, probabilistic arguments are used to show tha t this event occurs w ith  
p robability  close to  1 providing tha t M  is sufficiently large; tha t is, there exists 
M {e )  such tha t for all M  M {e ), we have
Pp (sheet percolation in  Cn) >  1 — e (3.23)
for all n ^  1. We deduce using (3.8) and le tting  g ^  0 that
Pp (sheet percolation in  C ^ l )  -> 1 as M  -4- oo (3.24)
and hence p«(M ,d) ^ p  for a ll sufficiently large M .
We shall assume tha t M  is divisible by 5, although i t  w ill be clear th a t the 
method of the proof works for any 5, w ith  the necessary slight modifications 
i f  M  is not divisible by 5.
We adopt the following notation for labelling subcubes of [0,1]^. Let J  =  
( I m )^ =  { 0 ,1 , . . .  ,M  -  1}^  ^ and, for n ^  1, let So =  { 0 }. Thus S „
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corresponds to the set o f level-n subcubes o f [0, 1]^; we denote elements of 
by the ir index
 ^ — ( i l )  • • • > i n )  ~  ((^1,1j  • • • ) ) ( * n , l , • • • , ^ n ,d ))
where each \ j  C J , 1 <  j  ^ n .  W ith  each index we associate the level-n cube
(7 [l(»^)] given by
+  [0,
where
c(i<">] =  I g I ;
\J =1 3=1 )
fina lly  let G[0 ] denote the level-0 cube [0,1]^.
Let S =  Un^o and suppose tha t we are given a map w: S -4 {0 ,1 }. For 
each = : ( i i , . . . , im )  6 S „ , n ^  1, we define the indicator function lw [I] by
i= i
and observe tha t
1^[I(«+D ] _  (3.25)
for every =  (l(»^),i„+ i) g S ^+ i. By this construction, the set Cn is the
union of those level-n cubes satisfying 1^ , =  1. Defining ÇI — {0 ,1 }^ ,
we see tha t elements w g represent realisations of fractal percolation in  the 
cube; the probability  measure Pp on subsets of Cl is defined by (1.4).
Let E and k  =  (fci, . . . ,  Ai^ ) g {Q ,. . . ,  4}^\ We define the level-n block 
g [ lW ;k ]  by
; k] =  -L ( l & i M - " , . . . ,  4- [o, \ m ~^] ^
Then each level-n cube C'[I^” ’^ ] can be w ritten  as the union of the 5^ level- 
n  blocks contained therein, and each level-n block B [l("^);k] is the union of 
{ M j^ Y  level-(n +  1) subcubes of
Define the annulus ; k] around a block ; k] by
+  [ -  | m - " ,  | m - " ]  j  \ in t  ; k]
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so tha t k] is composed o f the 3^ — 1 level-n blocks touching P[I^’^ l;k]
(or notional blocks outside [0, l]'^ i f  k] intersects the boundary of [0, 1]^).
Note that, w ith  our definitions, no extra difficulties w ill arise w ith  those annuli 
not completely contained w ith in  [0,1]^. In  addition, we define k] and
k] to  be respectively the inner and outer components of the boundary 
o f A[lN; k] .
F ix  n  ^  1 and a map w: 2  - 4  {0 ,1 }, representing a particular realisation of 
fractal percolation. For every m ^  n, we now define the notions o f goodness 
and availability for each level-m cube C [l( ’")], I^’") g 'Em, by induction on 
m =  n , n — l , . . . ,O a s  follows:
m =  n: We declare all level-n cubes 1^0 g Sn, to be good, and
declare to be available i f  w[l("-)] =  1.
m  <  n: Suppose tha t we have determined the availability of C7[I] for every 
I  g Sm+i U • • • U Sn- Given subsets D , E  and S o f R^, we say tha t S contains
a fu ll sheet separating D  and E  i f  there is no continuous path 7  : [0,1] - 4  
such tha t 7 (0 ) g D  and 7 (1 ) € E. We say tha t the block k] is isolated
i f  the set
S =  U {C [Î(" '+ ^ ) ]:C [Î( '"+ ^ ) ] is available, g 2 ^ + i } u  {R ‘^ \[0 ,1 ]‘^ }
contains a fu ll sheet separating k] and k]. Figure 3.6
illustrates an isolated block when d =  2 .
M '^/5
■■■■
B ■ ■  B B lB B B  B B B  B l
B B B  B B B B B B B B
0  Block
H  Annulus A fl^'"^;k]
■  Level-(m+l) subcube
Figure 3.6: A  level-m cube containing an isolated block k]
For subsets X , Y  of we define d is t(X , Y ) =  in f{d (x , y) : x  g X , y  g T } ,
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w here  x  =  {xi , . . . ,xd),  y  =  {yi,---,yd),  and d ( x ,y )  =  max.i^i^d\xi -  yi\, w ith  
th e  co n ven tion  th a t  in f  0  =  oo.
Let be some fixed ordering o f Em-
Using this ordering, we determine the goodness o f each C'[I^’” ) ( j) ] ,  
in  tu rn  as follows: For each 1 ^  j  <  let
P{3) =  U { C [ l ( ' " ) ( 0 ]:C [ lW (Z ) ] is not good}
l < 3
be the set o f level-m cubes preceding tha t have been examined and
found to  be not good. We declare the cube (^)] to  be good i f
is isolated for every k g  { 0, . . . ,  4}^* such tha t
dist(B[l('")(j);k],PU)) ^2M -""/5 .
In  addition, we declare the cube ( j) ] to  be available i f  i t  is both good and
w [l(" ')U )] -  1.
Inform ally, we have defined a level-m cube to  be good i f  i t  contains
a favourable arrangement o f fu ll sheets o f smaller cubes (the exact arrangement 
required depending upon the status of the level-m cubes previously examined), 
and to  be available i f  i t  is both good and retained for the next level o f the 
inductive definition. Where convenient, we shall use the indicator function 
taking the value 1 i f  is available and 0 otherwise.
Using th is procedure, we can determine the goodness of the level-0 cube
c [ 0 ] =  [o ,iM .
P r o p o s it io n  3.9: I f  C{0 ] is good then sheet percolation occurs in  Cn-
In  order to  prove Proposition 3.9, we require the following result. For a 
subset Fm o f 2 m, let IJ(-^m) denote the union
I J
L e m m a  3 .1 0 : L e t m < n  and le t Fm be a subset o f Em s a tis fy in g  — 1
an d  =  1 fo r  a l l g  Fm and  such th a t  U (-^m ) con ta ins  a  fu l l  sheet
se p a ra tin g  L  and  R.
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Then there exists Pm+i Q Tm +i such tha t =  1 and =  1
for a ll € Pm+i and U(-Prn+i) contains a fu ll sheet separating L  and R.
Proof: Let Sm =  I J ( ^ )  and define the core Sm o f Sm by
Sm=  U  {c[I<“ +‘>]: dist(C[I<™+»], [0.1]“\5™) >
I(m+l)g2,n + i
so th a t Sm is the union of those level-(m +  1) cubes which are distance at least 
2 M “ ”^/5 from [0, We note tha t since Sm consists of cubes of side-length
M ~ ’^ ,  its core Sm must also contain a fu ll sheet separating L  and R.
Pick an g Sm+i such tha t Ç Sm] then we have
C[I^m+i)^ Ç P [ lW ;k ]  Ç { A [ l W ; k ] U # M ; k ] }  Ç Sm (3.26)
for some k  E { 0 , . . .  ,4}^^. Since C7[ll’” l] consists o f 5^ equal level-m blocks each 
o f side-length M ~ ”^/5, i t  is easy to  see tha t we have
d is t (B [ ll ’’^ ) ;k ] , [0 , l] ‘^ \S’m) >  2 M - ’” /5 . (3.27)
A ll the level-m cubes contained in  Sm are good, and hence we deduce from the 
defin ition o f goodness tha t the block k] must be isolated.
We define
S„ +1  =  s™ n  U  {C [I< ’” +»)]: u ii< " *+ ‘ >] =  1}
and let Fm+i be the set o f indices o f the level-(m + 1 ) cubes contained in  5m +i, 
so tha t Sm+i =  U ( -^ m + i) -  Pick =  ( l W , i m + i )  G F^+^] we note tha t
since =  1 and =  1 we have =  1 by (3.25).
Suppose th a t Sm+i does not contain a fu ll sheet separating L  and R, tha t 
is, there exists a sequence P =  { C '( l) , . . . ,  C ( r ) }  o f level-(m + 1) cubes such tha t
C { j)  g  Sm+i for all 1 <  J <  r
C ( l ) n L  ^  0
C ( r ) n B  0
C ( j ) n C ( ; 4 - l )  0  f o r a l l l < ; < r .  (3.28)
Since §m does contain a fu ll sheet separating L  and R, we must have C (î) Ç Sm 
for some 1 <  i  <  r; let B [I^"^);k ] be the level-m block containing C {i). By
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(3.26), we have k] Ç Sm, and hence we see tha t there is a sequence
r '  =  {(7 (g ),. . . ,  (7 (i)} Ç r  o f level-(m - I-1) cubes such that
(7(g)na(^ )A[l("*);k] 0
C(f)na('')A[l("');k] 0
C { j)  n  C { j  4-1) 7^  0  for a lls  <  j  < t  (3.29)
and C { j)  is not available for any s ^  j  ^  t. B u t this means tha t the block
J3 [l(" i);k ] is not isolated, contradicting the above.
Hence we conclude tha t Bm+i does contain a fu ll sheet separating L  and R, 
as required.
■
Proof of Proposition 3.9:
Suppose tha t C [0 ] is good; then for every k  e { 0 , . . . ,  the block B [0 ; k] 
is isolated. We let
F i  =  { I ( ‘ ) € S i : U [ i W ] =  1}
and so we see tha t the set U (- f i)  contains a fu ll sheet separating L  and R. We 
note th a t — 1 for every E F i.
We now repeatedly apply Lemma 3.10 w ith  m  — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n -  1 to  deduce 
tha t there exist sets .. ,Fn  such tha t for every 1 <  m  <  n, we have
=  1 and =  1 for all E Fm and U (^to ) contains a fu ll sheet
separating L  and R. In  particular, when m  =  n, there exists a set 5  =  (J(F]i) 
such tha t =  1 for every E Fn and S contains a fu ll sheet separating
L  and R. Therefore S Ç Cn and sheet percolation occurs S and hence in  Cn-
■
We now consider site percolation on the lattice M®', w ith  sites being declared 
open independently at random w ith  probability  g, and let Pq denote the natural 
product probability  measure. Let {0  44 d B {N ) }  denote the event {there exists 
an open path from the origin to  a vertex o f d B {N )} ,  where
d B {N )  =  { x  E : max{|æ ij : 1 <  i  <  d} =  N }
is the surface o f the box of side-length 2N  centred at the origin.
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L e m m a  3 .1 1 : Suppose tha t q <  P c(M ‘^ ). Then there exists >  0 such tha t 
fo r a ll A  ^  0 we have
Pq{p 44 d B {N ))  <  exp(—AcTg).
Lemma 3.11 is a modified version o f a result o f Menshikov [43], restated as 
Theorem 3.4 of G rim m ett [29]. There i t  is given in the case of bond percolation 
on Z**, but the proof adapts readily to  site percolation on
Lemma 3.11 can be used to estimate the probability tha t a level-m block 
^ [ l(m ) ;k ]  is isolated. Recall tha t e >  0 satisfies ( 1 —e)p >  1 — and define 
7T (1 — g)p. Let m <  n  and suppose tha t each level-(m 4-1) cube is available 
w ith  probability tt, independently of all other level-(m 4-1) cubes; le t denote 
the corresponding product probability measure on {0,
We compare Cm+i to  site percolation on a sublattice of as follows: A fte r 
rescaling by a factor o f the non-available cubes in Cm+i correspond to
the open sites of B m »^ +i ; two sites are adjacent i f  and only i f  the corresponding 
cubes have at least one point in  common. Then i t  can be seen th a t the block 
^ [ l(m ) .k j is not isolated only i f  there exists an open path from one of the sites 
corresponding to a level-(m 4-1) subcube of B [l("^ );k ] to  the boundary o f the 
box o f side-length 2 M /5  centred at this site.
Since 1 — tt <  we may apply Lemma 3.11 to deduce tha t
P^ ( B [ lW  ; k] is not isolated) ^  (M /5 ) ‘^ Pi_,r (O 44 d B {M /5 ))
4  i M / 5 Y e x p { ~ M a i - n / 5 )  (3.30)
We shall take M  =  M {e) sufficiently large so tha t
M ‘^ exp(~JWcri_,r/5) <  e. (3.31)
Suppose tha t we are given a sequence of random variables, each
taking values in  {0 ,1 }, w ith  corresponding state space H =  {0,1}*^. For 0 <  
1, we let Pp denote the Bernoulli product probability measure on S, so tha t 
P p i^k  =  1) =  P independently for a ll A: ^  1. We further define to  be the 
(T-algebra generated by { X i , .. .,% &}-
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L e m m a  3.12: For let be a fin ite  sequence o f random variables,
each taking values in  {0 ,1 } , and let P  be a given probability measure on {0 ,1 }^  
Suppose tha t there exists 0 ^  p <  1 such tha t
P(Xfc =  l |P fe _ i)> p  (3.32)
for a ll then for every increasing event E  tha t is P;-measurable we have
P(E) ^ :^(F). (3.33)
This result appears as Lemma 3 o f Falconer and G rim m ett [24], although no 
proof is given there.
Proof: We proceed by induction on I, noting tha t (3.33) holds when 1 =  1.
Suppose tha t there exists p £ [0,1] such tha t P {X k =  l iP fc - i)  >  p for all 
1 <  A: <  / - f 1; then by the induction hypothesis (3.33) holds for all p-m easurable 
increasing events E.
Now let E  be an increasing event which is p+i-m easurable. We can w rite  
F  as a disjo int union
E =  {Eon {Xf+i = 0}) U (Fi n {Xi+i =  l}) (3.34)
where Eq and Ei are both p-measurable. Since E  is increasing, both Eq and 
El are also increasing; moreover Eq Ç E%. Then
E =  EqU {{Ei\Eo) n  {X f+ i =  1}) (3.35)
and hence
P{E) = P(Eo) +  P{{Ei \Eo)n{X,+t  =  l})
>  P{Eo) +  pP{Ei\Eo) by (3,32)
=  (1 -  p)P{Eo) +  p P {E i)
>  ( 1 -  p)'P,(Eo) +  p P ;{E i)  by (3.33)
=  P ;iE o ) +  p P ; iE i \E o )
— Pp{E(j) +  Pp{{Ei\Eo) n {Xt+i =  1}) since is Bernoulli
=  Pp{E) (3.36)
completing the proof.
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Let =  So U ... U En- We place an ordering on S^") as follows. For each 
m ^ n ,  le t <  l(^ ) (2 )  <  <  be some fixed ordering on Sm-
For each E Sm and E Sm, where 0 <  m ,m  <  n, declare i f
and only i f  either m  >  m, or m  == rh and in the ordering on Sm. In
addition, for I  E S W , define I "  =  { Î  E S ^ : !  <  I } .
L e m m a  3.13; Let tt =  (1 — e)p and suppose tha t M  is sufficiently large so tha t 
M '^e x p (-M (7 i_ ^ /5 )  <  £. Then P p(ly i[I] =  l ) > 7 r  for all I  E S W .
Proof: We proceed by induction on the ordering on S ( " \  For every I  E S (" '\
we suppose tha t P p ( l7i [ l ]  =  l )  ^  tt holds for a ll Ï  <  I, and show tha t we then 
also have
f ^ ( U [ I ]  =  l ) > F .  (3.37)
Certa in ly (3.37) is satisfied for the firs t terms in  the ordering on E^'^\ 
because all level-n cubes are good by definition and hence are available w ith  
p robability  p >  tv.
For m <  n, we place an ordering (1) <  • • • <  on Sm as
before. We also place an ordering on the set { 0 , . . . ,  4}^  ^ indexing the 5*^  blocks 
jg[l(w)(j);k] contained in  l(^ )(j) . Combining the two gives an ordering on the 
product space Sm x { 0 , . . . ,  4}^  ^o f the indices of a ll the level-m blocks: We have 
th a t ; k] <  ; k] i f  and only i f  either , or and
k <  k. We label the level-m blocks in order as B ( l )  <  B(2) <  <
and for 1 <   ^ A (f)  denote the event {B ( /) is  isolated}. Observe
tha t every A (/)  is an increasing event determined by the states of the cubes 
I<“ + ‘ ) S S „+ 1 .
We first examine the probability that the block B{1) Ç is isolated.
Since A ( l )  is an increasing event, we can apply Lemma 3.12 to the random 
variables { ly i [ I ] : I  E l W ( l ) - }  to  give
7 ^ (A (1 )) >  ^ ( A ( l ) )
^  1 — (M /5 ) ‘^exp(—M cri_ ,r/5) by (3.30)
> 1 -  e/5''. (3.38)
Next we consider the Zth block B{1), 1 <  I 4: In  general, the event
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A (/)  is not independent o f {A(A:) : A; <  ( } . For each I, let 
T ( l)  =  { k < l :  d {B { l) ,B {k ) )  <
and suppose th a t A(fc) holds for every k G T{1). We note tha t f\keT(i) 
is also an increasing event and hence we may use the FKG  inequality (Theo­
rem 1.6) to deduce tha t
Pn A(Z) n  Am I =  ^rifcgrco^W)
keT(i) )  ^ (n k e T ( f)
>  ^ ( A ( 0 )
>  1 -  e /Y  (3.39)
by (3.30).
Now we wish to  determine the goodness o f each level-m cube C'[I^’” ^ (i)], 
1 <  i  <  M ^'^ , in  order. To decide whether ( j) ]  is good or not, we need
only examine the blocks B [I^ ”^^ (j) ;k ] such tha t
d is t (B [ l( '" ) ( ; ) ;k ] ,P ( j) )
where
F Ü )  =  : C'[I<“ >(i)l is not good}
l < 3
as before; let N { j)  denote the number of such blocks to  be examined. We label
these blocks as B i <  <  B;v(j) and let A^ denote the event {B i  is isolated}.
The cube C [l( ’^ )( /) ] is good i f  and only i f  a ll the blocks B i , . . . ,  B jvo) are
isolated, and hence
_  _  /N{j) \
P . { C [ l^ ^ H m ^  good) =  P , ( Q  A j
— B n - (A i )  X  -F ^ (A g  I A i )  X  • • • X  P;„-(A7v (j) 1 A i , . . . ,  A jy(j ) _ i )
>  (1 -  >  1 -  g (3.40)
since N { j) ^ 5 ^ ,  by applying (3.39) to  each of the terras in the product. We note 
th a t the event {C [l("^ )( j) ] is good} is increasing and determined by the states 
of the cubes I  E hence we can apply Lemma 3.12 to  deduce tha t
f^ (C [ l( " ') ( ; ) ] i8 g o o d )  >  :& (C [l( " ') ( j) ] is g o o d )
>  1 -  g (3.41)
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by (3.40). F ina lly we note tha t
{U[I'"*>Ü)] =  1} =  { C [ lM ü ) ] k  good} n  {w[l(”‘)0')] =  1} (3.42)
and therefore
F ,( U [ lW ( j ) |  =  1) >  (1 - e)p =  TT (3.43)
as required.
■
Proof o f Theorem 8.5:
Let n ^  1 and choose e >  0 such tha t tt =  (1 -  e)p >  1 — pc(M ''). By 
Lemma 3.11, there exists >  0 such tha t Pi_7r(0 44 ^ P (A ) )^ e x p (—A(T i_^) 
for all A  ^  0, where P i- ,r  is the probability measure for site percolation on 
and sites are open w ith  p robability  1 -  tt. We take M  =  M {e )  sufficiently large 
so tha t M ‘'e x p (—M(Ti_7r/5) <  e.
B y Lemma 3.13, we have Pp(1a[0] =  1) ^  tt. By definition, the cube C [0 ] 
is available i f  i t  is both good and w [0] =  1; hence
P p [C [0 ] is good) =  Pp{1a[0 ] =  l ) / p >  ( tt/ p ) =  1 -  (3.44)
By Proposition 3.9, sheet percolation occurs in  Cn i f  the cube C [0 ] is good. 
The chosen value of M  works uniform ly for a ll n  ^  1, and hence
Pp (sheet percolation in  Coo) =  1™ Pp (sheet percolation in  Cn)
> 1 - 6  (3.45)
by (3.44). Letting  e ~4  0, we deduce tha t
Pp (sheet percolation in  C ^ ^ )  - 4  1 as M  - 4  oo. (3.46)
■
Chapter 4
Numerical Results
4.1 Distribution of components of varying sizes
In  this section we shall consider the connected components of the fractal 
percolation process in  two dimensions. In  particular, we investigate the compo­
nents larger than a point and give an almost sure scaling law for the number of 
components w ith  diameter of the order of M ~ ^  as A  -4 oo.
Recall the following properties of the random set Coo, denoting fractal 
percolation w ith  subdivision index M  and retention probability p, from  Sec­
tion 1.1. For p ^  we have Cqo =  0  almost surely by Theorem 1.1. For 
M ~^  <  p <  Pc, Coo is to ta lly  disconnected w ith  probability 1; provided tha t 
Coo 0 , the number of isolated points in  Coo is uncountable, almost surely 
(see Meester [41]). When p  >  Pc, again provided tha t Coo 0 , there may exist 
simultaneously percolating components (w ith  diameter therefore o f the order of 
un ity ), smaller (non-triv ia l) connected components and also uncountably many 
isolated points. Meester proved tha t the expected number of percolating com­
ponents is at most 9{p)~^ (where 9{p) is the probability o f percolation); from  
th is he deduced tha t the number of components larger than a point is countable, 
almost surely.
We define the diameter o f a non-empty subset E  of by 
d iam (F) =  sup{|æ -  y \:x ,y  e E ] .
For A  G N, we shall say tha t a connected component E  C Coo is of scale A  i f  
M - ( ^ + i) /4 < d ia m (F )  <  M “ ^ /4 .
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Let X jv  denote the number of components of Coo of scale A ,  and for a subset A  
o f [0,1]^, let ifp f{A )  denote the number o f components o f scale A  contained in 
the in terior o f A. Our main result in  this section concerns the lim iting  behaviour 
o f X jv  as A  -4 oo.
T h e o r e m  4.1: W ith  probability  1, there exists a constant 0 <  k  <  oo such 
tha t X jv  ~  as A  -4 00.
Theorem 4.1 shows tha t the number o f components o f scale A  does indeed 
grow at the rate we m ight naïvely expect, remaining proportional to  the num­
ber o f retained level-A  squares. The result is non-triv ia l since components of 
scale n +  m  (where n >  0, m  ^  1) are not in  general contained w ith in  a sin­
gle level-n square, but instead may intersect several; thus the random variables 
5  is a level-n square} are not independent. Our approach is essen­
tia lly  to  decompose C „ into disjoint subsets to  restore the independence and 
count the number o f components of scale n  -I- m w ith in  each subset.
The sequence {X iv } jv ^o  is a relatively coarse measure of the d istribu tion of 
the diameters o f the connected components. A  more refined method would be 
to  look at the behaviour of h{a, g) as a  —oo and g 0, where
h{a ,e ) =  {components E  w ith  log d iam (F) E [ex., a  4- g ]}.
However, we do not address this refinement here.
In  preparation for the proof of Theorem 4.1, we make some fu rther defi­
nitions. Let (1  =  For n  ^  0, we let be the set o f level-n squares
contained in  Cn\ we index these squares as =  {B n .i,. . .  where
Tn =  card Each Sn,i may be w ritten  as {a iM ~ ^ ,b iM ~ '^) +  [0, M “ ” ]^ for 
some integers 0 <  a^, hi ^  M ”  -  1. For 1 ^  ^  and m ^  1, define
4 ’ 4
and
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Key: r  c -  ,
Figure 4.1: Definition o f and R^^
as illustrated in Figure 4.1. As m  increases, we th ink  of the approximating 
5n,i from the inside, whilst the square annuli R^^  shrink to  approximate dSn,i- 
The following result emphasizes this ‘sandwich’ property.
L e m m a  4.2: For all n >  0, m  ^  1 and A  ^  n +  m, we have
T„ T„
E # 'V  ( % )  <  <  E  [# «  ( % )  +  K i ) ]  .i= l i=l
Proof: For the left-hand inequality, simply observe that Ç Cn for
a ll n  ^  0, m  ^  1. For the right-hand inequality, observe that
T„
U t o u F ™ ]  2 C „ 3 C < »  (4.1)
t=l
and furthermore, the overlap between and R'^^ has w idth everywhere at 
least Then every component of Cqo of scale at least n 4- m is
contained in the in terio r o f at least one o f the or
I t  follows from the work of Meester [41] tha t and both
have fin ite  expectation and fin ite  variance. The following lemma establishes 
an upper bound on the expected value of the so tha t the sandwich
inequality o f Lemma 4.2 tightens as m increases.
L e m m a  4.3: There exists a constant 0 <  u <  oo such tha t for all n ^  0, m  ^  1
and 1 <  i  ^  we have
E ( # „ + „ ( « ” i) |C „ )
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— X—X—X—X—X—X- 
X
X
X
-X—X—X—X—X—X-
Figure 4.2: Centres o f the squares R  £
Proof: F ix  n ^  0, m  ^  1 and 1 ^  t  <  Tn- Given Sn,i — {a iM ~ ' ^ +
[0, M ~'^Y  where 0 ^  a*, 6* ^  M ”  — 1, let denote the set consisting o f SM ’”  
squares R  o f side-length M ~ a n d  w ith  centres equally distributed around 
the perimeter o f Sn,i at points
( o iM - "  4- A M -( ” + ’" ) /2 ,6 fM - " ) ,
((o{ 4- 1 )M - ” ,6 { M - "  4- 
((a< 4- 1 )M - "  -  & M -("+ *” ) /2 , (5< 4- 1 )M - '" ) ,
( o iM - " ,  {bi 4- 1 )M - ”  -  A :M -(” + ’” )/2 )
where A: =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  2 M ’”  — 1 (see Figure 4.2), Adjacent squares of overlap 
by a w id th  of M “ (” +’” ^/2 and we can w rite  R ^ i  =  U ijeTi” - so i t  is easy to 
see tha t
(4.2)
The random variables {#n+m {R)'- R  G Rn^i} do not have the same d istribution, 
since the level-n neighbours of Sn,i may or may not be retained, and the squares 
R  have different positions relative to  the level-(n 4- m) mesh. However, there 
are at most 2^ 4- 2^ =  20 different d istributions for if=n+m{R), corresponding to 
whether each of the two or four level-n squares intersecting R  is contained in  
Cn or not. Thus there exists 0 <  u <  oo such tha t E (# „+ „^(i2 )|G n) ^  v  for 
every R  £ for all n  >  0, m  ^  1 and 1 ^  i  ^  Tn- Summing over R  £ R n j,  by
(4.2) we obtain
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Let n ^ O  and m >  1; then since the are m utually d isjoint, i t  is
easy to  see tha t the random variables {#n+m (Q n ,i) }  are i.i.d. w ith  distribu tion  
depending only on m. We define — E{i^n+m {Q n,i)) >  0 for some representa­
tive  However, since the {R n,i}i< i< :T „ may intersect, the random variables 
{#n +m {B ™ i)} are not independent. Instead we define =  8 M ^ v ,  where v is 
as in  Lemma 4.3, so tha t E{ifn+m {R n,i)\C n) <  fm  for all 1 <  i  <  T „.
The next lemma w ill show tha t for large enough m, the components of scale 
n  +  m  do not cluster around the perimeter o f Sn,i but instead are d istributed 
throughout Sn,i-
L e m m a  4 .4 : F o r p > 1 /M ,  we have fm/em ->  0 as m  oo.
Proof: Let n ^  0 and m  ^  1. Given a level-n realisation (7„, the random
variables do not all have the same d istribution, since the
level-n squares neighbouring Sn,i, and therefore intersecting R^^i, may or may 
not be contained in  (7„. However, there are at most 256 different probability  
d istributions for #n+m(B™^), corresponding to  the 2® arrangements of the eight 
neighbours o f 5 „,i. For each m  >  1, we let H ^  denote the pattern (or a pattern) 
formed by a square Sn,i and its neighbours tha t maximises lE{ffn+m {Rn,i)) 
let Vm denote this maximal value.
F ix  n ^  0, 1 <  z <  and let m  ^  2. The idea is to  show th a t for large 
m , copies of Um occur many more times in  the interior o f Sn,i than there are 
level-(n, +  m) squares around the perimeter o f Sn,i- For the purposes o f the 
following argument, we shall assume tha t M ^ 3 ,  although the same result holds 
for M  =  2.
F ix  a level-(zz 4- 1) subsquare Q o f Sn,i satisfying Q Ç  ^n  C n+i, so tha t 
Q is a level-(n 4- 1) retained square in  the interior o f Sn,i, observing th a t such 
a square exists w ith  positive probability. For m  >  1, let Wm denote the number 
o f level-(n 4- m) subsquares of Q contained in  Cn+m- ( I f  no square Q exists 
satisfying Q Ç n  Cn+i,  we instead define Wm =  0 for a ll m  >  1.) Now 
{W m }m ^ i is branching process w ith  expected fam ily size /z; since p >  1 /M , the 
process has a positive p robability  o f survival, i.e. Pp{Wm 0) >  0. When the 
branching process does survive, by Proposition 1.10 there exists almost surely 
a (random) constant 0 <  c <  oo such tha t Wm ~  cp’”  as m  -4 oo. We deduce
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tha t
,? =  limm —>^ 00
exists and is positive.
Let m  ^  2; then for every level-(n 4- m  - 1 )  square S' Ç Q n  C n + m -i, there is 
a non-zero probability, say TVm, tha t the level-(n 4- m) subsquares o f S contain 
a copy o f the pattern 11^ ■ We let denote the to ta l number of such copies 
o f TLm found in Q n  Cn+m- Observe tha t since there are only fin ite ly  many (at 
most 256) possibilities for I I , t h e  zr», are uniform ly bounded away from  0, say 
'ïïm'^TL =  min{7Tni: m  ^  2} >  0 for a ll m, and therefore
=  (4.4)
The expected number of components o f scale n 4- m  completely w ith in  each 
copy of Em is precisely Vm by definition, and so for all m  ^  2 we have
e™ =  E (# „+ „ (Q ™ ,))  >  E ( # „ + „ ( Q ) )  >  t>™E(W") >  v E (W ^ )  (4.5)
where v =  m in{um: m  ^  2}. Therefore
lim  in f >  u lim  in f —-— —  >  vrjiT >  0 (4.6)m —J-oo jtz™ m —>-00
by (4.4) and (4.5). F ina lly  observe tha t since p >  1 /M , we have p =  M ^p  >  M ; 
recalling tha t fm  — 8 M ’” u, we see that
0 <  lim  sup ^  <  lim  sup =  0. (4.7)
m-4-oo 6m  m —>00 "MXjlLI-l
T h e  n e x t tw o  lem m as analyse th e  l im it in g  be h a v io u r o f  Xn+m/Pn as n  -4 od 
fo r  m  ^  1.
L e m m a  4 .5 : F or a l l m  ^  1, we have
Pp ( { C o o  =  0 }  U j l t a  in f =  1.
Proof: F ix  m  ^  1. For n  ^  0, de fine
^  E £ i  #n+m (Q n,i)
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Let g >  0 and assume tha t >  0. The random variables
are i.i.d. w ith  expectation Cm and fin ite  variance, so by Chebyshev’s inequality
we have
Pp 1^ ^  i^n+m{Q^n,i) ~  \ ^  6 | ?n =  ^  (4.8)
for a ll where cr^  =  YBx{if^n+m{Qn,i))• Since
i  0 T „ < n 2
we deduce tha t
B p ( |C „-e „ |> £ )  = E A ( | C „ - e m | ^ £ | î ’„  =  t)Pp(T„ = t)
^  =  i)  <  (4-10)
By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, therefore,
P p ( \U n -e m \> £ i-o .)  =Q  (4.11)
(where ‘i.o .’ means for in fin ite ly  many n). Since (4.11) holds for a ll g >  0, we 
deduce tha t
Pp{Ufi -> Gm) =  1. (4.12)
By Proposition 1.10, i f  Coo #  0  then lim  inf„_,.oo (T h /p ” ) >  0, almost surely. 
Intersecting this event w ith  (4.12), we obtain
Fp({C'oo = 0 } u  ({Un -4 Bm} H { lim  in f (T n /p ” ) >  0 » )  =  1. (4.13)
On the event {Un  -4 Bm} 0  { lim in f(? h //z ” ) >  0} we have Tn >  for a ll suffic­
iently large values o f n, and therefore
Bm- (4.14)
By Lem m a4.2, we have X n + m '^Y ^Z i i^n+m{Qn,i)] hence whenever (4.14) holds 
we have
l im m f % t = t > e „ .  (4.15)n -> oo  jf n
F ina lly  by (4.13) we conclude tha t
T p ({ C 'o o  =  0 }  U | l m i n f ( X n + m / T n )  >  6m  j )  =  1. (4.16)
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L e m m a  4 .6 : F o r a ll m  >  1, we have
Pp (  {Coo =  0 }  U j l i m  sup <  6m +  fruV)\  L n-+oo J-n ) / =  1.
Proof: F ix  m  >  1. For n  >  0, unlike the the random
variables { if^ n + m {R n ,i) } i^ i^ r  not i.i.d., so the corresponding version of
(4.8) does not hold. However, observe tha t we may partition  the set B  =  
into at most four subsets B i , . . . ,  B 4 such tha t for every 1 <  j  <  4, 
the square annuli C B j  are m utually disjoint. Then we see tha t the random 
variables {^^n+m {R^,i)-R ^,i C B j ]  are independent, but s till possibly w ith  
differing distributions.
There are at most 2® =  256 different d istributions for the ffn+m {R ^,i), 
corresponding to  whether each of the eight level-n squares neighbouring Sn,i is 
present in  Cn or not. We may therefore further partition  each B j,  1 <  j  <  4, 
into B j , i , . . .  ,B j ,266 such tha t w ith in  each Bj^k, a ll the ^n+m {R n,i) have the 
same distribution. The random variables {ifn+ m {R n ,i)-P n ,i 6 Bj^k} are then 
genuinely i.i.d. for every 1 ^  j  <  4 and 1 ^  A; <  256, and so we are able to  apply 
Chebyshev’s inequality to  each fam ily Bj^k separately.
For n  ^  0, define
. T, , 4  256
I I 7^  — TjT ^2  #M+m(-R^i) T n '^ n ^
U„ =  {  ”  z=l j=lk=lK^^ieBj^h
fm Tn ^  .
Let g >  0 and assume tha t Tn >  0. Analogously to  the proof o f Lemma 4.5, we 
obtain
i-o.) =  0 (4.17)
since each ifn+m{R''n^i) has expectation at most fm  by Lemma 4.3. Hence
lim  su p „_ ,.oo  Un <  fm with  probability  1 and, on intersecting this event w ith
(4.13), we obtain
jPp({Coo =  0 } U ( { U „  -4 e , „ } n { l im s u p U / j< / ,n }n { l im in f (T „ /p ” ) >  0 })^  =  1.
(4.18)
When {Un -4 €m}, { lim sup  U ^<  /m } and { l im in f(T n /p ” ) >  0} all occur simul­
taneously, we have
1 Tn
j T  y i  ifn+m {Q^^i) — 6m (4.19)
”  i = l
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and ^ Tn
lim  sup —  ^  # n + m ( % )  <  /m . (4.20)TI-+00 J- n
Since % n + m < E S i [#n+m(Q%^<)+ #»+m(^%|t)] by Lemma 4.2, we deduce from
(4,18) tha t
P p  ({Coo =  0 }  u  |lin^SUp(Xn+m/Tn) <  6 ^  + / m j )  = 1 -  (4.21)
■
Fina lly  we complete the proof o f Theorem 4.1 by piecing together the in­
form ation about the lim iting  behaviour of X n + m / T n  and f m l ^ m  supplied by 
Lemmas 4.4-4.6.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  4-1-'
Conditional on Coo 0 ,  for all m  ^  1 we have
Cm <  lim  in f ^  lim  sup +  /m  (4.22)1 n n—¥oo J- n
by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. Now observe tha t for all m  ^  1, again conditional on
Coo 7^  0 ,  we have
lim  in f ^  =  l im in f
AT->oo T iv  71-400 \  T n  T n + m  J
> ( l im in f% ta )  ( l im in f ;7 ^ ')\  " -» o o  T n  J  \  71-400 T n + m  J
> > 0 (4.23)
almost surely, by (4.22) and Proposition 1.10. Similarly, for all m  ^  1 we have
lim  sup <  {sm +  /m)Ai~” " <  oo (4.24)N —¥oo N
almost surely. Recalling tha t fm /em  -4 0 as m  -4 oo by Lemma 4.4, we see 
th a t lim^-^-oo emfJ'~^ exists and is positive and fin ite  and tha t
lim  i n f =  lim  sup =  lim  emP~^ (4.25)
ZV-40O i j v  iV -4oo J-N  m ->oo
w ith  probability  1, conditional on Coo #  0 .
To conclude, therefore, either Coo =  0 , in  which case limzv->oo Tlzv =  0, or
by Proposition 1.10 there exists (w ith  probability 1) a random number c >  0 
such tha t limAT_^oo(Tjv/p^} =  c and hence
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almost surely. Setting k =  clim^i-^oo CmP ^  completes the proof.
4.2 A rigorous upper bound on the percolation function
Consider the usual fractal percolation process in [0,1]^ w ith  subdivision in ­
dex M  =  3 and retention probability 0 <  p ^  1, denoting the pre-fractal sets 
by Cn and the lim iting  set by Coo- In  this section we describe calculations, 
performed w ith  the aid of a computer algorithm and Maple computer a rith ­
metic, tha t give a rigorous and useful upper bound on the percolation function 
9{p) =  Fp(percolation in Coo).
We say tha t a level-n crack exists i f  the closure of the complement of C „ 
contains a continuous path intersecting both top and bottom  sides of the un it 
square, i.e. there exists a continuous function 7 : [0,1] - 4  [0, l]^ \C n  such that 
7 (0) G [0,1] X {0 } and 7 (1) G [0,1] x {1 }. Let f n ( p )  =  Fp(3 level-n crack). I f  
there is no level-n crack, then certainly percolation occurs in C „. The converse 
is not the case: The existence of a level-n crack does not by itse lf preclude the 
occurrence o f percolation in Cn, since i t  is possible for percolating paths to  pass 
between squares tha t only intersect at a single point, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
However, as shown by Falconer and G rim m ett [24], such a percolating path in
Figure 4.3: A crack and a percolating path existing simultaneously
Cn is broken at higher levels w ith  probability 1, and so from (1.7) we deduce 
tha t
lim  f n i p )  =  lim  Fp(no percolation in Cn) =  1 — 9(p). (4.27)n —►OO Tt—►00
We shall obtain a lower bound on limn^oo f n { p ) ,  thus giving an upper bound 
on 9{p).
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F irs t we calculate f i{p ) ,  the probability o f a level-1 crack. I f  fewer than three 
o f the nine level-1 squares are removed, then no crack can exist; i f  more than 
six are removed, a crack w ill certainly exist. I f  the number of squares removed 
is between three and six, a crack may or may not exist, depending upon the 
arrangement o f the squares removed. Since there are 2® possible configurations, 
a computer was required to  examine each configuration in  tu rn  and count those 
in  which a crack exists. We find tha t
f i  (P) =  (1 -  p Y  +  -  p Y  +  36p^(l -  p Y  +
81p^(l —pY  +  104p^(l —pY  +  67p®(l - p Y  +  17p^{l —pY  +  
Op^(l -  p Y  +  Op®(l -  p) -{- Op®. (4.28)
Next, fo r n  >  1, we wish to  estimate fn + i{p )  in  terms of fn ip )] to  do this, 
we introduce a modified model as follows:
5 I 5 , S 3
^ 4 ^ 5 «6
S , S 9
Figure 4.4: Labelling the level-1 squares
Label the nine level-1 squares as Si , . . . , S q in the manner shown in  Fig­
ure 4.4. Let a  G [0,1]. To each square «Si, 1 ^  z ^  9, we assign a type indepen­
dently at random w ith  probabilities as follows:
•  Type O (open) —  probability  1 —p
•  Type V  (vertical) —  probability  po:(l — a)
•  Type H (horizontal) —  probability  p ( l  -  a )a
•  Type B (both) —  probability  pa^
•  Type C (closed) —  probability  p ( l  — a)^.
We th ink  of the state of square Si as corresponding to the ab ility  o f Si to  
transm it a crack: Type O squares are vacant and thus w ill transm it all cracks, 
w hilst the level-1 retained squares are of types V, H, B or C. The arrangement
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of subsquares of a type V  square Si is such tha t there exists a crack between 
the top and bottom  sides of Si (but not from left to  right); s im ilarly i f  Si is of 
type H then there is a crack between left and right sides of Si (but not from 
top to  bottom ). Finally, Si is o f type B i f  there are both horizontal and vertical 
cracks, and of type C i f  there are neither.
We define the state space of all possible arrangements of the five types for 
S i, . .  .,Sg  by E =  {0 ,V ,H ,B ,C }® . The probability  measure on subsets of 
E is the natura l product probability  measure.
Given a configuration ^ € E, we use the following rules for deciding whether 
a crack is transm itted from  [0,1] x  {1 }  to  [0,1] x {0 }. The areas above squares 
S i,S 2 ,Ss and below squares S’t,S8,Sq  are regarded as open (type 0 ). A  crack 
is transm itted:
•  from a type 0  square to any vertically, horizontally or diagonally adjacent 
type O square
•  from  a type O square vertically through a type V  or B square to  another 
type O square
•  from a type O square horizontally through a type H or B square to  another 
type O square
No other combinations are allowed; in  particular, no crack may be transm itted 
through a type C square, or two vertica lly adjacent type V  squares, or two 
horizontally adjacent type H squares. By way of illustration, under these rules 
a crack is transm itted from [0,1] x  {1 }  to  [0,1] x  {0 } in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b 
but not in  Figure 4.5c. Observe tha t setting up the model in  this way introduces 
a degree of inefficiency; for example, in the configuration shown in Figure 4.5c, 
i t  is possible tha t a crack between [0,1] x {1 }  and [0,1] x {0 } could exist i f  the 
vacant subsquares of Ss and Ss matched up, but this is not guaranteed.
Now define the function g: [0,1] x  [0,1] -4 [0,1] by
g (p ,a )  =  J 2 P p .“ ( 0 m
where I takes the value 1 i f  a crack is transm itted from [0,1] x {1 } to  [0,1] x {0 } 
according to  the rules above, and J(^) = 0  otherwise. A  computer a lgorithm  
w ritten  in  Pascal, Program f  ind_g in Appendix A . l,  was used to examine each
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.5: Cracks are transm itted in (a) and (b) but not in  (c)
of the 5® configurations ^ € H in tu rn  and count those in which a crack is 
transm itted. (In fact, the number of configurations needing to be checked can 
be reduced considerably to  3^.5, since we need to consider horizontal cracks only 
in the case of the central square S^.)
The output of Program f  ind_g is a table of coefficients of the powers of p, 
1 — p, a  and 1 — a in the polynomial g{p ,a ); see Table 4.1.
Using Maple computer arithmetic, this polynomial simplifies considerably 
and we obtain
g(p ,a) =  ( 1 - p ) ^  +  9 p ( l-p )®  +  3 6 p ^ ( l +
p3 (l -  p)®(81 +  7 a -  +  2a^) +
(1 -  p)5(l04 +  38a -  24a% +  6a^) +
(1 -  p)'*(67 +  84a -  42a^ +  8a^) +
; i  -  p f{1 7  +  60a +  9a^ -  32a^ +  19a< -  6a^ +  a®) +
; i  -p )2 (1 5 a  +  12a^ -  2a^ -  5a'* +  2a®) +  3p^(l -  p )a ^  (4.29)
p H
p H
p H
A three-dimensional p lot of p(p, a) is shown in Figure 4.6. Note tha t p is  a 
decreasing function o f p and an increasing function of a, since increasing either 
(1 — p) or a  increases the probability of transmission of a crack. Observe also 
tha t taking a  =  0, we have p(p, 0) =  / i(p )  by (4.28). For consistency we shall 
define /o(p) =  0 for all 0 <  p <  1.
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gijP.Oi) =
p"0  * ( l - p ) * 9  * ( l* a * 0  * ( l - a ) ' '0 )  +
p - 'l * ( l - p ) " 8  * ( 8 *a -0  * ( l - a ) " l +  l* a " 0  * ( l - a ) - 2 +  8 * a " l  * ( l - a ) ^ 0 +
2 * a - l  * ( l - a ) " l +  l* a - 2  * ( l - a ) " 0 )  +
p ''2  * ( l - p ) - 7  * (28*a"0 * ( l-a )~ 2 +  8*a ''0  * ( l - a ) ' '3 +  6 6 *a - l * ( l - a ) ' ' l +
24 *a T l * ( l-a )~ 2 +  28*a~2 * ( l-a )~ 0 +  24*a“ 2 * ( l - a ) " l +  8*a"3  * ( l - a ) " 0 )  +
p “ 3 * ( l - p ) - 6  *  (54*a "0  *C l-a )* '3 +  27*a"0 * ( l-a )~ 4 +  1 6 8 *a "l ♦ ( l-a )~ 2 +
1 0 9 *a " l * ( l - a ) " 3 +  168*a"2 * ( l - a ) " l +  165*a"2 * ( l - a ) " 2 +  56*a"3 * ( l - a ) " 0 +
l l l * a " 3  * ( l - a ) - ' l+  28*a -4  * ( l - a ) " 0 )  +
p~4 * ( l - p ) " 5  *  (60 *a “ 0 * ( l - a ) " 4 +  44*a~0 * ( l - a ) ' '5 +  266*aTl * ( l - a ) " 3 +
2 3 2 * a 'l  * ( l- a )~ 4 +  416*a"2 * ( l-a )~ 2 +  486*a''2 ♦ ( l - a ) “ 3+ 280*a-3 ♦ ( l - a ) * ' l+
506*a"3 * ( l - a ) - 2 +  70*a~4 * ( l - a ) " 0 +  262*a"4 * ( l - a ) " l +  54*a“ 5 * ( l - a ) ' '0 )  +
p-'S * ( l - p ) " 4  * (36*a~0 * ( l - a ) " 5 +  31*a ''0  * ( l - a ) " 6 +  224*a‘' l  + ( l- a ) " 4 +
2 2 6 *a - l + ( l-a ) '-5 +  506*a''2 * ( l-a )~ 3 +  663*a"2 * ( l - a ) " 4 +  540*a''3 * ( l - a ) ^ 2 +
974*a~3 * ( l - a ) " 3 +  278*a"4 * ( l - a ) " l +  799*a~4 * ( l - a ) ' '2 +  66*a"5 * ( l - a ) " 0 +
344»a-5 * ( l - a ) - l +  61*a "6  * ( l - a ) ‘'0 )  +
p'-e * ( l - p ) - 3  * ( 9*a~0 * ( l - a ) " 6 +  8 *a ’'0  + ( l-a ) ' '7 +  8 2 *a ''l * ( l - a ) " 5 +
8 8 * a - l * ( l - a ) “ 6+ 276*a''2 * ( l - a ) ‘ 4+ 368*a"2 * ( l - a ) " 5 +  444*a"3 * ( l - a ) " 3 +  
788*a"3 * ( l - a ) " 4 +  376*a''4  * ( l-a )~ 2 +  956*a~4 * ( l - a ) " 3 +  162*a"5 * ( l - a ) ~ l+
668*a"5 * ( l - a ) - 2 +  28*a“ 6 * ( l - a ) " 0 +  252*a"6 * ( l - a ) ' ' l +  40*a"7  * ( l - a ) " 0 )  +
p "7  * ( l - p ) " 2  + ( 6 * a " l  * ( l - a ) - 6 +  9 * a - l  * ( l-a )~ 7 +  42*a ''2  * ( l - a ) " 6 +
69*a“ 2 * ( l - a ) “ 6+ 116*a'‘3 * ( l - a ) " 4 +  227*a"3 * ( l-a )~ 5 +  164*a''4 * ( l - a ) " 3 +  
410*a~4 * ( l - a ) " 4 +  126*a~5 * ( l - a ) " 2 +  437*a“ 5 * ( l - a ) ' '3 +  50*a"6 * ( l - a ) - l +
27G*a-6 * ( l - a ) " 2 +  8*a"7 * ( l - a ) ' ‘0+ 95*a ''7  * ( l - a ) ' ' l +  14*a~8 * ( l - a ) - Q )  +
p "8  * ( l - p ) " l  * ( l * a " 2  * ( l - a ) - 6 +  2+a“ 2 * ( l - a ) - 7 +  6*a~3 * ( l - a ) " 5 +
14*a"3 * ( l - a ) - 6 +  15*a"4 * ( l-a )~ 4 +  42*a "4  * ( l - a ) " 5 +  20*a ''5 * ( l - a ) ' '3 +
70*aT5 * ( l - a ) - 4 +  15*a“ 6 * ( l - a ) " 2 +  70*a~6 * ( l - a ) ' '3 +  6 *a "7  * ( l - a ) " l +
42*a "7  * ( l - a ) " 2 +  l* a " 8  ♦ ( l-a )~ 0 +  14*aT8 * ( l - a ) " l +  2*a "9  * ( l - a ) ~ 0 )  +
p~9 * ( l - p ) ~ 0  * ( 0)
Table 4.1: O utput from Program f  ind_g
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0 . 6 - -
0 . 2 -
Figure 4.6: The polynomial g(p,a) 
L e m m a  4 .7 : For all n  ^  0, we have
f n + i { p ) >  g { p j n { p ) ) - (4.30)
Proof: We use the modified model described above, setting a =  fn(p) ,  to
estimate /„+ i(p } .  By rescaling, the probability  tha t a vertical level-(n +  1) 
crack exists in  a retained level-1 square is exactly a; thus each level-1 square Si, 
1 <  i  <  9, is o f type O w ith  probability  1 — p, type V  or B w ith  probability  pa  
and type H or B w ith  probability  pa. From the FKG  inequality (Theorem 1.6) 
inequality applied to  the decreasing events {3  vertical crack}, {3  horizontal 
crack}, we deduce tha t S{ is o f type B w ith  probability at least pa^ and of type C 
w ith  probability  at most p ( l  — a)^. The probability  tha t a level-(n +  1) crack 
exists is therefore at least the probability  tha t a crack is transm itted according 
to  the rules in  the modified model w ith  a  =  fn{p) ,  *-e. fn+i{p)  ^  gip, fn{p))-
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For 0 <  ^  1, define an iterative process by
90 {p )  =  0, 9n+i (p )  =  g  (p ,  Q n ip ) )  ■
Since g{p ,a ) is increasing in  a, the lim it g*{p) =  Iim„_^oo gn{p) exists and is the 
(smallest) solution to  g*{p) — g{p,g*{p))- Applying Lemma 4.7 repeatedly, we 
deduce tha t f n i p )  ^  Pn(p) for all n, and hence
\im  fn ip ) >  g*(p). (4.31)
F ina lly  by (4.27) we have
4 (p )< ; i- - p , (p ) ,  (4L32)
and th is is the upper bound illustrated in Figure 4.7 (along w ith  the curves 
1 -  gnip) for K  n  <  3).
g* (p)0 . 6- -
0 . 4 - -
0 . 2 - -
P
Figure 4.7: An upper bound on 6(p)
The techniques in  this section may theoretically be used in  conjunction w ith  
more careful estimates of the probabilities o f cracks to  give an improved upper 
bound on 0(p) —  for example, we could let the polynomial f l i p )  in  (4.27) rep­
resent the exact probability  tha t a level-2 crack exists. However, such improve­
ments would quickly become computationally very intensive; in  this example; 
the algorithm  would have to  search through 5®^  configurations and the resulting 
polynom ial g ip, a) could have up to  81^ terms.
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4.3 Computer simulations
Fina lly  for this chapter we look at the results of some computer simulations 
o f the fractal percolation process. The motivation for these simulations was 
an attem pt to  investigate how the number and sizes of the connected compo­
nents varies w ith  p, and u ltim ate ly produce improved estimates for the critica l 
probability  pc- The bounds on pc obtained by Chayes et al. [8] are far from 
tight; from  Theorem 1 .3 , we have Pc ^  1 — whilst a simple branching
process argument shows th a t Pc ^  1 /y /M . Some improvements have been made 
by refining the techniques o f Chayes et a l;  the best known bounds on P c (3 ) are 
currently 0 .6 3 4 6  <  P c (3 )  <  0 .9 8 3 0 , from Wu and L iu  [58] and Xu and Su [59] 
respectively. Note tha t a ll o f the arguments in  this section should be regarded 
as heuristic and based on experimental evidence only.
In  the case of discrete (bond or site) percolation in d ^  2 dimensions, good 
estimates for the critica l probability  may be made from an examination o f the 
probabilities of crossings o f large boxes. For TV >  1, let B {N )  be the box of 
side-length 2N  centred at the origin and let L R (N )  denote the event {there 
exists a le ft-righ t open crossing of B {N ) } .  Recall from Lemma 3.11 th a t when 
p is sub-critical, the probability tha t the origin is connected by an open path 
to  the surface of B {N )  decays exponentially as AT —> oo; hence we also have 
P p(LR {N )) —>• 0. In  contrast, when p is super-critical, we have P p{LR {N )) 1 
as N  oo (see Theorem 6.125 of G rim m ett [29]), and i t  is believed tha t the 
convergence here is also exponential. Thus a sharp dichotomy can be observed 
at the critica l point in the lim iting  behaviour of P p{LR {N )).
The situation is more complicated in  the case of fractal percolation. I f  
we simulate the process as far as a fin ite  level n  and find tha t a percolating 
component exists, th a t component may well be broken w ith  probability  1 at 
some higher level. Conversely, even i f  we perform the simulation many times and 
find no percolation occurring, there is no guarantee tha t d{p) =  0 and p <  Pc- 
We thus have to look closer into the nature of the connected components at 
fin ite  levels n  in  our attem pt to  determine whether a realisation of the process 
is sub- or super-critical.
I t  turns out tha t two quantities are of particular use for this purpose. For 
0 ^ p <  1, 1 and a realisation o f let Xnip) denote the maximum number of
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level-n squares contained in  a connected component of C n  and let S n ip )  be the 
maximum diameter of a connected component of C n -  (We measure diameter in 
the L i  m etric and do not consider two squares meeting only at a single point 
to  be connected, since we know tha t Coo  contains no level-n vertices, almost 
surely.) Values o f X n ip )  (rescaled by a factor o f M ”") and S n i p )  were calculated 
for a number of realisations o f fractal percolation and a range o f values of p; 
some of the results for M  =  3 are shown in Table 4.2.
Due to lim ita tions of computing tim e and power, fractal percolation cannot 
be simulated very far —  in the case o f M  =  3 and w ithout sophisticated variable 
handling, a maximum of six or seven levels can be generated and examined 
in  a reasonable time-frame. The computations were performed w ith  a Pascal 
program, c lu s te rs ,  a schematic of which appears in  Appendix A.2.
In  order to  interpret our results, consider the following situations. F irs t 
suppose tha t the process is super-critical, i.e. p '^ P c -  Provided tha t C oo  0 , 
we know tha t the expected number of connected components larger than a point 
is in fin ite  and countable, almost surely. By Corollary 2.4, each such component 
E  has box-counting dimension greater than 1, so the number o f level-n squares 
contained in E  grows faster than as n oo, i.e. limn-).oo {X n ip )/M ^ )  =  oo. 
On the other hand, i f  the process is sub-critical, i.e. p  <  Pc, then C oo  is to t­
a lly disconnected, almost surely, and we m ight expect to  see S n ip )  decreasing 
exponentially fast to  0 as n -4 oo.
We can use these observations to  conjecture some tentative bounds for p c  
when M  — 3, based on the experimental values o f X n ip )  and S n i p )  for 1 ^  n  <  7. 
When p^O.77, in a ll the simulations S n i p )  decreases at a roughly geometric rate, 
w hilst X n ip ) I also shows a tendency to  decrease (after perhaps increasing at 
firs t for small n). Looking at the d istribu tion of the components, we see tha t a 
component at level n  typ ica lly breaks into several pieces at level n - f  1; the lim it 
set w ill therefore be dust-like, and the whole process sub-critical.
When p  ^  0.82, in every case X n ip ) I is increasing in  n, whilst the decline 
( if  any) in S n ip )  is more slight; typically, there is one large cluster which survives 
relatively in tact as n  increases, although some smaller components may break 
o ff from  the edges. We therefore conjecture tha t for these values of p, the process 
is super-critical.
For 0.77 <  p <  0.82, i t  is more d ifficult to  confidently predict the lim it-
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V n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0.60
fn(p)
0.3333
0.3333
0.7778
0.3333
1.3704
0.3333
0.5062
0.1605
0.3169
0.0741
0.2071
0.0366
0.0933
0.0165
0.65 X «(p)/3 "
<5n(p)
1.3333
1.0000
1.2222
0.6667
1.2963
0.3333
1.1235
0.2593
0.5432
0.1070
0.3882
0.0700
0.1372
0.0233
0.70 X n(p)/3 "
5n(p)
3.0000
1.0000
3.1111
1.0000
2.8889
0.6296
3.9630
0.3704
1.6132
0.1852
1.3841
0.0933
0.4582
0.0412
0.75 X«(p)/3 '' 2.3333
1.0000
5.7778
1.0000
9.4074
1.0000
12.012
0.7037
8.6626
0.3704
6.3800
0.2469
2.7933
0.0905
0.76 Xn(p)/3"
5n(p)
2.3333
1.0000
2.5556
0.8889
3.4444
0.6667
2.8519
0.3704
5.5556
0.3210
3.5871
0.2346
3.1064
0.1033
0.77 
(run 1)
Xn(p)/3^
5n(p)
2.6667
1.0000
5.8889
1.0000
12.556
1.0000
22.309
1.0000
41.243
1.0000
14.601
0.3951
9.2314
0.1811
0.77 
(run 2)
Xn(p)/3^
^n(p)
2.6667
1.0000
6.0000
1.0000
13.407
1.0000
8.9259
0.8025
12.392
0.4815
11.258
0.3416
8.3827
0.1674
0.78 
(run 1)
Xn(p)/3”
Snip)
3.0000
1.0000
6.7778
1.0000
9.0000
1.0000
16.383
1.0000
15.169
0.6296
20.362
0.5062
9.6735
0.2675
0.78 
(run 2)
Xn(p)/3 "
Snip)
1.6667
1.0000
4.3333
1.0000
10.037
1.0000
22.840
1.0000
21.683
0.6667
18.348
0.4444
13.340
0.2606
0.79 X n(p)/3 "
Snip)
3.0000
1.0000
3.6667
1.0000
8.2593
1.0000
18.012
1.0000
36.868
1.0000
36.406
0.5583
17.465
0.2469
0.80 X "(p )/3 "
Snip)
2.0000
1.0000
4.1111
1.0000
3.0000
0.6667
6.2099
0.6667
14.444
0.6296
31.909
0.4444
48.342
0.4074
0.81 
(run 1)
X n(p)/3 "
Snip)
2.3333
1.0000
4.8889
1.0000
11.407
1.0000
18.951
1.0000
44.490
1.0000
84.731
0.9506
53.696
0.4074
0.81 
(run 2)
X »(p)/3 "
Snip)
3.0000
1.0000
7.4444
1.0000
18.519
1.0000
43.802
1.0000
31.737
0.7531
62.716
0.7284
82.881
0.5217
0.82 
(run 1)
%n(p)/3"
Snip)
2.6667
1.0000
6.8889
1.0000
16.889
1.0000
40.840
1.0000
95.617
1.0000
143.40
1.0000
182.18
0.7778
0.82 
(run 2)
X nip)/3^
Snip)
2.6667
1.0000
6.8889
1.0000
17.148
1.0000
41.667
1.0000
95.337
1.0000
193.63
1.0000
314.65
1.0000
0.83 x ,:(y )/3 "
Snip)
3.0000
1.0000
7.5556
1.0000
18.963
1.0000
46.296
1.0000
107.12
1.0000
262.25
1.0000
595.26
1.0000
0.84 X »(p)/3 "
Snip)
2.3333
1.0000
6.1111
1.0000
15.593
1.0000
39.420
1.0000
95.309
1.0000
237.12
1.0000
583.06
1.0000
0.85 X n(p)/3 "
Snip)
2.6667
1.0000
7.5556
1.0000
19.296
1.0000
48.938
1.0000
123.74
1.0000
311.28
1.0000
783.56
1.0000
0.90 X n(p)/3 "
gn(p)
2.0000
1.0000
5.5556
1.0000
14.741
1.0000
39.877
1.0000
105.15
1.0000
288.60
1.0000
778.88
1.0000
Table 4.2: Results of simulations for M  =  3
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ing behaviour of and <5„(p) from  the simulations; we see a transition
between the two regimes as p varies. We estimate therefore tha t the critica l 
p robability  pc lies in  the interval (0.77,0.82).
Repeating the experiments for M  =  2 (w ith  n  up to 11) and M  =  4 (w ith  
n  up to  5), we estimate th a t Pc(2) € (0.82,0.87) and Pc(4) € (0.73,0.77), thus 
lending some weight to  the conjecture tha t pc is monotonie decreasing in  M .
The relatively wide confidence intervals for pc highlight the inherent fractal 
nature o f the process; i t  is very d ifficu lt to  draw any firm  conclusions about 
the lim iting  set from an analysis, mathematical or numerical, o f the firs t few 
pre-fractal sets. Perhaps a more efficient use o f computing power would be to 
concentrate on the local properties o f the lim it set, carrying the construction 
a rb itra rily  far, rather than generate the entire set which requires exponentially 
increasing amounts o f time and memory.
Chapter 5
Related Models and Open 
Questions
5.1 Tiling the plane with random Cantor sets
In  this section we consider the following model, proposed by Chayes, Chayes 
and D urre tt [8]. A  fu ll definition is given below; briefiy, we fix  an index param­
eter M  ^  2, a retention probability 0 <  p <  1 and let Coo denote the random 
Cantor set given by fractal percolation in  the un it square [0,1]^. For each point 
z G Z^, we let (7oo[z] be an independent copy of Coo translated by z to  lie in 
the square z - f [0,1]^. We denote the union o f a ll such sets by
C  = u  Cc»W
and the induced probability  measure by Pp. The random set thus represents 
a ‘ti l in g ’ o f the plane by copies of the fractal percolation process.
For a more precise formulation, recall the following definitions from Sec­
tion  1.1. Let J  =  { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  M  — 1}2, and S =  U n ^ i so tha t E
corresponds to  the set o f a ll perm itted subsquares of [0,1]^. We fu rther define 
S ' =  X S and H =  {0 ,1 }^ ';  then Ü,' is the state space for the tilin g  of the 
plane. For each I  =  (z, i i , . . . ,  i „ )  G S „ , n >  1, we define the indicator function 
lw [I] by
lw [I] =  ] J w [ ( z , i i , . . . , i j ) ] .
3=1
Then elements uj € Cl' represent particular realisations o f fractal percolation in  
the plane, w ith  each I  G S' such tha t lo;[I] =  1 corresponding to  a retained
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square, and each I  such tha t 1^ , [I] =  0 to  a vacant square. As in  the standard 
model, the cylinder sets are defined by (1.3) and we let T  denote the cr-algebra 
generated by the cylinder subsets of Cl'. The natural product probability  mea­
sure on Cl' is denoted by Pp and is defined by (1.4) in  exactly the same way as 
before.
Theorem 3 of Chayes et a l claims tha t i f  p  ^  pc, then C '^  has a unique 
unbounded connected component, almost surely. The proof o f the existence of 
an unbounded component follows from a standard construction of Smythe and 
W ierman [53]; after firs t establishing tha t for p ^  Pc, the probability o f a le ft to 
righ t crossing of C '^  D [0, M ” '] tends to  1 as n —^ oo, crossings of ever-increasing 
rectangles are pieced together to  build  up an unbounded component. Note tha t 
i t  also follows from  their construction tha t the unbounded component intersects 
a positive fraction o f the un it grid  squares.
However, the proof o f the uniqueness of the unbounded component is not 
given there; the authors say tha t i t  is proved “ in the same way as in  the ordinary 
case” and refer the reader to  the early work of Harris [30]. This original proof is 
very specific to  the problem of bond percolation on the square lattice, and relies 
heavily on the geometry of this graph and its dual: I f  two or more in fin ite  clusters 
co-exist, then the dual graph must also contain an infin ite cluster; w ith  the 
knowledge tha t the critica l p robability for both  the prim ary and dual processes 
is at least 1/2, this event is shown to  have probability zero.
In  the fractal case, there is no such obvious dual process; instead we shall 
use a different combination of established techniques. We shall employ ideas 
from  Newman and Schulman [44, 45] and Burton and Keane [5] to  complete 
the uniqueness proof, and also investigate the connectivity o f the unbounded 
connected component.
T h e o r e m  5 .1 : For p ^ P c , the set contains exactly one unbounded con­
nected component, P^-almost surely.
In  preparation for the proof o f Theorem 5.1, we make a few further defini­
tions. Recalling tha t Cn denotes the n th  level o f the fractal percolation process 
in  [0,1]^, for each z e let Cn[z] be an independent copy of Cn translated to 
lie in z  +  [0,1]^ and let C'^ =  UzEZ= For K  >  0, we let B (K )  =  [ - K ,  K ]^
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and let A {K )  denote the square annulus B { K  -i- l ) \ in t  B {K ) .  We shall call a 
connected component of C '^  a cluster, and a connected component w ith  in fin ite  
diameter an unbounded cluster.
5.1.1 Uniqueness of the unbounded cluster
The strategy is as follows: We firs t show tha t the probability measure Pp is 
ergodic w ith  respect to  translation by points of 1? . The events
Aq =  {3  exactly q unbounded clusters}
are shown to be both measurable and translation invariant, and hence by ergod- 
ic ity  occur w ith  probability  0 or 1. We deduce tha t the number o f unbounded 
clusters is an almost sure constant. F ina lly we show tha t w ith  probability  1, 
contains clusters encircling the origin w ith  a rb itra rily  large diameter, and 
hence in fact there exists at most one unbounded cluster.
The probability  measure P  is said to  be ergodic w ith  respect to  an invertible 
transform ation T  i f  every set A  6 P  for which T~^{A ) =  A  satisfies either 
P (A ) =  0 or P {A ) =  1. The transformation T  is said to  be mixing w ith  respect 
to  P  i f
h m  P {A  n  P - * P )  =  P ( A ) P ( P )  (5.1)
for a ll A, P  € P ; as we shall see in  the proof o f Theorem 5.4, i t  is well known 
tha t i f  a transformation T  and a measure P  are m ixing, then they are in  fact 
ergodic.
P r o p o s it io n  5.2: Suppose tha t (5.1) holds for all cylinder sets A ,P .  Then 
T  is m ixing w ith  respect to  P .
Proof: See Billingsley [4], Theorem 1.2.
■
Let Tz, z € be the transformation acting on elements or subsets of 0  
given by translation by z. The next two results show tha t each 7k is measure- 
preserving and m ixing, and hence tha t Pp is ergodic w ith  respect to T^. Note
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th a t Theorem 5.4 is only a slight modification of the analogous standard result 
for a single transformation.
L e m m a  5.3: Every transformation 7k, z E is measure-preserving for Pp.
Proof: Let A  be a cylinder subset of f i ;  then T~ ^A  is also a cylinder set and
clearly Pp{T~^A) =  Pp(A). B y the uniqueness of the extension of measures, 
th is equality holds for a ll A  G P .
■
T h e o r e m  5.4: For every z G Z ^ \{ (0 ,0 )}, the measure Pp is ergodic w ith  re­
spect to  7k.
Proof: Let A  and B  be cylinder subsets o f Cl and let z G Z ^ \{ (0 ,0 )} . Then
for a ll A: >  0, the sets A  and T ~ ^B  are both cylinder sets, specified by the values 
o f uj(x) for X belonging to  fin ite  subsets X , X '  o f E '; for sufficiently large k, the 
sets X , X '  w ill be disjoint. For these values o f k, the events A  and T p ^ B  are 
independent, and hence
Pp(A  n  T->‘B ) =  P ^ (A )P ^ {T -’‘ B ) =  Pp(A)P^(B) (5.2)
since 7k is measure-preserving by Lemma 5.3. By Proposition 5.2, we deduce 
tha t 7k is m ixing.
Now suppose tha t (7 G P  is an invariant set under 7k. Since T p^C  =  C  for 
a ll A: >  0, by setting A  =  P  =  C we have tha t
Pp(G) =  l^im P p (C n T - ‘ C) =  Pp(C)Pp{C) (5.3)
and hence either Pp{C) =  0 or Pp{C) =  1.
Let jV(w) denote the number o f distinct unbounded clusters present in  a 
particu lar configuration w G 0 '  and let Aq denote the set {N (u}) — g } . The 
next two lemmas show tha t Aq is measurable and tha t is almost surely
constant.
L e m m a  5.5: Every Aq, qÇ. { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  oo}, is P-measurable.
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Proof: F irs t suppose tha t q <  oo and tha t w G is a configuration for which
N {oj) =  q. Then there exists a random constant L  >  0 such tha t all unbounded 
clusters intersect both B {L )  and A {K )  for all K '^  L.
For n  ^  1 and AT ^  L  >  0, let denote the event {C ^ D B {K  + 1 ) contains 
at least q d istinct clusters intersecting both B {L )  and A {K ) }  and observe tha t 
we may w rite
A=n u n \ nun
n ^ l L ^ O K ^ L  n ^ l L ^ Q K ' ^ L
Each depends only on the states of fin ite ly  many squares and hence is
a union of cylinder subsets of Ü ', i.e. E ^^^  G P . Clearly, therefore, each Aq, 
g <  oo, is P-measurable; also Aoo is P-measurable since Aqo =  Q '\  XJq^Q Aq.
L e m m a  5.6: There exists g G {G, 1 , . . . ,  oo} such tha t AT(w) =  q for Pp-almost 
a ll oj G CV.
Proof: Choose z G Z ^ \{ (0 ,0 )} . Since the to ta l number of clusters in  any
particular configuration is not affected by translation, the event Aq is invariant 
under 7k- By Theorem 5.4, Pp is ergodic w ith  respect to  7k, and hence either 
Pp(Aq) =  0 or Pp{Aq) =  1.
■
Proof of Theorem 5.1:
For FT ^  0, let D {K )  denote the square annulus P (M ^^+ ^)\in t B { M ^ )  and 
let H {K )  denote the event {C ^n D (A T ) contains a cluster enclosing the o rig in }. 
By the usual pasting results (see page 14), i t  is easy to  see tha t Pp(7f(0)) =  
£ =  e{p) > 0  whenever p '^P c- On rescaling by a factor of M ,  observe tha t the 
annulus I ) { K )  maps to  D {K + 1 )  and tha t the probability o f 7 f(jT -j- l)  is precisely 
the probability  of H {K )  conditional on fu ll retention at level 1. We deduce tha t 
P p {H {K  +  1)) ^  P p {H {K ))  ^  £ for all FT ^  0. By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, 
therefore, we see tha t H {K )  occurs for in fin ite ly  many K  w ith  probability  1.
Let E  be an unbounded cluster o f Cqq-, then there exists L  =  L {E )  ^  0 such 
th a t E  intersects B {M ^ ).  Since E  has in fin ite  diameter, E f ]D {K )  must contain 
a connected component intersecting both internal and external boundaries o f the
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annulus D {K )  fo r every K '^ L .  Therefore i f  H {K )  occurs for some K '^ 0 ,  then 
there exists at most one distinct unbounded cluster intersecting (any
such unbounded clusters being necessarily joined together by a component o f 
C '^  n  D {K ) ,  as in  Figure 5.1). Since H {K )  occurs for in fin ite ly many K  w ith  
probability  1, we deduce tha t C '^  contains at most one unbounded cluster, 
almost surely; from Lemma 5.6 and the result o f Chayes et a l [8] we conclude 
th a t there exists exactly one unbounded cluster, almost surely.
Figure 5.1: A t most one unbounded cluster intersects D{1)
5.1.2 Nature of the unbounded cluster
In  order to prove the uniqueness of the in fin ite  cluster in  the case of site 
percolation on the d-dimensional lattice. Burton and Keane [5] introduced the 
concept of encounter points: A  point on the lattice is termed an encounter 
point i f  its removal breaks an in fin ite  open cluster into three d istinct in fin ite  
clusters. They showed tha t almost surely, encounter points occur w ith  zero 
density throughout the lattice, and from  th is deduced tha t the expected number 
o f in fin ite  clusters is fin ite. An intersection argument then shows th a t the in fin ite  
cluster is almost surely unique. Meester [42] slightly simplified the ir argument 
by removing the requirement for ergodicity.
In  this section, we shall introduce a modified version of encounter points 
applicable to  fractal percolation, namely encounter squares, and prove tha t
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these encounter squares also occur w ith  zero density, almost surely. This result 
has im portant consequences for an understanding of the connectivity o f the 
unbounded cluster; i t  means tha t for all p'^Pc, the unbounded cluster is typ ica lly  
very highly connected. More precisely, i t  is not generally disconnected by the 
removal o f a bounded region and thus must possess relatively many intercon­
nections between distant parts of the cluster. This is to  be contrasted w ith  
the so-called incipient in fin ite  cluster tha t is conjectured to arise at the critica l 
value in  the case of discrete percolation; th is incipient cluster consists m ainly of 
elongated, dendritic paths w ith  relatively few interconnections.
Let 5  be a square o f the form  z +  [0,1]^, z G Z^. We say tha t S is an 
encounter square for C7^ i f  S intersects an unbounded cluster F  o f C '^  and 
F \ in t  S consists of at least three distinct unbounded clusters.
L e m m a  5.7: The event {[0,1]^ is an encounter square} is J ’-measurable.
Proof: For n ^  1 and i f  >  1, let denote the event C \B {K ) contains a
cluster F  such tha t F \ ( 0 ,1)^ contains at least three distinct clusters intersecting 
both 9 [0 ,1]^ and d B {K ) }  and observe tha t we may write
{[0,1]^ is an encounter square} =  Q  Q  . (5.5)
n> l A>1
The result follows since each E ^  depends only on the states of fin ite ly  many 
squares and hence is clearly JF-measurable.
T h e o r e m  5.8: For all 0 <  p ^  1, we have
P p([0 ,1]^ is an encounter square) =  0.
In  order to prove Theorem 5.8, we shall require some geometrical results. We 
show tha t i f  we assume encounter squares occur w ith  positive density throughout 
the plane, then the number of connected components o f C'^ tha t intersect both 
the internal and external boundaries o f A {K )  scales as as K  oo. This in 
tu rn  would im ply tha t the expected number of crossings of the un it square is
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unbounded; however, Meester [41] has shown tha t this number is in  fact fin ite, 
and so our assumption was false.
Given a particular realisation of and i f  >  1, let # iV ( i f )  denote the 
number o f encounter squares contained in  B {K ) .  We partition  (7^ n  A ( i f )  into 
a set o f connected components, and say tha t a component is an exit i f  i t  has 
non-empty intersection w ith  both d B {K )  and ^ B ( i f - t - l ) ;  let # J f  ( i f )  denote the 
number of exits in  A A ( i f ). I t  is readily seen tha t ( i f )  and # A T (if)  are 
both P-measurable random variables; the following purely geometrical result 
establishes an inequality between them.
P r o p o s it io n  5 .9 : For a ll i f  ^  1 , i f  # W ( if )  >  0  then # X ( i f )  >  # iV ( i f )  +  2 . 
Proof: F ix  i f  ^  1, let P  be a fixed unbounded cluster of C'^  and let Y  be the set
o f exits of contained in  F . Suppose tha t S Ç B {K )  is an encounter square 
for F . Then the removal o f S from  F  defines a partition  P  =  { i ^ , i ^ , i ^ }  
o f y, w ith  each Pi non-empty. I f  S' is another encounter square for F  w ith  
corresponding partition  Q =  {Q i,  <52, Qs}, i t  is easy to see tha t the indices for 
P  and Q may be chosen so tha t P i Ç Q 2 U Qs; we say then th a t P  and Q 
are compatible. A  collection V  o f partitions is termed compatible i f  each pair 
P, Q G P  is compatible. We now require the following sub-lemma.
L e m m a  5.10: Suppose tha t P  is a compatible collection of partitions of F ; 
then # P  <  # y  -  2 .
Proof: See Burton and Keane [5], p. 504. ■
Continuing w ith  the proof o f Proposition 5.9, we see th a t by Lemma 5.10 
the number o f exits contained in  F  is at least two more than the number of 
encounter squares for F  in  B {K ) .  Summing over each such unbounded cluster 
F  o f C'oa containing at least one encounter square w ith in  P ( i f )  completes the 
proof.
■
Let a, 6 G Z, let S =  S'(a, 6) be the un it square [a, a - I -1] x  [6,6 -1-1] and let 
Cs =  C'oo[(u, 5)]. We define an H-crossing  o f 5  to  be a connected component of 
Cs th a t intersects both left and right sides o f 5, and let N h {S )  be the number 
of d istinct P-crossings of S. Meester [41] showed tha t E(AT/f(5)) ^  0{p)~^-
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Now for a, 6 6 Z, let R  =  R{a, b) denote the rectangle [a, a +  3] x [6,6 +  1] 
and let C r  =  Ui=o ^oo[(o +  i, 6)], tha t is, fractal percolation in  R  obtained by 
placing three independent copies o f Coo side by side. An H-crossing  o f P  is a 
connected component o f C r  intersecting both left and right sides o f P , a F -  
crossing intersects both top and bottom  sides of R  and a T-crossing intersects 
both [a, a H- 3] X {& +  1} and [a +  l , o  +  2] x {6}; these crossings are illustrated 
in  Figure 5.2. Let N h {R )^N v {R ],N t {R) denote the number of P - , V -  and 
T-crossings of R  respectively.
(a) (b )
(c)
Figure 5.2: P - , V- and T-crossings of the rectangle R
L e m m a  5.11: Every exit contains either a T-crossing of some 3 x 1  rectangle R  
or an P-crossing of some un it square S' (or a rotation of these events).
Proof: F ix  K ’^ 1  and let X  be an exit in  C ^ n A (P ) .  W ithout loss o f generality,
we may assume tha t X  intersects d B {K )  at a point o f [a, a 4-1] x { P } ,  where 
Cl G { —K , . . . ,  P  — 1}.
F irs t suppose tha t - P  <  a <  P  - 1 .  Let R =  [a — 1, a - f 2] x [P , P - |- 1]; then 
either X  Ç P , in  which case X  is a T-crossing of P, or X  g  P , in  which case X  
contains an P-crossing of either [a - 1, a] x  [P , P  + 1] or [a -f 1, a-H2] x  [P , K  +  1].
Next suppose tha t a =  K  — 1 (or, equivalently, a =  —P ) . In  addition 
to  the options above, there is also the possibility tha t X  may ‘go around the 
corner’ of d B {K ) .  In  this case, let P  =  [P , P  +  1] x [P  — 1 ,P  4- 2] and
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S =  [K , P  +  1] X  [P  — 1, P ]. Then i t  is easy to  see tha t X  must either contain 
a rotated T-crossing of P  or a F-crossing (rotated P-crossing) of S.
L e m m a  5 .1 2 : The expected number o f T-crossings of a 3 x  1 rectangle P  is 
fin ite.
Proof: Let (p) =  Pp{3 P-crossing o f P ); by Lemma 1.8, we have tha t
>  0 whenever p '^  Pc- Then P  admits a vacant F-crossing (tha t is, 
R \ C r  contains a path-connected component intersecting both top and bottom  
of P ) w ith  p robability  1 — ^(^)(p), and following the arguments in  the proof of 
Theorem 2.4 of Meester [41] we obtain
Pp{R  admits at least k  vacant F-crossings) <  ( l  -  (5.6)
and hence P p{N v{R ) ^  fc) <  ( l  -  6 ^^ \p )Ÿ   ^ for all k ^ l .  Therefore
E {N v (R ))  =  Y iP p i ^ v iR ) > k )  <  =  0W (p ) - i.  (5,7)
ft=l k=l
Since N t {R)  <  P y (P )  tr iv ia lly , we also have
Proof o f Theorem 5.8:
Suppose tha t Pp([0,1]^ is an encounter square) =  e >  0. Since Pp is invariant 
under translation by z G every square z -f [0,1]^ has probability  e o f being 
an encounter square and hence
E ( # P ( P ) )  = 4 p 2 e  (5.9)
for a ll P  ^  1.
For P > 1 ,  define P j t ( P )  =  T ,s i^ H {S )+ N v {S ) )  and N t { K )  =  E r ^ t ( P ) ,  
where the sums are taken over a ll un it squares S and all 3 x  1 or 1 x  3 rectangles
P  w ith  centres ly ing in  A {K ).  By Lemma 5.11, therefore, we have
Pg(P)-|-PT(P) ^ #P(P)
>  # P ( P )  +  2 (5.10)
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i f  #AT(P) >  0, by Proposition 5.9. Taking expectations, we see tha t either 
E (P iî(P )) ^  2P^e or E(A*V(P)) ^  2K'^s for in fin ite ly  many P ; we shall assume 
(w ithout loss of generality, since every P-crossing may be reformulated as a 
T-crossing) tha t
E (P T (P ))> 2 P :^ 6  (5.11)
for in fin ite ly  many P .
However, since there are only 8 (P  -H1) positions for 3 x  1 or 1 x 3 rectangles 
around the perimeter o f P (P ) ,  we have
E (P t (P ))  =  ^ E ( P r ( P ) )  <  8 (P 4 - l)g (^ ) (p ) - i (5.12)
R
for a ll P  ^  1, by (5.8). Taking P  sufficiently large so that
8 (P  4- l)^(^)(p)-^ <  2P^6 (5.13)
thus contradicts (5.11). We conclude tha t w ith  probability 1, encounter squares 
occur w ith  zero density throughout the plane.
5.2 Open questions
Fina lly  we present a miscellany o f open questions concerning the standard 
fractal percolation process and other closely related models. Some are problems 
th a t the author has encountered during the course of this research; others offer 
whole new avenues of investigation.
R a n d o m  S ie rp in s k i c a rp e t
Here, we work in  the u n it square [0,1]^ and let M  =  3 and 0 <  p ^  1. We m im ic 
the construction of the random Cantor set, but w ith  the additional rule tha t at 
every level we always discard the centre square of each group of nine squares 
(the other squares being retained independently at random w ith  probability  p, 
as before). The resulting random set is thus the intersection of a random Cantor 
set w ith  the ‘Sierpinski carpet’ (see Mandelbrot [39], page 144). Dekking and 
Meester [17] investigated this set in  detail, and proved the existence o f at least 
six d istinct phases of behaviour as p  varies.
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We define the concept o f percolation in  the random Sierpinski carpet, the 
percolation function O' (p) and the critica l probability  p[. in  exactly the same way 
as before. B y comparison w ith  the usual random Cantor set Coo, i t  is easy to  
see th a t O'(p) <  0{p) and hence p'c^Pc', i t  is now a long-standing open problem 
to prove tha t p[. >  Pc- This problem should be contrasted w ith  the analogous 
result of Aizenman and G rim m ett [1] in  the case of discrete percolation, where a 
periodically repeated enhancement of the lattice is shown to result in  a reduction 
o f the critica l probability.
More generally, suppose tha t instead o f retaining every square w ith  the same 
probability  p, we allow the retention probability  to  vary w ith  location (but 
not w ith  level). Tha t is, for 1 <  i  <  9 we choose pi between 0 and 1 and 
reta in Si w ith  probability  p*, where the Si are the level-1 squares defined by 
Figure 4.4. This same pattern of probabilities is then repeated throughout the 
entire construction. The percolation function 0: [0,1]® [0,1] is defined by
0{p) =  Pp (percolation in Coo),
where p  =  ( p i , . . .  ,pg). The phase transition to  percolation is then represented 
by a surface dP  in phase-space, where
P  =  {p:6»(p) =  0} Ç [0,1]®.
W hat does this surface look like? Clearly P  is convex; establishing tha t 5P  is 
nowhere parallel to  the ps-axis would be sufficient to  prove tha t p[. >  pc (see 
Figure 5.3).
C o n t in u ity  o f  th e  p e rc o la tio n  fu n c t io n
In  the case of discrete percolation, i t  is known tha t the percolation function is 
continuous everywhere (except possibly at the critica l point in  d >3  dimensions). 
In  fractal percolation, Chayes et al. [8] and Meester [41] showed the phase tran ­
sition to  be discontinuous, i.e. 0{pc) >  0, at least in two dimensions. I t  is not 
however known whether or not 0{p) is a continuous function above the critica l 
point Pc', right-continuity of the percolation function is easy to  establish, since 
0{p) may be w ritten  as a decreasing lim it o f continuous increasing functions, 
bu t le ft-continu ity has not been proved for Pc <  p <  1.
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Figure 5.3: The region P  in  phase-space 
M o n o to n ic ity  o f  Pc{M)
There is some experimental evidence to  suggest tha t the critica l p robability  is 
monotonie decreasing in  M , Le. Pc(M')  <  Pc{M)  whenever M '  ^  M .  However, 
th is inequality has only been proven for certain subsequences of M : By com­
paring the level-n set of fractal percolation w ith  subdivision index to  the 
level-2n set o f fractal percolation w ith  subdivision index M , i t  is easy to  see 
tha t
Pp (percolation in Cn[M ^]) ^  Pp (percolation in  C2 n [M ]) 
for a ll n >  1, and hence tha t pc{M ^) <  pc(M ).
Self-afHne fra c ta l p e rc o la tio n
In  this variation, instead of d ivid ing [0,1]^ into a mesh of squares, we choose 
two subdivision indices M , iV >  2 and divide the un it square into a M  x iV mesh 
o f rectangles in  the natural way; each rectangle is then retained independently 
w ith  probability  p. Ite ra ting  this process, the lim it set is statistically self-affine, 
L e. small rectangles are statistical copies of larger rectangles, bu t scaled differ­
ently in  different directions. Gatzouras and Lalley [27] considered the fractal 
dimension of this set, showing tha t the almost sure Hausdorff and box-counting 
dimensions are not in  general equal, bu t proving tha t they are equal in  an alter­
nate model in  which the rectangles are retained not independently but according 
to  some fixed d istribution.
Denoting the critica l p robability for percolation by pc{M ^N ), i t  is not hard
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to see tha t p c {M ,N )  =  p c {N ,M ),  since any horizontal crossing o f the squares 
includes a vertical crossing of some smaller rectangle, almost surely. We would 
like to  prove inequalities of the form  Pc{M, M )  '^pc{M , N ) '^pc{N, N )  for M , 
and Pc{M, N ) ^  pc{M , N ')  for N  <  N '.
D im en sio n  o f  crossings
In  Chapter 2, we established almost sure upper and lower bounds on the m inimal 
box-counting dimension of crossings in  Coo in  terms of p; these bounds could 
certainly be improved upon. There are also several other im portant questions 
unanswered: Does there exist an almost sure constant Ag =  Ag(p) such that, 
conditional on percolation occurring, the m inimal box-counting dimension of all 
crossings is exactly Ag, i.e.
Pp(inf{dimg(r): F is a crossing} =  Ag) = 1 ?
I f  so, is this infimum attained, and is Ag continuous in  p? We may ask the 
same questions for the Hausdorff dimension, defining Ag to  be the almost sure 
m in im al Hausdorff dimensions of crossings; i f  Ag and Ag both exist, are they 
equal?
P erco la tio n  on  ran d om  gaskets
Instead of working in  the un it square, i t  is possible to  define percolation pro­
cesses on other objects, notably the Sierpinski gasket-type fractals. In  the case 
o f the triangular gasket, where we retain triangles independently a t random 
w ith  probability  p, we find tha t the geometry of the gasket prevents percolation 
occurring, almost surely, for every value of p <  1. To see this, consider the 
level-n pre-fractal set, where n >  1. I f  two level-n triangles intersect, they do so 
only at a point, so any level-n crossing must pass through these level-n vertices; 
bu t w ith  probability  1, a ll such vertices are eventually removed, so the lim it set 
does not contain any crossings.
The process of fracta l percolation is non-triv ia l in the case o f other gaskets 
th a t are not post-critica lly finite. The octogasket is obtained by repeated substi­
tu tio n  o f a pattern of eight octagons intersecting along edges to  form  a ring, as 
shown in  Figure 5.4. We define percolation to  occur in  the random octogasket 
i f  the lim it set contains a complete c ircu it around the ring; since there is more
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Figure 5.4: Construction of the octogasket
than one way to  cross any edge, we can prove tha t the critica l p robability  is 
s tr ic tly  less than 1. W hich other properties o f fractal percolation have analogues 
in  the random 4m-gaskets, m  >  2?
P erco la tio n  in  h igher d im en sion s
As already mentioned in  the text, the higher-dimensional versions o f fractal 
percolation are not well understood and there are several outstanding open 
problems. Defining arc-percolation to  occur i f  the lim it set contains a continuous 
map between opposite faces o f the cubes, can we prove tha t arc-percolation is a 
measurable event, and i f  so, is i t  equivalent to  the usual definition o f percolation 
(up to  sets o f measure zero)? In  three dimensions, le tting  pc,PojPs and pd denote 
the critica l probabilities for percolation, arc-percolation, sheet percolation and 
disc percolation respectively, we conjecture tha t Pc ~  Pa <  Pa =  Pd- In  higher 
dimensions, we conjecture tha t Pi <  P2 <  . . .  <  P d - i  <  1, where p& is the 
critica l probability  for fc-ball percolation in  d dimensions (see Section 3.2.1 for 
definitions).
By analogy w ith  the calculations of Meester [41] in two dimensions, i t  is 
easy to  prove th a t the expected number of d isjoint sheet crossings in  fractal 
percolation in  the cube is fin ite, since any two retained sheets are separated 
by a vacant sheet. Is the expected number o f d isjoint paths crossing the cube 
finite?
The pasting results cease to  be so useful in  three and higher dimensions, 
since we can have two or more paths crossing the un it cube tha t have no points
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in  common. Some alternative intersection result for percolating paths in  higher 
dimensions, for example a lower bound on the probability tha t two nearby paths 
are in  fact joined together, would therefore be very helpful for extending the 
theory. In  particular, we should then be able to  modify the methods of Chayes 
et al. [8] and Burton and Keane [5] to  prove the existence of an unbounded 
cluster in  the tilin g  model in  higher dimensions.
R esista n ce  o f  fracta l p erco la tio n
The discrete bond percolation process readily adapts to  model a random elec­
tr ica l network, by giving each selected edge un it resistance and each vacant 
edge in fin ite  resistance; the effective resistance of a large block of this random 
material can then be studied (see Section 10.9 of G rim m ett [29]). Barlow and 
Bass [3] investigated the resistance of the Sierpinski carpet, proving tha t the 
effective resistance of the level-n pre-fractal set scales approximately as as 
n  —>■ 00 for some p «  1.2515.
Crawford [14] set up a correspondence between the level-n sets of the fractal 
percolation process and a random resistor network, which is then used to  study 
the hydraulic properties of a sample of soil modelled by a random Cantor set. 
In  a sim ilar vein, we could introduce capacity constraints on the level-n squares 
in  fracta l percolation to  form  a random capacitated network, and try  to  find the 
maximum permissible flow across the u n it square when percolation occurs.
D im en sio n  o f  cu t-se ts
Suppose tha t Coo Is a realisation of the fractal percolation process in  which 
percolation occurs. A  set T  Ç [0,1]^ is called a cu tse t i f  percolation does not 
occur in  T\Coo, % every crossing of Coo uses at least one point o f T . Does there 
exist an almost sure value x b  (respectively, x h ) for the m inim al box-counting 
dimension (respectively, Hausdorff dimension) of all cut-sets T? How is x b  
(x h ) related to  the dimension of Coo, or to  the m inimal dimension Ag (Ag) of 
crossings; i f  %g and x h  both exist, are they equal? Returning to  the capacitated 
model suggested above, does there exist an analogue of the ‘max-fiow m in-cut’ 
theorem for networks?
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M an d elb rot aerogels
Aerogels are porous materials w ith  pore sizes th a t exhibit scale invariance over a 
wide range of length scales. Machta [35] introduced a variant o f the fractal perc­
olation process known as the Mandelbrot aerogel; most of the im portant results 
to  date for this model were established by Chayes, Chayes and Machta [10].
Briefly, the (two-dimensional) model is constructed as follows. Let M  ^  2 
and le t 1; we generate a sequence {C n ln ^ i o f subsets of the un it square
as follows. Each Cn is obtained by firs t running through the construction o f the 
random Cantor set as far as level (n —1) using the parameters M  and g, obtaining 
a set C n - i,  and then performing one further iteration on C n - i,  but this time 
using the retention probability  p. Unfortunately, there is no natura l way to 
define a lim iting  set for this process, since the sets are not in  general nested. 
Consequently, most of the results on th is model are probabilistic statements 
th a t hold uniform ly in  n.
The percolation probability  is defined by 'd{q,p) — lim  in f^,-4.001)»(g, p ) , 
where dn{q,p) =  Fç,p(percolation in C „). In  the language of the model, we 
say tha t the system is in  the sol phase i f  i9(g,p) =  0, and in  the gel phase i f  
'{9(g,p) >  0. Open problems of interest are to  establish the existence o f the lim it 
lim„_^oo '^niq^p) for a ll values of g and p, and to  determine the exact nature of 
the transition and the boundary in (g,p) phase-space between the sol and the 
gel phases. See Chayes [11] for a discussion o f these and other issues.
Z ah le’s ran d om  cu t-o u t se t
The random cut-out set was introduced by Mandelbrot [36] and generalised 
and studied in  depth by Zahle [60]; see also Falconer [22] for an account. In  
two dimensions, the simplest example o f a random cut-out set is obtained by 
removing from  the un it square a sequence of discs w ith  decreasing rad ii r i  >  
V2 >  . •. and independently d istributed centres; note tha t we allow the discs 
to  overlap and identify opposite sides o f the square. The resulting lim it set is 
closely related (qualitatively, at least) to  the random Cantor set, see Figure 5.5.
So far, most attention has been paid to  the problem of finding the Hausdorff 
dimension of such a set. However, we may also look for percolation in  the
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(a) (b)
F igure 5.5: A  random cut-out set and a random Cantor set
random cut-out model and investigate how the connectivity o f the lim it set 
changes as we vary the sequence {7 'n}n>i: Suppose tha t r „  ~  cn“ ^/^ as n  oo. 
Then i t  can be shown tha t the box-counting dimension of the lim it set E  satisfies 
dimg(F7) <  2 — ttc^, w ith  equality holding w ith  positive probability; thus there 
exists a critica l value for c separating a percolating phase from a dust-like phase. 
W hat other phase transitions exist? When the dimension of the lim it set lies 
between 1 and 2 and percolation occurs, does there exist an almost sure value 
for the m inimal dimension of crossings? In  higher dimensional versions o f the 
random cut-out set, are the percolation and sheet percolation phases distinct? 
Many of the techniques devised for the fractal percolation process should have 
analogues for the random cut-out model.
Appendix A
Computer Programs
A.1 Program f  ind_g
This Pascal program calculates the coefficients of the polynomial 9 {p ,a ), 
representing the probability  tha t a crack is transm itted from top to  bottom  
according to  the model described in  Section 4.2.
{Declare program} 
program f in d _ g ;
{Declare variables}
typ e  c o n f ig = a r r a y [ l . .9 ] o f in te g e r ;  
va r
loop,il ,1 2 ,1 3 ,14,i5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 8,19 : Integer ; 
powerp,poweralpha,power1alpha: Integer ; 
srconflg;
p : a r ra y [0 . .7 ]  o f r e a l;
c o e f fs :a r r a y [0 . ,9 ,0 . .1 0 ,0 . .1 0 ]  o f In te g e r ;
{Function to examine a configuration fo r  a top-bottom crack}
fu n c t io n  c rackC sta te  : c o n f Ig ) :boo lean; 
v a r 1 : In te g e r ;
open, h o r Iz , v e r t , access : a r ra y [1 . .9 ]  o f boo lean;
{open =  type 0 ; horiz =  type 0 ,H ,B ; vert =  type 0 ,V )B }
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b eg in
f o r  i : = l  to  9 do 
beg in
open [ i ]  : = (s ta te  [ i ]= 0 )  ; 
v e r t  [ i ]  : = ( s t a t e d ]  =2) o r  o p e n [i]  ; 
end;
open[ 6 ] : = ( s ta te [5 ]= 3 ) ;
v e r t [ 5 ] : = o d d (s ta te [ 5 ] ) ;
h o r iz  [5 ] :=open[6] o r ( s ta te  [5 ] >=6) ;
{ Test i f  a crack is transmitted to the squares o f the middle row}
access[ 4 ] : = (open[4 ] and ( v e r t [1 ] o r open[2 ] ) )  
o r (o p e n [l]  and v e r t  [ 4 ] ) ;  
accessC 6]:= (open[6 ] and ( v e r t [3 ] o r open[2 ] ) )  
o r (open [3 ] and v e r t  [6 ] ) ;  
access[5 ] :  = (open[5 ] and (openC l] o r  v e r t [2 ] o r  open[3 ] 
o r access[4 ] o r  access[ 6 ] ) )  o r  ( v e r t [5 ] and open[2 ] )  
o r ( h o r iz [5 ] and open[4 ] and access [4 ])  o r ( h o r iz [5 ] 
and open[6 ] and access[ 6 ] ) ;  
access[ 6 ] := access[6 ] o r ( h o r iz [5 ] and access[5 ] and open[ 4 ] ) ;  
access[ 4 ] :=access [4 ] o r  ( h o r iz [5 ] and access[5 ] and open[ 6 ] ) ;
i f  n o t (access[4 ] o r access[5 ] o r access[6 ])  
then  c ra c k := fa ls e
{  Test i f  a crack is transmitted to the squares of the bottom row}
e ls e  beg in
access[ 7 ] : = ( v e r t [7 ] and access[4 ] and open[4 ])  
o r (open[7 ] and access [5 ] and open [5 ] ) ;  
access[8 ] :  = ( v e r t [8 ] and access [5 ] and open[5 ])
o r  (open[8 ] and ((o p e n [4 ] and access[4 ] )  o r ( v e r t [5 ] 
and access[5 ] )  o r (open[6 ] and access[ 6 ] ) ) ) ;  
access[ 9 ] : = ( v e r t [9 ] and access[6 ] and open[6 ])  
o r  (open [9 ] and access[5 ] and open[ 5 ] ) ;
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c ra c k := (access[7 ] o r access[8 ] o r access[ 9 ] ) ;  
end;
end;
{R un  through a ll the configurations}
beg in
f o r  i l : = 0  to  2 do 
f o r  i2 := 0  to  2 do 
f o r  i3 := 0  to  2 do 
f o r  i4 := 0  to  2 do 
f o r  i5 := 3  to  7 do 
f o r  i6 := 0  to  2 do 
f o r  i7 := 0  to  2 do 
f o r  i8 := 0  to  2 do 
f o r  i9 := 0  to  2 do 
b eg in
s [ l ] : = i l ;  s [2 ] := i2 ;  s [3 ] := i3 ;
s [4 ] := i4 ;  s [5 ] := i5 ;  s [6 ] := i6 ;
8 [7 ] := i7  ; s [8 ] := i8 ;  s [9 ] ;= i9 ;
i f  c ra c k (s )  th en  beg in
{Calculate coefficients o f p, alpha, 1-alpha}
powerp:=0 ; 
pow era lpha:=0; 
p ow e rla lp ha := 0 ; 
f o r  lo o p := l to  9 do 
beg in
i f  (n o t (8 [ lo o p ]=0 )) and (n o t ( s [ lo o p ]=3 )) then  
powerp: =pow erp+ l; 
i f  s [ lo o p ]= l  then  p o w e rla lp h a := p o w e rla lp h a + l; 
i f  s [ lo o p ]=2 th en  pow era lpha :=pow era lpha+ l; 
end;
i f  s [5 ]= 4  th en  power1a lp h a : =power1a lpha+2;
i f  (s [5 ]= 5 )  o r  (s [5 ]= 6 )  then
beg in
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pow era lpha :=pow era lpha+ l; 
p ow e r 1a lp h a :=power1alpha+1 ; 
end;
i f  s [5 ]= 7  then  pow era lpha :=poweralpha+2;
{  W rite to table of coefficients}
c o e ffs [p o w e rp ,p ow era lp ha ,p ow e rla lp ha ]:= 
co e ffs [p o w e rp , pow era lpha,power1a lp h a ]+1;
end;
end;
{D isplay table o f coefficients}
f o r  11:=0 to  9 do 
beg in
i4 : = 9 - i l ;
w r i t e ( ’ p ” ’ , i l :  1, ^H t(l-p )'' > ,1 4 :1 , ’ * ( ’ ) ;
f o r  12:=0 to  10 do
beg in
fo r  13:=0 to  10 do
i f  ( c o e f fs [ i l ,1 2 ,13 ]> 0 ) then
w r ite  (coe f f  8 [1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ] :4 , ' * a " '  ,1 2 :1 , ' * ( l - a ) " ' '  , i 3 : 1, ’ + ' )  ; 
end;
w r i t e ln ( ’ ) + ’ ) ;  
end;
end.
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A.2 Program c lu s te r s  (schematic)
This program was used to generate realisations of the pre-fractal sets (7», 
and calculate the number, size and diameter o f the connected components at 
each level n.
Start
Declare variables
Get input from  from  keyboard:
Subdivision parameter M 
Number o f levels maxdepth 
Retention probability p 
Random number seed seed 
In itia lise  arrays s ta te  and looked „a t 0/ Sî2:e maxsize:=^®^j®^^*'(M^)” ' 
and type boolean 
Function  u p _ le v e l( i)  ;
Given a level-n square i ,  returns the level-{n — 1) square containing i  
Function  rand;
Pseudo-random number generator, adapted from  [50]
F il l  array s ta te ;
For i = l  to maxsize
J/rand<p  and s ta te  [u p J L e v e l( i) ]= tru e  then s ta te  [ i ]  := tru e  
else s ta te  [ i ]  := fa ls e  
F ill  array looked_at with fa ls e  
Procedure dump_image;
Create pixmap image file
Procedure f  in d _ c lu s te rs ;
For i = l  to maxsize
J /s ta te  [ i ] = fa ls e  then exit 
Open file  n e w lis t  fo r  w riting  
W rite  i  to n e w lis t  
Let lo o k e d _ a t[ i]  ;= tru e , s iz e := l
Let xmin : =xmax : =x-coord. of i ,  ymin : =ymax : -y-coord. o f i  
Repeat
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Copy n e w lis t  to o ld l i s t  
Empty n e w lis t  
Repeat
Read i  from  o ld l i s t
Find  neighbours j  o / i  such that s ta te  [ j ]= t r u e  
and looked_at [ j ] = fa ls e  
W rite  j  to n e w lis t
Let loo ked „a t [ j ]  := tru e , let s iz e : = s iz e + l 
I f  j  is outwith [xmin, xmax] x [ymin, ymax] 
then update xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax 
U ntil end o f file  o ld l i s t  
U ntil n e w lis t  is empty 
Let diam:=moa;(xmax-xmin,ymax-ymin)
Output s iz e , diam
Tabulate results 
Stop.
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